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CHAPTER 1 

MSDICA.L EDUCATION 

The influence cf the Renaissance upon medicine In Eng-

land began with the Oxford Humanists# Such men as Colet, 

Groeyn, Liimere, and Thomas More made Oxford famous as a 

seat of learning. In 1^16 Biihop Pox founded Corpus Christi 

College at Oxford In the interests of the new learning, and 

John Fisher promoted the spread of 'Hellenic thought at Cam-

bridge* Once this new learning was established in the ttaJU 

versities, it influenced national thought and practice.1 

Thomas Linacre is regarded by many as the most outstand-

ing of the Humanist physicians# After attending Oxford} he 

vent to Italy to continue his studies, returned to England 

to lecture on medicine at both Oxford and Cambridge, and 

finally became the tutor of Prince Arthur. He continued to 

serve as court physician under Henry VIII,^ and one of his 

patients was Cardinal W©lsey» Wolsey* s activities were by 

no means restricted to the direction of governmental mat-

ters) he also endeavored to influence English culture# He 

lA. S. MacNalty, "The Renaissance and its Influence on 
English Medicine, Surgery, and Public Health," British 
Medical Journal* II (December 1, 19^5)» ?55» 

2c. B» Luginbuhl, "A History of English Medicinet From 
1H60 to i860,M Journal of j®tt IflMft MMM IMitti teMZ* 
XXX (May, 19**0)> 181-182. 



founded Cardinal College at Oxford and created six professor-

ships * One of these was for medicine, which may indicate the 

influence of I»inacre#3 

Linacre's knowledge of Greek seems to have "been an im-

portant factor in M s rise to fame# He is said to have "been 

the first Englishman to read Aristotle and Galen in the orig-

inal Greek# fhe actual medical knowledge contained in these 

tracts could not have benefited his patients to a great ex-

tent, and It has even been said that "the reason Linacre did 

not do more 1mm as a physician was that the times were too 

much for him."** • Bat Linacre's knowledge of Greek enabled hi® 

to prepare and introduce accurate texts of the medical clas-

sics into England, thereby spuriously enhancing his impor-

tance to medicine. He made no original contribution to the 

field of medicine| but his name is immortal because he found 

the practice of medicine in England in the hands of illiter-

ate monks and empirics, and through his influence made it a 

more honored profession#^* 

John Key, or Caius, repeated in a general way the pat-

tern of Linacre's life# He studied abroad, was Professor of 

3h# Kury and H. Baig, "Medical Oxford and Cambridge Dur-
ing the 16th and l?th Centuries/ jgJM SSBliaMi H I <&»•# 
19*fl), 877. 

^Sir Walter Langdon-Brown, "John Caius and the Revival 

mVg(H^emier'^f|llf^f? ̂  gMifttg St M k l l , 

^Luginbuhl, ja>. clt.« p. 67* 



Greek at Padua, a M upon his re ton to England m & appointed 

physician to Edward VI. Interested in theology, classical 

philology, and natural history, he vas described by Conrad 

(leaner a® "the most learned physician of his age*w^ Besides 

being the author of several original works, Cains was co-

fotmder of Gonville and Caius College, and was primarily re-

sponsible for introducing the study ©f anatomy into England#7 

fhe scholar-physicians, of whom Linacre and Cairns are 

outstanding examples, occupy, in spite of their limitations, 

a respected position in the history of medical and scientific 

advance. They effectively bridged the period between the Mid-

dle Ages and the beginning of modem scientific methods* True, 

their knowledge was not obtained through experimentation, but 

the scholarship in' which they excelled was of the greatest 

importance to the medicine of their era. By the accurate 

work of these scholars, th® pure texts of the medical classics 

were restored, audi in this my students of medicine were en-

abled to begin anew their investigations* Also, the scholar* 

physicians were deeply imbued with the ideals of Human!SBI— 

Ideals which led directly to the establishment in England of 

institutions for the promotion of medical and scientific dis-

ciplines* 

^Langdon-Brown, clt«« p, 6?» 

7&* S* MacHalty, "Medicine in the Time of Queen Elizabeth 
the First," MUI& 3mxaaXt I 30, 19*3)» 1182, 



AMI interest of these scholars in raising the standards 

of the medical profession was reflected in the concern ©f 

the government about existing conditions# la 153.1 ®n Act was 

passed which regulated the practice of medicine in Loudon, 

fh© preamble to this Act mentions the deplorable state of 

medical practice as follows* 

Tim science and cunning of physick and surgery is 
daily within this realm exercised by a great multitude 
of ignorant persons* ©f whom the great part have no 
manner of insight in the same; some also can read no 
letters on the book, s© « * * that common artificers, 
smiths, weavers| and women, boldly and acornstoaably 
take upon them great cures and things of great diffi-
culty, in which they partly use sorcery and witch-
craft, partly apply such medicines as to be very nox-
ious and nothing meet therefore, to the high displeasure 
of God. great infamy to the facuty, and the grievous 
hurt, damage,Aand destruction of many of the king's 
liege people*® 

This Act made it unlawful for anyone to practice medi-

cine or surgery in, and for seven miles around London with-

out being first examined and approved by four doctors of 

medicine or surgeons acting under either the Bishop of Lon-

don or the Bean of St* Paul's Church. Theoretically, similar 

regulations were in effect outside the seven-mile area# 

In 1518 there was established the Royal College of Phy-

sicians, the "Congregated C o l l e g e " 9 as Shakespeare terms it. 

% „ T» Bly, «Early English Medical and Surgical Legis-
lation,1* MfitUttfll &£££&» XOT (September 1, 1885), 236. 

%illiam Shakespeare, "All*s Well That End's Well," She 
Works jg£ Shakespeare> edited by Hardin Craig, p. 812 



Linacre1* thoroughgoing influence on English medicine is ©net 

again evident from the letters patent which stated that in 

establishing this organization the King was motivated by the 

example of similar institutions in Italy and elsewhere.! and 

by the advice of Linacre and Cardinal Wolsey.^® The letters 

patent specifically provided|that only graduates of Oxford 

and Cambridge might practice "physic" in England* Others 

might do after examination and approval by the President 

and three of the Blects of the Royal College, or upon receipt 

of a dispensation, but not otherwise, The document also 

indicated that only those practitioner® who were "profound, 

groundedly learned and deeply studied in physic" were to be 

allowed to practice medicine#3-3-

Soon after its formation, the Royal College of Physicians 

began to exercise a powerful legal function* In 15**0 an M4ct 

for Physicians and fheir Privileges" was passed, by which 

physicians were ©tempted from keeping "watch and ward,"^2 

More important, however, was the authorisation given to the 

College, In an early day version of the Pure Pood and Drug 

Act, to appoint four of its members to examine the contents 

3-%* S. HacNalty, "The Renaissance and Its Influence on 
Ush Medicine* Sureery. and Public Healths" British 

EWtari JaUMl, IX (ueoember 1, 1*.?), 757. 

X1MA* 

^Bly, m* P« 236 < 



of "Hi# apothecary stops and to enforce the folloving regu-

lation! 

* • • all such drags and stuffs as the said four persons 
shall there find defective, corrupted* and not meet nor 
convenient to fee ministered in any aalielne for the 
health of man's body » . * the same four.shall cause to 
be burnt or otherwise destroy the saae*^ 

In a further attempt to raise the standard of medical 

practice throughout the country, the academic requirements at 

Oxford were made more exacting* the University regulations 

stipulated - that the prospective physician should study four-

teen years for the degree of Doctor of Medicine# It first 

had to obtain the Master of Arts degree as evidence of suf-

ficient knowledge of ©reek and Latin and an adequate prep-

aration in dialectics and physics* Then he could begin the 

medical course which lasted seven years# As a part of his 

training, he was required to dispute twice, respond once, and 

see two anatomies before securing the bachelors degree* Be-

fore being admitted to practice, he was required to perform 

t m anatomies and to effect at least three cures,1? Although 

it is apparent that the old scholastic form of the disputa-

tion still survived* the beginning of a new era Is evident in 

the requirement of practical exercises and anatomical studies. 

ttrna. 

5&A* 3« Madalty, "Medicine in the Time of Queen Eliz-
abeth Shs First,1* jiikfe iitilmlv fafflOMftt 1 <*&y 30* 1953 >* 
1180 # 

^Goldvin Smith, "Xhe Practice of Medicine in Tudor 
England," Scientific 'Monthly. L (January, 19^0), 67* 



All this contributed to the improvement of medical prac-

tice, but only to a very slight degree# Oxford granted only 

forty-seven medical degrees from 1571 to 1600,and during 

the first forty-two years of the sixteenth century, the de-

grees of Bachelor of Medicine and Doctor of Medicine were 

conferred only once each at Cambridge#^? Xhls Hasher, even 

with an increment of graduates of foreign medical schools, 

was Inadequate to serve the medical needs of the English 

people* Indeed, graduates in medicine were go scarce that 

on ceremonial occasions it was often a problem to find a Doc-

tor of Medicine* The situation at Oxford, furthermore, was 

not calculated to produce graduates of high quality* When 

Giordano Bruno visited the University in 1581, he found Hthe 

graduates ignorant and pedantic, the students much too inter-

ested in beer drinking, and the Oxonians in general arrogant 

enough to sake even a Job lose his patience. 

fhe chief weakness in medical education at this time was 

the hostility to new ideas* Medical education was based on 

the doctrines of Galen, which were accepted without question* 

As late as 1559# a certain John Oeynes was reprimanded by the 

College for questioning the Galenic teachings, and was ex-

cluded from Fellowship in the group until he recanted #19 

Ibid, ^Kury and Balg, cit.» p* 879* 

l8Ibld.t pp* 879-880* 

19siy Walter Langdon-Brown, "The Background to Harvey," 
litelX i i m y U 11 (October 2^, 1936), 793* 
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Strangely enough, it was the reign of Mary Tudor which 

contributed la large measure to the awakening of a progres-

sive scientific spirit in England* many scholars fled to var-

ious centers of European culture during her reign and returned 

to England at the accession of Elisabeth, bringing back new 

ideas which contributed to a wider culture than England had 

known previously*20 

English medical education was also affected by the abo-

lition of the religious orders by Henry VIII, since the re~ 

moval of the clergy from Oxford and Cambridge brought about 

a partial social restratification« Members of the middle 

class could no longer acquire a higher education by monastic 

affiliation* so that the two Universities gradually tended 

to beoome educational institutions for the wealthy. As a re-

sult, the emphasis of the medical curriculum in the Univer-

sities was focused on the place of medicine as a branch of 

scientific education rather than on its sore practical tech-

nical aspects. 

Medical education during the seventeenth century fol«* 

loved the same pattern of slow evolution which it had pur-

sued in the sixteenth century. In retrospect, one views 

the startling achievements of the seventeenth century with 

something like awe# But there was certainly no sharp change 

in the methods of medical education, which continued to be 

20 '&&&» 21&iry and Sbig, m » aJ£#, p. 878, 
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centered primarily at Oxford and Cambridge. As in the past, 

it nas still possible to secure a medical degree through 

royal or ecclesiastical patronage f22 "but in the main physi-

cians in good standing continued to seek university degrees* 

During the seventeenth century there ma also evidence 

of infiltration of a more progressive scientific viewpoint 

into the deeply entrenched classical curriculum# this 

change, however, came about slowly# Ag early as the reign 

of Edward ?If a Royal Commission had been sent to Oxford for 

the purpose of revising the educational system? but by the 

beginning of the seventeenth century the total apparent re-

sult was one Regius Professorship of Medicine at each Univer-

sity, one or tiro Linaere Lecturers, and a few fellowships 

designated for medical students*^ 

Bit need for reform was officially recognised during 

the reign of Charles I» William Laud, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, was appointed by Charles to ©amine the condition of 

university education, especially at Oxford, and to recommend 

desirable changes# The findings of Laud * s Commission were 

expressed in a new set of statutes, called the Caroline Code# 

22Bje$e latter were known as Lambeth M, D.'s, named 
after Lambeth Palace* the residence of the Archbishop of 
Canterbury* The right to grant such M, P«'s was not abol-
ished until the Medical Act of 1858, 

23Phyliss Allen, "Medical Education in 17th Century 
Bn^and^^Jpu?^! &£ W s M a J&£ IgtifilMf * (January, 
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The purpose of the Code was to safe® university ©ducation more 

efficient by regulating the life of the students and the du-

ties of the professors according to High Church precepts* 

Certain benefits may well have followed from the application 

of the Caroline Code for a few years after its adoption? but 

by the end of the seventeenth century the Code was definitely 

outmoded* and drastic changes were once more needed• 

According to the Caroline Code medical studies were to 

be regulated with the same strictness as other branches of 

education, but this meant, in effect, the continuation of 

the old system# After obtaining the Master of Arts degree, 

the student was required to attend the lectures of the Regius 

Professor for three years and to engage in two public disputa-

tions# ®i# Professor, in turn, was instructed to lecture "in 

Hippocrates and Galen,"2**" Hi© doctorate in medicine was con-

ferred on the student only after four additional years of 

attendance at the lectures of the Begius Professorj in ad-

dition, either a public reading of six lectures or an ex-

planation of any of the books of Galen was required*2^ the 

student had further to swear that he had attended the four 

lectures which made up the commentary on a complete dissec-

tion, and that he had heard ©ae entire lecture on the skel-

eton before h® was granted a University license of practice# 

As in the sixteenth century, fourteen years were required to 

^Allen, ££« eit.t p. 119#
 a5Xbia.. p, 121. 
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complete the study of medicines but there w no improvement 

over that era's inadequate provision for ellnical study* 

It Is hardly surprising, therefor®, that some of the better 

students travelled to Mi® Continent to obtain their medical 

education, or gained practical experience as medical officers 

in the Armyv2^ 

Medical studies at Cambridge during the seventeenth cen-

tury were governed by the Elizabethan Statutes ©f 1570. 

ffiiese Statutes were quite similar to the provisions of the 

Caroline Code# For example, they provided that "the lec-

turer In medicine shall read Hippocrates and Galen,1'2'7 Oc-

casionally a professor who championed the "new philosopy" of 

Bacon and Descartes managed to Inject tone of their ideas 

into his lectures# bat such teaching was definitely not pre* 

scribed in the statutes. 

®ie Elizabethan Statutes and the Caroline Code# then, 

regulated the study of medicine in England* and as a result 

the Universities remained seats of a reactionary conserva-

tism. In fact, the teaching of medicine in England up t© 

the nineteenth century has been correctly described as a 

national disgrace. 

^ A . 3, MacKalty. "Medicine in the Time of Queen Eliz-
abeth the First," i & M l Blftftfall toM&> 1 <^7 30, 195*3)t 
llw# 

2?Allen, M * oit*. p. 122» 

2®Sir Wilmot Herringham, tt$he Life and timm of Dr. 
William Harvey," Aqna3,g at Hffitifial S a t e t & (**A f 1932), 
120* 
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The complacent conservatism of Oxford and Cambridge was 

strengthened by a complete lack of competition from other 

institutions of higher learning, The two principal Univer-

sities wielded enormous political power, and were able to 

eliminate virtually all competitors* They were able to pre-

vent both Cromwell^ University at Durham and the Royal So-

ciety from granting degrees,2? 

®ae best medical education available in England during 

the second half of the seventeenth century was that provided 

by the Dissenting Academies. These Institutions* which were 

Of university standing, had been founded after the Restora-

tion when the Clarendon Code forced nonconformists ©ut Of 

the Universities* Within the space of thirty years, more 

than twenty-five of these Academies came into being# While 

mat of the students who attended these institutions became 

ministers, there were many who studied medicine and Juris-

prudence* Only In the Dissenting Academies might the stu-

dent receive practical laboratory instruction as part of his 

regular course of study,30 

Another important institution of higher learning in 

England was Greshaia College. Sir Bioiaas Gresham, who had 

been Queen Elizabeth's financial agent, left a large propor-

tion of his ©state in trust to the city and the Mercers1 

^Aiion, JFFL. sXi-, p. 131. P. 1*6. 
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Company to endow an educational Institution designed to 

serve the citizens of London. The statutes of this College 

permitted the Professor in medicine to deliver up-to-date 

lectures# 

At the close of the seventeenth century the classicists 

were far from displaced. In fact, by statute they were still 

in full control of formal medical education in the universi-

ties. However, the more modern thinkers had managed to in-

corporate some of the new science into the curriculums, and 

during the eighteenth century this tendency gained momentum* 

Many physicians in the early part of the sixteenth cen-

tury were ecclesiastics. Linacre, for example, took orders 

late in life $33. and John Chambre, one of the founders of the 

loyal College, was a priest. During the Middle Ages, many of 

the surgeons had been members of holy orders* But in 1163 

the practice of surgery was forbidden by the Council of Tours, 

and, consequently, the art of surgery declined. In sixteenth 

century England the standard of surgery was low indeed* Most 

'surgeons were incompetent, many unqualified practitioners 

were to be found, and quackery abounded, Shomas Gale reported 

^C* J, Jeaffreson states that Linacre's motive for tak-
ing holy orders before his death is unknown* He was certainly 
not a profound theologian. It is said that a short while be-
fore his death he read the Hew Testament for the first time, 
and so great was his astonishment at finding the rules of 
Christians widely at variance with their practice, that he 
threw the volume from him in a passion and exclaimed. "Either 
this is not the gospel, or w® are not Christians." Cl Book 

Eaiteit 21)* 
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that at the Battle of Montreuil in Iffik there was wa great 
rablement that took upon them to to© chirurgions, some were 

sowe»gelders, and some h©r3#»g®lderg with tinkers and Cob-

lers#w32 

At this time there were two groups of surgeons, the. 

minor surgeons, or men "of thruhort robe," who were member* 

of the Barbers* Company, and the master surgeons, the men Mof 

the long robe," who belonged to the Guild or Fellowship of 

Surgeons# Thomas Vieary, Serjeant-Surgeon to Henry VIII, be-

lieved that if these two groups were united, it would be easier 

to make and carry out effective plans for the advancement 

and regulation of surgery, This union was brought about in 

15*f0 by an act of Parliament. The negotiations leading to 

this union were probably carried on with difficulty, since 

the Surgeons1 Guild, though small^-it numbered only fourteen 

members—was very exclusive, and the social position of its 

members was much higher than that of the surgeons in the Bar-

bers* Company «33 If the Surgeons were to join the Barbers, 

they would enjoy certain advantages, such a® a hall, the 

privileges of a City Company, and a share in the considerable 

property possessed by the Barbers* On the other hand, the 

Barbers* Company would gain in prestige, and would also 

« ... Lett, "Anatomr at the Barber Surgeons* flail," 
issaml at Mma$ (October, 19^3)> 101, 

33Ibid> 
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strengthen Its control over the Surgeons and their practice. 

Ion® of the Barbers was allowed to perform any surgery or 

blood-letting, with the single exception of tooth extractions? 

nor, of course, ma any surgeon allowed to perform "barbery#" 

She Barber-Surgeons were further authorised to use the bodies 

of four executed criminals yearly for dissection*3^ 

!Ehe formation of the Barber-Surgeons1 Company is a land-

mark in the history of English surgery, and exerted a salu-

tary effect on the teaching of anatomy in England# This 

discipline had been almost entirely neglected, and the qual-

ity of instruction was far below that prevalent on the Conti-

nent# the above-mentioned right of claiming four bodies each 

year for dissection m s , therefore, a highly significant ad-

vance* Not only did it authorise dissection in England for 

the first time, but it also provided anatomical subjects for 

demonstrations and lectures#35 

Si© teaching of anatomy was at first limited to lectures 

and demonstrations on the bodies from Tyburn, These occa-

sions were known as "public anatomies," probably because the 

' subjects were allotted to the Company by the State, but partly, 

perhaps, because the dissections were open to a limited num-

ber of visitors.^ Indeed, the public anatomies soon became 

F. south, JSIGLIIA M JTE SA£S &£ toraas M 
England* p. 91# • 

3%hld« 36MU*$ 9* 103* 
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one of the sights of London, and the Halted Company found it 

expensive to accommodate the crowds which attended.37 

Since these public anatomies were important functions, 

considerable ear® was exercised in choosing the subjects, 

and, as executions were quite numerous, a good selection was 

always available. Little physical damage was done by hanging. 

Indeed, so slight was the injury inflicted at "fyburn, the 

subjects often showed signs of life after being brought to 

the Surgeons' Hall, This evidently vas a source of great 

annoyance to the surgeons, since in 1537 they issued an order 

that thereafter, when any body revived, "the charges aboute 

the same bodies so reviving shall be borne, levied, and sus-

teyned by such person or persons who shall so happen to bring® 

home the Bodie«lf3® After this, the subjects do not appear to 

have cone to life again, 

public anatomies wore held only four times a year, 

and each lasted for three days# The bodies were dissected 

systematically! the most perishable parts, the viscera, were 

considered first? next came dissection of the muscles and 

arteries? and finally, the bones, ligaments, and joints 

m m demonstrated* Various benefactors endowed ancillary 

3%ir D'Arey Power, "The Education of a Surgeon Under 
IfS**7'" M M a f e Ql (February, 

X921/f 2t7« 

3^Ibid., p. 27**» 
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lectureships, so that the anatomies involved a visceral 

lecture, a muscular lecture, and an osteological lecture.39 

Great ceremony surrounded, the holding of such a public 

anatomy# The Surgeons of the Company were expected to attend 

the lectures5 and, if they were absent for more than two of 

the three days, they were fined. Later, however, leave of 

absence was granted on payment of a small suhu 1^ Great ear© 

was taken not only in choosing the lecturer, but also in pro-

viding for his material comfort* Two Masters and two Stew-

ards of Anatomy were appointed to assist the lecturer. The 

Masters performed the dissection under the direction of the 

lecturer, and they were responsible for seeing that the knives, 

probes, and other instruments were clean and in good condi-

tion, They had the duty, also, of supplying a wax candle to 

illuminate the interior of the body#^ Until 1?65, the Com-

pany of Barber Surgeons held a monopoly on the performance 

of dissections* After that tine, however, Queen Elizabeth 

granted similar privileges to the College of Physicians and 

to Goirville Hall, Cambridge.*^ 

p* 

^Lett, SIS.* Sll*t p. 103# 

3̂.0ir D'Arey Power, "Hotes on Early Portraits of John 
Banister, of William Harvey and the Barber-Burg eons' Vis-
ceral lecture in 1581," Proceedings of the Boval S o c i o o f 
MedicineT VI (1912), 27. ' " ' ^ 

^Jessie Dobson, "The Anatomizing of Criminals,n Annals 
££ M i M&lgf 2t Uw&mM* K (August, 1951), 112, 
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The education of the Surgeons, however, involved sore 

than attendance at the public anatomies# Lectures on sur-

gery were given once a week throughout the year. An attempt 

•was made to teach some pathology, and care was taken to see 

that the apprentices acquired a certain degree of general 

education, and that they understood Latin. The apprentices 

were also required to undergo a thorough examination before 

they were accepted as members of the Company with the right 

to practice surgery#^3 Special emphasis was placed upon 

"Certaine precepts for young students in Chirurgerie." The 

nature of these precepts is indicated by William Clowes' ver-

sification* 

' They that have learning without practice in the Art, 
Do oft more hurt, than helpe, unto the greeved part* 
So practice without learning, yee ought not to admit, 
These two may not he separate, that are so duly knit* 
There must be a dexterity, and a fineness® in working, 
A quiek remembrance, and a ready understanding. 
He must be circumspect, and seeke to avoids all slaunder, 
lot too covetous for money, but a reasonable demaunder# 
Being good unto the poore, let the rich pay therefore, 
So God will blesse they doings, and thou shait have the 

more# 
Be nast also be honest, and in living very upright, 
To serve the Lord our God, must be his whole delight. 
Avoiding all drunkenness©, and vile riot to detest. 
Least he greew fit for nothing, but Bacchus belly feast. 
Stedfast to hold without trembling or shaking. 
Who worketh apon mans body, being unfaithful of the same,.. 
Is fitter for th« stable, than to cur© the slake or lame*^ 

A» Leonardo, lll&tmx St P» 182, 

^illiam Clowes, 4 ¥Mm:Bite ISfite St 
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& his famous work, Utie Anatoale of the Bodle of Mant 

Ifoomas Vleary set forth a similar code for the sturgeon. He 

stated! 

41 Authors do© agree* that a Chirurgion should be 
cnosen by his complexion,*? and that his complexion 1 
very temperate, and al his members wel proportioned* 
And I doo note foure thinges most specially that entry 
Chirurglon ought for to hauei She first* tnat he he 
learned? the seconde, that he he expert] the thirde, 
that he.he ingenious} the fourth, that he be wel nan* 
oared•*& 

taoughout this period of history, there was a definite 

separation between the social status of physicians and sur-

geons* Jtils was not evident In the Physicians' Act ©f 15**0, 

a document which defined medicine as Including surgery and 

allowed the physician the right to practice surgery whenever 

he liked. It was not, however, customary for the physician 

to practice any surgery, and he usually arranged with a sur-

geon and an apothecary to be at his serviced? Xhe essence 

of the distinct social cleavage between physicians and surgeons 

is Indicated by the charge of a Judge to his jury In the 

seventeenth century* 

the plaintiff is a chirurgeon and indeed a member 
of the company named w$he Masters or Governors of the 
Mystery and Commonalty ©f the Barbers and Surgeons of 
London*" Now were the plaintiff a physician he could 

^Complexion means disposition or habit of body. 

IlaWTii<2® Amfraw;to at £ & SMii at Ita 
edition of l£f8, p. 1*h 

^A* S. MacSalty, "Medicine in the Time of Queen Eliz-
u S S ? i r s t , w ismmlf i c^y 30, 1953)» 
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not maintain an action for his fees which are given « « • 
not, as salary or Mr®, but as a aw® gratuity which a 
physician cannot demand without doing wrong to his 
reputation. 

Bat surgeons are of an inferior degree amongst the 
professors of the healing art,. and like the medici of 
ancient Borne to whoa they correspond, they may demand 
their fees as of right, while the fees of the physi-
cians are by the laws of &jgland but honorary—which 
is indeed more for the credit and rank of this honor-
able body**^ 

Such treatment naturally angered the Surgeons; and the 

situation grew worse in 1616 when the College of Physicians 

received a new ©barter which conferred several new privileges 

upon the®, notably that of being able to take proceedings 

against anyone who administered "inward physic" and was not 

a member of the College* fhe result was that scarcely a 

meeting of the College passed without several Barber~Surgeons 

being brought before it and fined# The Surgeons resented 

this treatment, and they brought pressure to bear upon Parlia-

ment* A® a consequence, the new charter was not ratified# 

But this did not end the troubles of the United Company* Its 

members now encountered difficulty in obtaining subjects for 

dissection* They complained time and again that ̂ Aliens, 

fforeyners, Mountebanks, laposters and Impiricks"^ had bribed 

and corrupted the executioner, and had obtained bodies for 

private dissection* 

« 5* Blddell, *A Seventeenth Century Surgeon and his 
*••1" irn ISA immlf XCtr (March 2, 1912), kn* 

^Harvey Graham, I,jgg St Snrgerv* p„ 196. 
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The Company aid continue to receive a proportion of the 

available bodies, however, for it continued to give public 

lectures on anatomy. But surgery was entering upon a new 

phase# lew hospitals were being constructed all over London# 

!Ehty offered almost ideal opportunities for the study of prac-

tical surgery. Naturally, the Barber-Surgeons suffered by 

this development. They had had a monopoly on the teaching 

of surgery, but the traditional method which they used, pub-

lic lectures on anatomy in connection with the dissection of 

four bodies each year, was obviously Inferior to direct obstr* 

vation of surgical operations in the hospitals. Surgeons con-

nected with the hospitals were very willing to teach surgery, 

requiring of students neither a bond of apprenticeship nor 

seven years of study# As a result, students preferred to go 

directly to the surgeons at St# Thomas's and St. Bartholomews 

than to apprentice themselves to the Barber-Surgeons' Company. 

This development was a sever© blow to the Company. It 

tried to prevent this invasion of its traditional prerog-

atives, but to no avail. The Company had not been wealthy 

for a number of years, and its finances were constantly weak-

ened by demands for loans from the government. By I6*f2 it 

was forced to declare Itself bankrupt.?0 Later it was re-

habilitated financially and became associated with the Peri-

wigmakers1 Company. But much of its functions were now taken 

SOsouth, ££• flit.f p* 209. 
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over fey the hospitals. In 1702, the Governors of St» Thomas's 

officially recognized the system of teaching which had grown 

up haphazardly, and began to regulate it. They ruled that 

no surgeon should take more than three pupils at a time, nor 

might he take any of them for less than twelve months• In 

this way, despite the opposition of the Barber-Surgeons' Com-

pany, great medical schools came into being. 

The Surgeons were becoming increasingly dissatisfied 

vith their colleagues, the Barbers and the Perivigmakers* 

Their bitterest grievance was an annoying tendency of the Col-

lege of Physicians to treat them as inferiors, unqualified to 

give "inward physic#" The Surgeons felt that they would have 

a better chance of meeting the Physicians on equal terms if 

they were separated fro® the Barbers• As early as 168% they 

had petitioned the king on this matter, but it was not until 

17Mf that they became sufficiently influential to secure a 

separation* 

^Graham, pp* 199-201, 



' CHAPTER II 

APOTHECAH? VERSUS FHX3XCM 

The sixteenth eentury witnessed a union between the 

Barbers and burgeons #. 3b* seventeenth century, m the other 

hand, saw both the incorporation ana the dissolution of the 

Apothecaries and the Grocers. 

She Grocers had evolved from the Guild of Pepperers 

which had existed in the late twelfth century# In 13**5 

Edward III incorporated the Grocer#, and in lM-29* Henry VI 

granted them a loyal Charter• ^renty«six years later they 

assumed the duties of examining the drugs sold by the apoth* 

©caries *3. 

In 1606 the Apothecaries were incorporated with the Gro-

cers,2 but in I6l*f the former petitioned James I to grant 

them a separate corporation, Perhaps a realization of the 

need for special cure and training in the safe dispensation 

of medicines induced Bseodore de Mayerne and Henry Atkins, 

both of whom were physicians to James I, to agitate for the 

separation of the two groups, and to secure for the Apothe-

caries a separate charter in 1617 under the corporate name of 

A* Underwood. "Medicine and the Crown," Brltl 
" 2jwmL$ * <May 30, 19?3)> 1139. 

2c. B. B. Barrett, B i t o t SL M imSM-
caries, p, *vi» 
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"The Masters| Wardens, and Society of the Art and Mystery of 

Apothecaries of the City of London,"3 2Vo factors contributed 

to the acceptance of their proposals * First, Barnes I was a 

staunch supporter of the Apothecaries because Gideon de Laune, 

am early Master of the Society, was the apothecary to his 

contort, Anne of Detmark#^ Second, upon receiving the pe-

tition' of the apothecaries for separation from the Grocers, 

J m m isaediately turned the matter over to the Law Officers 

of the Crown, Sir Francis Bacon and Sir Henry Yelverton, who 

were to confer with the leaders of the Apothecaries and re-

port to James. Bacon did not hold physicians in general In 

high regard• He and Yelverton, therefore, recoasnended the 

separation of the Apothecaries from the Grocers and also made 

the suggestion that it would be more logical to associate the 

former group with the physicians* Smm replied that the new 

Company sfiould retain the precedence which It had held as a 

part of the Grocers* Company. When the charter was drafted 

the Apothecaries were made subservient to the physicians? but 

amendments, which were urged by Sir Francis Bacon, permitted 

the Apothecaries to manage their own affairs 

2toe charter conferred upon the Apothecaries the monopoly 

of keeping an apothecary's shop and rendered the following 

A, Purrington, "The Evolution of the Apothecary,w 

M m Z s A M m m * XXX {September 11, 1886), 281* 

££• cit.« p» xvill# 

^Underwood, elt«* p, 1189 < 
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practises' and procedures unlawful for the grocers or for any 

other personsi 

• . . to make or sell? to compound, prepares give, apply 
or administer any medicines or medicinable compositions, 
or by any other way to us© or exercise the Art, Faculty, 
or Mystery of an Apothecary or any part thereof, within 
the City of London and the suburbs or within seven miles 
of the City.® 

The Grocers, meanwhile, bitterly resetted the separation 

of this group from their organization, and, growing jealous 

of the prosperity of the new Society, in 1622 petitioned the 

King to take away the Apothecaries* charter and return the 

group to the Grocers' Company where it rightly belonged#^ 

fames, however, was adamant and saldt 

The Grocers • • * are but traders, The Mystery of 
these Apothecaries were belonging to the Apothecaries 
wherein the Grocers are unskilful, and therefore I think 
. it fitting they should be a Corporation to themselves. 
• They [the traders!} bring home rotten wares from the 
Indies, Persia and Greece, and here with their mysteries 
make waters and sell such as belonging to the Apothe-
caries and think no man must control them because they 
are not Apothecaries, . . . many Eapirlcks and unskil-
ful and Ignorant men and unexperienced do inhabit and 
abide in our City of London and the Suburbs and are not 
well instructed in the Art and Mystery of the Apothe-
caries, but are therein unskilful and rude, and do make 
and compound many unwholesome, hurtful, deceitful, cor-
rupt and dangerous medicines, to the greatftperil and 
daily hazard of the lives of our subjects.8 

To become an apothecary it was necessary to serve eight 

years with a master. Trie apprentice was required to pass an 

&Ct J. S. Thompson, The Mirs.tayr and Art the Apothecary, 
p. 180. 

7 
Sir William Wliicox, "President*s Address," Proceedings 

of., the. Royal SoeU.tr of Medicine, XUIII (December, 1939) , 101. 

8Thompson, ££. clt.f pp. 180-181. 
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examination in the rudiments of Latin and to show that he 

could decipher the. wry illegible seript in which the physi-

cians wot® their "billsPractical knowledge of herbs 

was also deemed necessary for the apothecaries, and botan-

ical excursions, or f,Ii@rborizings,M were begwi in 1627* 

Stewards were appointed to arrange for these "Simpling days," 

as they were called, and great importance was attached to 

these excursions# 

Throughout the history of the Society of Apothecaries, 

relations with the physicians were never marked by great cor-

diality# In 15*f0 a doctor Bullayn, who is said to have been 

a cousin of Anne Boleyn, described the work of the apothecary 

and his relation to the physician as follows? 

Si© apothecary must first serve God; foresee the . 
end| be cleanly, and pity the poor# His place of dwell-
ing "and shop must be cleanly, to please the senses withal. 
His garden must be a hand with • • • herbs, seeds and 
roots# He must read Dioscorides# He srnst have his mor-

. , ; „ . stuff. 
Be is neither to decrease nor diminish the physician*® 
prescriptions« He is neither to buy nor sell rotten 
drugs. He smst be able to open well a vein, for to 
help pleurisy* He is to meddle only in his own voca-
tion. and to remember that his office is only to be the 
physician1 s cook,10 

Hie apothecaries, however, were not content to r«ain 

"the physician*s cook." fhey bore little resemblance to the 

half-starved character in Romeo and Juliet whoa "sharp misery 

9Ibid.f p« 183• "Bills" were prescriptions, 

iOWillcox, ££, eit.T p« 100» 
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had worn • . » to the b o n e s , f o r In the early part of the 

seventeenth century they appear to have gained a reputation 

for making ex© ess lire profits on the sal# of drugs and a#di» 

C&ttes# After they became a separate corporation and improved 

iheir status, they increased their charges to sueh an extent 

that the physicians grew jealous of their general prosperity 

and resented the monopoly that had arisen in the sale of drags# 

A wordy "battle ensued, which lasted throughout the seven-

teenth century# the charter of the Apothecaries had provided 

that the rights of the College of Physicians should not be 

abridged, that the College should exercise a certain super* 

vision over the Company, and that the apothecaries should 

consult the physicians on the uses and properties of medi-

cine.2'2 The physicians further enacted by-laws forbidding 

admission of any of the following to their groupi 

• » • surgeons| drug-compounders, or any other artifi-
cers of that sort, lest, perchance, If such men be 
admitted into the college we may aeem not to have suf-
ficiently consulted our own dignity or the honor of our 
country's universities, which, however, we ought, and 
we always desire, to attend with the deepest veneratlon»^3 

Evidently this snub did not disturb the apothecaries, 

and the physioians then resorted to the publication of books 

aad pamphlets which condemned the apothecaries for rapacity 

V- V Sh?taspeare, B H » f ° •*» jyiet." Iha Complete 
Halts SSL Ottilia Shakespeare, edited by Hardin Craig, p* ¥21 • 

^Purring ton, gg, p* 281, 

^IMd., p# 282# 
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and complained especially of their charges to the poor#1** 

In 1656 a book was published entitled Jte M m l 

fltfL S M ffcUCjft SaEOSQ* Here the superior knowledge of the 

physicians was extolled, and this statement was made* 

It is Indeed fortunate'that Mi# little apothecaries 
and prescribing surgeons have not much knowledge of the 
great medicines, such as mercury and antimony, as they 
would at most times do great mischief with them. Such 
medicines should only be used bx the physiciansf who 
should reserve then In secret#3*? 

In 1669 Christopher Merrett published I>£« £Q Phyaick> which 

charged the apothecaries with falsifying their sedicines and 

increasing the number as well as the prices of the prescript 

tlons* He also vigorously denounced the administration of 

medicines contrary to prescription, the loading of medicines 

with honey or other cheap Ingredients, and the use of decayed 

drugs.16 Following this attack, Doctor Gideon Harvey, In 

1670, published .She House Apothecary, in which he attacked 

the apothecaries for their extortionate charges and rec-

ommended that his readers buy their drugs from the chemist 

and then prepare their medicines themselves 

This dispute reached its acme in 1699 when Sir Samuel 

Garth published his sock heroic poem, nTh& Dispensary," In 

which the quarrels between the physicians and the apothecaries 

llfThompson, £&* p. 191 • p. 198• 

P. Mullett, "Physician Vs. Apothecary, 1669-1671#M 

M a l t f l g telMlt a E (December, 1939), 558* 

WThompson, gn* alt*« p* 197* 
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m m recounted and the supporters of the latter were sub» 

3 acted to ridicule*1® Garth had written "The Dispensary* in 

defense of his proposal to supply the poor with medicines at 

cost, and its publication brought forth a numbe^ of pamphlets 

from the apothecaries and physicians, each writer defending 

M s mm group* - She "Dlspensarians*« a group of physicians 

•who agreed with Garth, accused their colleagues of playing 

into the -hands of the apothecaries by prescribing unnecessary 

medicines, thereby increasing the physicians' income, since 

a fee was charged for each prescription, 

Alexander Bop© supported his friend Garth and made this 

contribution to the argument! 

So modem 'pothecaries taught the art. 
By Doctor®1 bills to play the Doctor18 part* 
Bold in the practice of mistaken males, 

. Prescribe,. apply, and call their masters fools.-*-9 

Although the apothecaries were castigated for their ex-

cessive chargesf the same complaint ms levelled against the 

physicians* Sir Sieodore Mayeme was worth 1^0,000 pounds 

when h® dieds20 John Badcliffe*s fees are said to haw amounted 

to at least Vf000 pounds a year? and Sir Richard Mead is re-

ported to have made from 5>000 to 6f000 pounds yearly from 

his practice*21 

She high fees charged by physicians were connected with 

changes in their social status—changes which required 

2$Ibid*i p* 276, ^Xbld.» p» 277* 

2QXl3M,. p* 198* 2 1 Ibid.« p. 201* 
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larger incomes* Early la the seventeenth century) tot «-

ample# coaehes became necessary to respectability« fhete 

Mhell~carts,R as they were popularly termed, were derided toy 

the public; nevertheless a nan of distinction must own this 

vehicle. By 1670 it was customary for physicians to sake 

their visits in carriages, and they then began t© expect a 

double fee from their patients#22 

By the aays of Queen Anne, physicians had become more 

ostentatious in their mode of transportation* low they had 

to ride in gilt carriages and have two running footmen. Out-

standing practitioners) such as S&dcliffe and Mead, usually 

had six horses drawing their coaches, and no less than four 

was the customary rule# The up-ke©p ©f all this naturally 

resulted in higher charges, and the general populace could 

not afford to pay the fees demanded by the physicians. It 

was not surprising, therefore, that many of the general- pop* 

ulaee, particularly the poor, turned to the apothecary for 

aedlesl advice# The latter^ reputation was enhanced during 

the Great Plague of London in 1665, for then the president 

of the Royal College of Physicians and most of the fellows 

of the College followed the example of their wealthy patients 

and fled fro® London* The task of caring for the sick, poor, 

and other people who stayed in the city was left to the 

22W* J# Bishop, "Transport and the Doctor In Sreat 
Britain,« B ^ t l n of J M MsMu fit MMfiftt XXXX 
(July^Angust, W ) , >297 
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apothecaries, and, consequently, their position as general 

medical practitioners was strengthened* Some of the fellows 

of the Royal College of Physicians, on their return to Lon-

don when the danger from the plague had safely passed, found, 

to their great dismay, than many of their patients had been 

lost to the apothecaries*23 Another outcome was that the 

right of the apothecaries to visit patients in their homes 

became tacitly recognized and established* 

In 1703 the disputes between the apothecaries and phy-

sicians were settled in the House of Lords when the case of 

William Rose versus the College of Physicians was tried and 

• settled in favor of the apothecaries, la this test case, 

William Rose, an apothecary, was charged with giving advice 

and treatment to a patient without calling in a physician* 

He was convicted in the courts for this act, and the Society 

of Apothecaries took the ease to the House of Lords where the 

verdict was reversed. The House of Lords declared that "both 

custom and the - public heed required that Apothecaries should 

be allowed to advise their clients as well as to treat them*"2^ 

t!his decision is known as the "charter of the general practi-

tioner *n25 

®ius the apothecaries emerged victorious in the bat* 

ties with the physicians# The refusal of the physician to 

2Jsf* Japhrey Rolleston, "History of Medicine in the 
City of London, J m l S 2& IMAfill HistoryT III (January, 3 

2**Willcax, QSt* £L£m P* 102. 2?Ibid» 
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dispense his own medicines, the requirement of a fee of at, 

least a guinea for Ills advice, and the expense and definite 

inconvenience. to patients, especially those who lived'in the 

country, of being required to call on the physician and the 

apothecary, and possibly even the surgeon, during the course 

of a single case—all were reasons enough why, in the course 

of tine, the supplier of the drugs also was consulted as to 

their use. 

It must not be imagined, however, that all apothecaries 

were virtuous persons, intent upon helping people# That 

questionable persons dispensed drugs is shown quite clearly 

in the murder of Sir Thomas Overbury# 

The circumstances surrounding the imprisonment and mur-

der of Overbury were mysterious* He and Rochester had been 

close friends, but when the latter disclosed his plan to marry 

Lady Essex, his paramour, Overbury protested vigorously* Ap-

parently Overbury was in a position which enabled him to cause 

considerable disturbance and embarrassment* Perhaps he knew 

too much# At any rate his presence was inconvenient# 3 m m 

was induced to offer him a diplomatic appointment, which 

Overbury refused# Since there seemed to be no other way to 

deal with him, he • was, on a trumped up charge* imprisoned in 

the lower. But even this did not satisfy those »ho feared 

him# Lady Essex consulted an apothecary named Franklin and 

asked him to provide "that which should kill a man presently, 

but should lie in his body a certain time, wherewith he 
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wight languish a w little by little,"26 ̂ Franklin furnished 

some Maqua fortis* vhieh m a tried on a eat* The animal 

suffered several days and then died* Bat Lady Essex felt 

that this poison wa§ too strong,'ana the two decided to ex-

periment with other lethal poisons # Franklin supplied "ar-

senic, Lapis Costitus, Mercury Sublimate, Cantharides and 

Great Spiders,"^? and Lady Essex dispatched a constant stream 

of poisoned delicacies to Overbury, usually in Rochester's 

.name, such m tarts and jellies which contained arsenic and 

mercury sublimate, and partridges which had. been seasoned 

with lapis costitus* All these things were delivered In the 

most casual manner, by anyone -who happened to be going in the 

direction of the fewer# One basket of tarts was taken there 

by a musician named Simon Merston, who described hlsself as 

"somewhat liquorish,*2® and he experienced great difficulty 

in keeping the syrup from running oyer the edges ©f the tarts• 

In an attempt to prevent this, he scooped off a little of the 

syrup with his fingers and then licked th«m# A few days 

later most of his hair dropped out and he lost several of 

his fingernails# It was not until a much later date, how** 

ever, that h# connected the two circumstances# 

^William McElwee, Miâ de.̂  off Sir Ufaomas Overbur?. 
o2n 

2 7 B M » f P. 93. 
a8Ibid»« p, 123# 
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Elwees, th© jailer, suspected the plot, and most of the 

gifts were kept away fro® Ills prison©?* Bat Lady Is see was 

mot to "be denied* Although. her poiaoaad food tod failed,, 

there was yet another means* She heard that Qvephwy was 

ill and that an apothecary named de Leubell and his appren-

tice, William Beeve, were th© only permitted visitors, trough 

Fran&Lin she contacted Reeve and offered hla twenty pounds 

for his cooperation* He took the money and agreed to put 

sublimate of mercury, a deadly poison, in the next "clyster,n 

or enema* administered to Sir Sterns* Beere made a death-

feed confession of th® murder plot. Franklin, th© apothecary, 

«»• beheaded for his participation in the crime, but I»ady 

Essex was given her freedom* 
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TOPim m 

Throughout English history tee care of the sick poor 

had beta la large fart the responsibility of the monastic 

orders• One of the most deplorable results of the dlsso*> 

lution of the monasteries in the sixteenth century was the 

abolition of the hospitals and almshouses maintained by the 

monks for the ©are and treatment of the indigents This lad 

to a great increase in the number of vagrants and beggars 

who roamed the streets, yet it also paved the \my for the 

rise of the ma3or London hospital*^ It is, perhaps, pos-

sible to plaee too much emphasis on the break-up of the mon-

asteries in accounting for the rise of secular hospitals and 

almshouses. It has been stated that the growth of secular 

hospitals in England was in reality a parallel of the same 

evolution that was occurring on the Continent#2 

nevertheless, the immediate effects of the closing of the 

monasteries led to mash disruption in the ear® of the sick 

poor* Sir Thomas More in his Supplication of Souls exposed 

2*1 • A* Underwood, "Medicine and the Crown,tt British 
m x m forox, I ("iy 30, 1955), 1185. ****»« 

^Albert Deutsch, "Historical Inter-Relationships Between 
Medicine and Social Welfare*" fit JAft M a M S Ql 
MsaMflft, XI (May, 19*f2), W * 
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this short-sighted policy, hut Henry VIII ignored his advice, 

and hy 1539 the number of hospitals which had "been closed 

totaled 110*3 

, The Corporation of London was apprehensive of the con-

sequences of Henry1s action, and in 1538 Sir Richard Oreshaa, 

the tord Mayor, applied to the monarch to place at the dis-

posal of the Mayor sad the aldermen the Abbey of fewer HUl 

and the three remaining hospitals—St# Mary's Spltal, St* 

Bartholomews, Had St, Thomas * s—together with their revenues# 

'She petition stated what would be don© in the city hospitals! 

# # # A great number of poore, needy, syke and indugent 
persons shall be refreshed, maynteyned, and comforted? 
and also healed and cured of their infirmities frankly 
and freely by physicians, surgeons and apotyearles, 
which shall have stipend© and salaries only for that 
purpose; so that all impotent persons not able to labour 
shall be rel«vedf and all sturdy beggars not willing to 
labour shall be punished#* 

Nothing was done, however, until 15V*, when Henry re-

founded St. Bartholomew1s Hospital, although he afterwards 

reamed possession of it# Henry's physicians stated that 

the only time the King would listen to reason was when he 

became 111*5 During his final illness and before his death 

in 15^71 Henry sad® the comprehensive agreement with the 

3a, S# M&olalty, "The Renaissance and its Influence en 
English Medicine, Snrgery, and Public Health," ByiUlfo Mg&-
Ical Journal# II (December 1, 19*5) f 757* 

Si# H# Stone, "A Short History of Old St# ThoB»s*s 
Hospital,* teSMfi. ,§»'AMI M W L U i 1 (1870), 6, 

I>MacNalty, jut# cit# 
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citizens which led to his posthumoust even though unmerited, 

distinction as the founder of the five "Royal Hospitals"-** 

St# Bartholomew's! St* Thomas's, Christ's Hospital, Bethlea 

Hospital, and Bridewell* 

Henry had proposed granting to the City of London the 

Mansion House of St. Bartholomew1 s, the dissolved house of 

the Grey Friars which adjoined it, and the then unoccupied 

buildings of St. Thomas's Hospital. He had also intended to 

rename St. Thomas's the Hospital of the Holy Trinity, which 

was to be used only for wounded and ill soldiers# The former 

house of the Grey Friars was to be used for the care of fa-

therless children and those of poor parents• Henry's inten-

tions were apparently good, but he died before he could fulfil 

all of his planst only St* Bartholomew's and Bethles had been 

given to the citizens of London*^ 

Actually it was through the efforts of the City Corpo-

ration that these hospitals were preserved* I# G# O'Donoghue 

forcibly states this fact when he saysi 

But it cannot be too plainly, or too often, stated 
that it was not the charity of the king, but the charity 
of the citizens of London, which founded the five "roy-
al hospitals" after the information*? 

The final results were that two of the institutions were 

%tone, ja* clt»» p. 6* 

?E. G. O'Bonoghue. Br^ 
tea jttte Jfrif 

S M a S a t m*13W3*» 
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hospitals to name only# Christ's Hospital was a home for 

poor, fatherless children,8 and 3ridewell was a workhouse 

for the lazy and the dissolute^ 

Christ1s Hospital and Bridewell were granted to the City 

of London during the reign of Edward VI«, Shortly after Edward 

became king, Hlchard Grafton, printer of the Book of Common 

Prayer, became disturbed about the amount of pauperism in Lon-

don and the number of poor who roamed the streets of the city* 

He discussed the problem with Ridley, the Bishop of London, 

who also evinced an interest in social conditions# In 1552 

Kidley preached for the King at Whitehall, and he emphasized 

the necessity of making some provision for the poor# Edward 

discussed the matter with the bishop and then wrote to the 

Lord Mayor of London for advice on the situation* 

At this tirae th© area which was to comprise Christ's 

Hospital ms covered by the semi-ruined buildings of a for-

mer convent of the Grey Friars• St* Thomas's Hospital, which 

was owned by Sir John Gate, was in a dilapidated condition* 

The city proposed to convert the former convent buildings in-

to a hone for fatherless children and to restore St* Thomas ' a 

as a hospital* These plans promised to solve some of the 

city's problems, although the pressing social problem of what 

Q 

3ir Humphrey Rolleston, "History of Medicine in the 
l9iq)0f170Pd0n>" ^ til (January, 

'Donoghue, clt*. p. 130. 
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to do with tiie vagrants, rogues, and dissolute women who 

roamed the streets of London perplexed the city fathers. 

They finally decided to ask the King for the Royal Palace 

of Bridewell, 'this palace, however, was not the personal 

property of Edward, and it was necessary to consult his rain** 

isters before a transfer could he made to the city# Finally 

on June 26, 1553» the "Charter of Edward 71 of the Hospitals 

of Christ, Bridewell and St* Thomas the Apostle" was granted 

the City of London#10 

These three hospitals were chartered by Edward VI, but 

the young monarch should not be given full credit for their 

establishment, particularly in the case of St. Thomas's and 

Christ's hospitals. He signed their charters upon the ree-

ommendations of a council of regency, Just as he did for a 

number of grammar schools which bear his name. His only per** 

sonal gift was a grant of linens of Christ*s Hospital, and 

th®se linens; were said to be the "spoils of the vestries of 

the city churches."3** 

Of the remaining Royal Hospitals, St. Bartholomew's Is 

the most famous. This ancient hospital was founded in 1123 

by Rahere, a monk. According to the story, Rahere, while 

experiencing a severe attack of malaria, had a vision of St. 

Bartholomew, who commanded him to found a church in his name* 

10tTnderwood, gg. cit.. pp. 1185-1187< 

^CMDonoghue, ££. clt.» p. 131. 
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Having earlier made the to to found a hospital for th© sick 

poor, Rahere now proceeded to obey the Saint's command and to 

fulfil the pledge. Henry I granted M a land fro® the Crown 

property, and St# Bartholomew's, the oldest hospital in Eng-

land, came into being^ it continued as a small institution 

dedicated as a rest home for the sick poor until Henry fill 

was excommunicated* Then St* Bartholomew1 $» along with the 

other ecclesiastic houses, was confiscated "by the Crown* 

When the hospital was closed it possessed an income of 

about eighty-five thousand dollars a year**3 In 1538 Henry, 

"our most redoughted puyssant and myghty prynce, our most 

drad beloved and natwall soveraign lord©,1*3-1* was peti~ 

tioned to return St* Bartholomew1s to the city, but more 

than five years elapsed before any action was taken* During 

this time Henry upbraided the citisens with being "pynche~ 

pence" or stingy in the matter of compensation to the king) ' 

and there the matter stood, Henry hoping that delay would 

produce a higher M d # ^ Finally he did restore the hospital 

12Harvey Graham, Jfcg gferx, at Surgery, p. 10?. 

Wr. b. Seaimaon, "The Foundation and Early History of 
St, Bartholomew's," Wisconsin Medical Journal* XXXIX 
(Hovsfflbtri 1933)* 737* 
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to the city along with' half of its funds§ the citizens of 
* 

London were required to raise the rest of the money. 

When the City of London took a w the hospital, very 

definite rales .were made concerning the conduct of the insti-

tution1 s affairs* Shore were twelve governors of the hospi-

tal, of whom four were aldermen mad eight were persons taken 

from »oa~official positions» Hext a "Hospitaler* was *P~ 

pointed, whose duties were similar to those of a sclera hos~ 

pital manager. 23ae "Hospitaler" also «erei§eil the .functions 

of a chaplain, for he was instructed to do the following!. 

* .# * chiefly a»3 most# principally to visit© the' pore 
in their extremes and sicknesses and to sinister unto 
them the most wholsome and necessary doctrine of God's 
comfortable worde, as wel by readyng and preaching m 
also by ministring the sacrament of the. holy Commtmion 
at tymes convenient »1€> 

Another official of the hospital was the renter, since 

most of St. Bartholomew*s income was derived from property. 

She butler, or steward, the cook, and the porter were also 

important members of the staff* The latter was not only di-

rected to watch the doors of the hospital, but alsor during 

the summer, he was expected to make the rounds of the wards 

at seven in the evening to see that everything was in good 

order and that prayers were said* Additional instructions 

were as followsi 

And whatsoever poor© persons shal be founde a 
swearer or an vnreverent vser of his mouth, toward Clod 
or His holy name, or a contempner of the Matron or 

^Moore, SOL* £&•» P# 170. 
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other officer of tills house, or that shall refuse to go 
to bedd at the lawful houres before appointed* hym shall 
y© ponyshe (after one warning geven) in the slockes, and 
further declare his folie vnto the Almoners of thys 
house that they male take suehe order with him or tb«i», 
as ghal seme meet by their discretions J-? 

Three surgeons were employed by St* Bartholomews. Each 

patient who w i brought into the hospital urns sauualnisA by two 

of the surgeons f they s&de a diagnosis and a prognosis and 

then reported to the Hospitaler, who reaorded their findings* 

It was the surgeons* duty to decide whether a patient was 

curable, for the policy was to admit only those whose recov-

ery was considered probable# Also, before a patient could 

leave the hospital, he ted to be examined and approved by 

two of the surgeons* Ho physician was appointed to the hos-

pital in the early days. It Is probable that the governors 

felt the financial condition of the hospital was not such as 

to warrant the expense* % 1568, however, a physician was 

obtained* Doctor Boderigo Lopus, who was later sentenced to 

death for high treason, was the first person to fill this po-

sition, and among his successors were such illustrious per-

sonages as Hmotfay Bright and William Harvey. 

file beadles also constituted an important group of hos-

pital employees, apparently functioning as a sort of human 

ambulance# Their duty was to walk the streets of London, 

two by two, watch for accidents, and convey the injured lndl« 

viduals to the hospital and into the hands of the surgeons#*^ 

^lbid,T PP* 1??-176.
 3-%catasien, clt.» p. TMH 
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$hey were also ordered to toaep a watchful eye on discharged 

patients, preventing the latter from counterfeiting illness 

or from begging* Furthermore, they were to prevent sturdy* 

beggars from, asking for alas within the city and its suburbs.*9 

Xto nursing staff consisted of from twelve to fourteen 

people headed % a matron or chief nurse• Careful rules -were 

laid down in regard to their conduct* the matron, in parties 

larf was instructed not to "partake of strong waters,"
20 and 

this admonition was also given to her* 

Suffer no poore person® of this house to • . * 
drynke within your house at no tyme, neyther shall ye 
so sonde them drynke into their wardes, that thereby 
dronkenness rayght be used and continued among them, 
but as such as in you shal lie. ye shal exhort© them 
to vertue and temperannce, declaring this house to be 
appointed for the herboure and succour of the dere a«» 
i,ers, Ghristes body, and not of dronkardes, and un~ 
thankful persones.21 

Four books were kept--* journal, which recorded daily 

events? a book of accounts, which was a sort of inventory} 

a repertory b#ok, which was a daily account! &&d a survey or 

summary. Among the precautionary measures taken to assure 

the integrity of hospital affairs was this ruling* 

, . 1 P r o v i d e d a fair and substantial 
chest which shall be located in the securest part of 
the hospital, and this chest shall have three separate 
J-ocks, each with a different key# One shall be in the 
hands of the president, one in the hands of the treas-
urer* and one in the hands of a commoner elected by the 
people, and all record books shall be kept in this chest, 

^Moore, ££• P« 176# 2%oassaoaf ££« alt.. p. 7̂ 5"# 
2%oore, pp. 172-173. 
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sad none shall be opened without all three ©ffieers be-
ing present, and no reeord shall be removed fmm the 
ehest, for any purpose none whatsoever.22 

theoretically, the gates of the hospital were freely 

opened to the poor? actually, to gain admission one had t© 

have a Governor's letter and nineteen shillings ana siacpeuee 

as a burial deposit* While in the hospital the 'patient lay 

m a rug en the floor, and often his food was furnished by 

charitable passers-by in the neighborhood• When death o©» 

eurred, the beadle received on© shilling for a certificate, 

the bearers received two shillings to carry the body to the 

hospital gate, the matron received a shilling for a pall* 

and the steward received a shilling to eertify that death 

had taken plane*23 

St# Bartholomew* s functioned also as a Peer-law Infir-

mary or casual ward. Bie types ©f people taken to the hos-

pital are described by Bobert Copland, a printer and author 

who lived from 1508 to 15̂ 7» in his poem wfh@ Hye Way to the 

Spyttell Hous"i 

Forsooth they that be at such isyseheft 
That for their lyving can do no labour. 
And have no frends to do them socour, 
As old people, seke and impotent, 
Poora women in childbed here have easement*. 
Weyke men sore wounded by great vyolenee. 
And sort men eaten with poc&es and pestylence, 
And honest folk fallen in great poverty, 

22Sean8aon, alt* 

23R# A, Kilduffe, "High Lights in the History of Hospi~ 
tals," HjftfaaJL m m tLXZX (January, 1936), 23# 



fcr mrsehanoe m* ther infirm!tyj 
Wayfaring. men, and saimed soldyours, 
Save theyre relief in thys poore hous of ours# 
AM all others which we seme good and Playne, 
Have here lodging for a night or turayne* 
But not every unseke stoborn taave* 

For then w© should over many have.2*i-

Today, St# Bartholomew^ is ruled by approxliaately the 

same constitution as th« on® the citizens of London estab-

lished In 15^7* Si© stewards, matrons, treasurers, beadles, 

renters, physicians, and surgeons are still a part of the 

life of the hospital* Sat in the twentieth *entey, as in 

the sixteenth, the citizens of London have failed to comply 

with one of the letters patent of Henry fill# In these let-

ters St* Bartholomews m i given the m$m$'
 nTh® Icms© of the 

Poore in West Salthfield, in the suburbs of the City of Lon-

don, of King Henry the Bight's fcrandatlon."2? Although this 

name is used in legal documents, it has never attained any 

wider use* M a y , as in 1123» St, Bartholomew's, ©s* ̂BairtSi11 

continues under its ancient designation* 

St» Mary of Bethlehem is another of the Boyal Hospitals 

which has attained great fame and, in the light of twentieth 

century knowledge, Infamy. She hospital Imd originally been 

founded in 12^7, was confiscated by Henry Till, and then was 

given to the city shortly before the monarch* a death* In 15^7 

the hospital was designed an insane asylum, and it soon became 

2lf"Poor Law and Hospital Problems in the Sixteenth Cen-
tury," Lancet. II (October 2, 1909)§ 1020• 

25»oore, jgi# clt.* p, 160. 
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town as Bedlam, "Which signified both the institution and 

its inmates'—and any row which partook of the nature of el* 

ther. 

til® hospital was a center of attraction for the lusty 

Elizabethans » .In fact, a visit to it was a "must" for every** 

Ott# who lived .in London or visited there. Anyone who paid 

the small admittance fee ms a limed, in the hospital to watch 

taw nmA te'aM Besses1* who were restrained there* This 

form of amusement was popular even after the lestoratioa* 

Samuel Pepys speaks of being visited in London by two young 

cousin* and says that "the young people went to see Bedlam* ,,27 

It is probable that the sights in this hospital inspired 

Reginald Scot to protest against the burning and drowning of 

witches on theological grounds. In his book, .Hie Discovery 

of Witchcraft* he diagnosed the element of insanity in the 

witch and the bewitched, contending that a disordered 

brain was responsible for the unaccustomed sensations and 

the hearing of voices by these people# James I, in his 

Demonologie. violently attacked this new and heretical 

idea#^ 
j inmtfuif ' ir [iff"nr,"ri?'tir'-4'H'TTAfr",-i'"-'"-r""'-''"|rir'--TrI-'rfi-Tf— "--- r r r r ^ f y r ^ - ^ r r r ~ ~ r iT rn i^ - r -n r rirrnir-ir 

^Herbert Silvette* B0n Insanity in Seventeenth-Century 
fagjand," Mlilte £& J m fetef S& $ M W m > VI (January, 
X93®/i 23* 

27saumel Pepys, Mm&t edited by Henry B.# Mheatley, II, 
T f 

2 % * G. 0«Don©ghue, J&ft SMtt St MUOXSAi 
Pi 1?2* 



Bedlam suffered fro® great neglect# It was supposed to 

share Bridewell* s revenue, tout the portion it received m $ 

meager* la 1557 the hospital dispatched a proctor who went 

on a begging mission for it# Tti& funds received in this man-

ner were also far from adequate, and the consequent neglect 

of the hospital produced such scandals that Charles I felt 

It necessary to iiw@sti.gate the institution* Lupton, de-

scribing a seen# in Bedlam, stated that "it sm«s strange that 

anyone should recover here? the cryings, screechings, roar-

ings, howling®! shaking of chains, swearing, fretting, and 

chafing are so many, and so hideous#*29 

©lis would sees bad enough; but even worse was the man-

ner in which the food supply was handled. la I632 Charles1# 

commission reported that the condemned meat of the markets, 

which had always been placed at the disposal of the hospitals 

as a gift to the patients, was not reaching it destination 

in that manner, for the steward and his wife were reserving 

the best pieces for themselves and selling the remainder to 

the patients at six times its value. Sometimes no food #3? 

drihk was delivered to the hospital, and then the patients 

starved until food arrived# For example, when, in 1631, two 

of the governors paid a surprise visit to the hospital, they 

found that on the previous Sunday there had been only four 

pounds of cheese for the thirty patients to ©at, sad, also* 

a 9 & i d M P* 16^< 
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that the stewards w i f e monopolized the fire and would not 

a l l o w angr o f the patients near i t <3® 

She outcome of these investigations was a charter which 

Charles I granted to London, giving the c i t y possession o f 

Mas e s t a t e s o f t h e h o s p i t a l and the management o f I t s gov-

ernment# Charles was compelled t o grant t h i s charter t o 

t he city, f o r he needed money t o wage a war i n Scotland, and 

t h e City of London demanded red ress of i t s grievances b e f o r e 

raising a l o a n * Charles consequently deemed it t he b e s t p o l * 

ley t o renew t h e a n c i e n t privileges and f r a n c h i s e s o f - t h e 

eity»3* 

fhis, however, d id not lead to any improvement i n ©ondi» 

tlons a t t h e h o s p i t a l . H i e g r e a t f i r e i n 1666 must fee g i v e n 

c r e d i t for a change i n t h e situation* Bethlehem escaped de** 

straction, and the court was forced to convene in the hos-

pital f o r a period o f three years* This direct contact with, 

and o b s e r v a t i o n of, t h e i n s t i t u t i o n convinced the g o v e r n o r s 

that Bethlehem was entirely inadequate, and I n 1 6 ^ they r«©~ 

ossaended that it be removed and rebuilt elsewhere on a site 

granted by the. c i t y # In accordance w i t h t h i s recommendation, 

a b u i l d i n g was d e s i g n e d by R o b e r t Hboke, and to h o s p i t a l 

was moved from Bishopsgate to Moorsfield« 

Actually the hospitals were woefully inadequate for the 

t a s k o f c a r i n g f o r t h e thousand© o f sick people. - The g e n e r a l 

P« 169* 31fli44-
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practice was to take the sick to the hospital only as a lag! 

resorti' and then only the very poort who were almost charges 

of the country and could not receive medical aid in their 

own homesr consented to go to the hospital# Not until the 

rise of the major hospitals in the nineteenth century and 

the development of Lister's principles of antisepsis did a 

change occur in the attitude of the populace toward hospital 

confinement# 
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2fa» development in armst tactics* and organisation which 

occurred during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries offers 

a fascinating field of i W y to the military historian* But 

to the me&tml historian the development of military medicine 

and surgery during this period is important because, for the 

first time* gunshot wounds became the ordinary type of battle 

casualty. It is true that cannons had been used sporadically 

since the time of Henry xnt notably at the Battle of Creey. 

But it was not until the sixteenth century that the use of 

gunpowder became common.3. 

Gunshot wounds were a new development @M challenge to 

the medical sen of the day. She old remedies were ineffec-

tive in treating wounds made by bullets, and -fee formulation 

of new methods of care required the doctors to consider the 

basic causes of the unusual and appalling damage, the hy-

pothesis stated by Jerome of Brunswick and John of Vigo was 

generally accepted and affected the treatment of injuries* 

Baey said that wounds were poisoned by the gunpowder and 

A, I». Howell, "She Anay Surgeon and -fee Car# ©f the 
Sick and Wounded in British Campaigns During the Todor and 
Early Stuart Periods.1* Journal jg£ jfe Bevml Armr Medical Cornsf 
II (May* 190*f)f 611-612# ' ' " 
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were worthed by the great heat generated by the passage of 

the bullets through the air, therefore, to counteract fee 

effects of the heat and the poison, the wound must fee e*t^ 

teriaed* Hiis was done by pouring "bailing oil, mixed with 

a little treacle, into the wound*2 Another theory was based 

upon the belief in supernatural powers* and its advocate® 

proposed the use of prayers, incantations* charms, and «*> 

orcism in the treatment of those who were wounded by the, "dev-

ilish engines of warre.*3 Aabroise Pare, the great French 

surgeon, pointed out the fallacy of these beliefs, but before 

his views became universally accepted the wounded soldiers 

suffered untold agonies in the treatment of their wounds• 

It was widely believed, also, to the great detriment of 

surgical practise, that no wound would heal satisfactorily 

without the formation of "laudable pus»M 35iis idea was not 

completely abandoned until the latter part of the nineteenth 

century. 

Even though the notion of the poisonous nature of gun-

shot injuries was dispelled, treatment of the wounds remained 

quite complicated» this should occasion no surprise, for 

throughout this period of history there was a general feel** 

ing that an involved treatment of disease or injury would 

Increase the possibility of a patient's recovery. Under the 

SArturo Castiglioni, A st Ig&MBSs P» W7< 

^Howell, cit.. p* 612* 



guise of Judicious nanageawnt, therefore, varied treatment 

was given the wounded person, la simple wounds the ,®dg#g 

were sutured, and a dressing compounded of egg whit© forti-

fied with a substance known as "dragon*s blood" was applied*1* 

But In the larger, more serious wounds, particularly in the 

ease of those which involved the loss of much tissue, ener-

getic measures were undertaken la treatment* Drugs, m h ** 

mastic and aloes, sailed sarooptles, m m used because they 

supposedly aided in reforming the tissue# !Ehen when the 

wound was filled with granulation tissue, drugs were em-

ployed to cause the tissue to eleatrls«« Finally, if the 

wound was regarded as contused, as In the case of gunshot In-

juries, 'the use of digestives was necessary before anything 

else* These digestives were supposed to bring about suppura-

tion as quickly as possible# One highly reeossaended prepara-

tion was coKposed of mallows, violets, and anthea, which were 

soaked together in fresh broth# Then barley flour, butter, 

basillcon, and egg yolk were added to the mixture. This con-

coction was applied to the wound, and, considering the nature 

of the preparation, there can be little doubt that it pro*-

dueed the desired result, suppuration, In record time* 

***>avid Stewart, "Military Surgery in the Sixteenth Cen-
tury. " %m»ml of the B m l Ana? Medical Mil (May, 
X9%9) f 23*£* 

^Ibid., p. 233» 
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Since tli® use of gunpowder was a relatively new inno-

vation, proper care was not exercised in its use-. Many times 

it was set ©a fire accidentally, and gunpowder burns, often 

of & @erimm nature, bec&se quit® eessmon* M s is net sur~ 

prising when one realises that cartridges had not cone into 

use and tliat cannons and muskets had to be charged with gun-

powder which wag not protected in any way. Uie powder for 

the artillery was stored in open'barrels which were often 

handled carelessly in the field, and thus was frequently set. 

on fire with rentaltant Injury to the gun erewa* Raa musket* 

eer carried his powder and shot in a bandoleer—across belt 

from which was suspended about a dozen powder flasks, a bullet 

bag, and a primer• Bach powder flask contained enough powder 

to charge a fsiusteet for one round of shot, and the primer con* 

tained enough powder for several discharges of the weapon# 

firing a musket was not a simple process | lighted "Batch** wag 

applied to the priming pan, igniting the priming powder which, 

in turn, exploded the propellant inside the musket and so 

discharged the weapon# Match, which was composed of rope 

that had been soaked in saltpeter and then dried, was of pri-

mary importance in this chain of action, but it was an ever 

present danger to the man who used it. Once ignited, it 

tinned to smolder until it was used up* The soldier was well 

supplied with spare match, which was hung from the bandoleer, 

stuck in his hat, or wrapped around his body# Consequently, 

when a nan fired his musket he might set both his ponder and, 
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himself on fire. It is not surprising that gunpowder tens 

were quite common and frequently of a critical nature. 

Bie surgeons paid particular attention to the eschars 

that farmed on the gun-shot wounds and caused grwt pain, 

farious remedies were employed to remove these crusts* A 

compound of marshraallows, violets, and parsley seeds was of-

ten m M f m & composed of quince seeds and mallow® was rec-

ommended? and a mixture of egg yolk beaten up with oil of 

roses, parley flour, and bolarmery m s considered effective. 

Another remedy was a dressing consisting of sheep dungf frlsd 

in lard until it had dissolved in th# fatf and irer Juice* 

laeh of these preparations was applied to the wound on lint 

#r linen soaked in oil of roses and egg yolk.^ 

Th£a period presents a monotonous, dismal story of dis-

ease and death among the English soldiers, She high morbid-

ity an<3 mortality rates have been attributed to factor® other 

than gunpowder wounds# Complaints were made about the poor 

quality of the men recruited into the army* For this, how-

ever, the medical service could not be biased f the men wer# 

not given physical emsinatlons before entering the seirtee* 

Becruitaent m s carried on by voluntary enlistment and by 

impressment. Compulsion was often resorted to when the nua~ 

bers gained by recruitment could not fill the ranks* Also, 

Impressment provided additional income for many officers 

p. 335. 



because tl>® soldier could purchase his release from service* 

Palstaff, la Henry 33f« gives this classical description of 

•fee procedure used to line his pockets and yet recruit foot-

soldiers for the king. First, he impressed wealthy house-

holders, well-to-do farmersf prospective bridegrooms, a M 

other mm who had not the slightest desire to be dragged off 

to the wars# 2hen he permitted them to purchase their free-

dom at the price of several pounds each* After pocketing 

the money, lie filled M s now depleted ranks with tramp®, 

rogues, and poor, undernourished men who did not have the 

money t© pay him off# Ttie final result was that he had % 

hundred and fifty tattered prodigal®,of whom he was so 

ashamed that he marched them around Coventry rather than let 

the townspeople see the pitiful collection of humanity he had 

gathered together# 

It was customary for the authorities of a county, when 

ordered to make a levy for the army, to round up all of the 

undesirables who were at large in the district mud to release 

criminals from Jail so that the quota would tee filled, She 

county was also largely responsible for arming, equipping, 

and clothing the recruits* this imposed a costly burden on 

the districts| the local authorities consequently tended to 

skimp their duty, an! the mom were sent off on active service 

^William Shakespeare, "Henry XV," ..Sag Complete Works of 
MStetej Shakespeare, edited by Hkrdltt (fiSg, p T Z J S # ^ ^ 
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both badly armed inadequately clothed. It is not gtsr* 

prising, therefore, that away officers complained of the poor 

quality of the recruits. Mr is it surprising that there was 

a general belief that nmr recruits were more susceptible to 

disease than soldiers with longer service#® 

poor health of the troops vas also commonly connected 

with their- pay, which was either so inadequate in amount or 

so far in arrears that the soldiers were unable to purchase 

food* Insufficient pay was the soldiers* chief complaint in 

the early part of the sixteenth century, but the slow rate 

of payment during Elizabeth* s reign was their grievance then. 

Queen Elizabeth, who was never overburdened ¥lth money, always 

had difficulty in meeting her financial obligations, and she 

was further hampered by the flagrant dishonesty of her army 

officers# Many of these sen kept the soldiers* pay for them-

selves, complaining later about the poor conditions under 

which their troops had to live because of lack of money*9 

Proapt and regular payment of the soldiers was of pri» 

mry importance during this period, for those serving in the 

away were required to buy their own food and other supplies* 

toward the end of the sixteenth century the situation was 

improved when the government gave contracts to private 

%avid Stewart, "Causes of Disease in the Sixteenth Cen-
„ ^ ^ tesc ftjqftwq to xcn 

^Ibid,* p* 37, 
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persons to supply amy rations# Elizabeth evidently hoped 

feat this action would reduce expenditures, for the rations' 

were supplied in lieu of part of the wages Hie complaints 

about the lack of money became less frequent, but their plaee 

was taken by criticism of the quality of the rations supplied 

by the purveyors# Indeed, many officers felt that the qual-

ity of the food was largely responsible for the ill-health 

of many of the soldiers t1-1-

Clothing, or rather the lack of it, was another impor-

tant factor contributing to disease among the troops* The 

clothing usually arrived long after it was due and was of 

poor quality* She soldiers were frequently in rags and al* 

most without any clothes at all* 

Play, food, clothing, and the vagaries of the weather-

all had an influence on the morbidity and mortality rates of 

the army, but it is doubtless true that their effects were 

exaggerated# ftje health of the troops at this time was Just 

as good as it was in the middle of the nineteenth century, 

She main factor was that medical science had not yet discov-

ered how to protect the men from the ever recurring diseases 

incident to life in the army, 

loHowell, ££» cit» 

Stewart, "Causes of Disease in the Sixteenth Cm* 
^ ^ te XCXX 
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But though little could be done to protest the soldiers 

from disease, the government did begin, in the sixteenth 

century, to recognize its obligation to the sick and wounded 

in the army# In earlier times no policy had been established 

for the ear© of men when they became casualties. The govern-

ment did not assume any responsibility for their welfare or 

recovery* Men so incapacitated that they could not be ready 

for service again in a short time were simply discharged from 

the army. If able- to travel, these sen made their mm my 

hostef if they were not, their care was left in the hands of 

the civil population. Here they either recovered or died; 

the English government felt that it was not under any obli-

gation to provide for the treatment of a discharged soldier# 

The Injustice of this policy is evident. Certainly it 

worked great hardships on soldiers wounded in battles eon* 

ducted within the limits of Britain, but the situation was 

much worse for those who fought abroad and were left, sick 

or wounded, separated from home by a body of water, among a 

people speaking in a foreign tongue* 

It has frequently been asserted that the seriously 

wounded were disposed of in a such simpler manner, in a way 

that caused no trouble or expense to the government, that, 

in short, their throats were ant* It has been stated that 

the dagger called the misericord© was so named because it -

was used for putting the wounded out of their misery. Prob-

ably there were isolated instances of commanders ordering 
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this type slaughter, but no doubt such astIon was rare* 

2hat It was the usual practice ©Ten in the Middle Ages 1* 

improbable 

In th© first part of Mi© sixteenth century th«r# was 

little improvement in the care given the sick and wounded* 

However, an attempt was made to prevent healthy individuals 

from getting out of service on the pretext of ill»ss» Mr* 

ing the campaign of l$Mf the Privy Council levied bitter com-

plaints against th© Duke of Norfolk* charging that sany »®a 

perfectly fit for service were being shipped 'back to England# 

Henry 7111 even accused forfeit of using the disability ex-

cuse as a means of reducing the numbers of his troops,, there-

by forcing the Duke1* recall* 

Although lorfolk and his colleagues repudiated the charge* 

there is evidence to suggest that Henry* s accusation had some 

foundation* Following the failure of the siege of Montreuilf 

Norfolk retreated to Calais and remained there, although he 

was continually urged from home to go to the relief of Bou-

logne. During his stay in Calais a large ramber of th® 

troops, massy merely pretending illness, made their exodus 

from the Continent* Little blame can be placed on the sol* 

diers, for there was a severe outbreak of dysentery* so se» 

vere, in fact, that men died in the streets* It is not 

*%avid Stewart* disposal of the Sick and Wounded in 
the Snglish Army During the Sixteenth Century," larnal of 
M & torn! Army Medical Corpsf XC (January, 19%>7 30. 



surprising that the men took the first chance to escape from 

tli© place and frequently, on the pretext of disability, man* 

aged to be sent home. Norfolk was aware of this problem, but 

he believed that the sick sen would recover if they were sent 

back to England« He appoints a committee whose duty it was 

to oversee the evaluation and to prevent any health mm from 

leaving Calais* 2hl* eomralttee was composed of non-medical 

mm and did not, perhaps* perform with great efficiency. At 

any rate, many malingerers slipped through their fingers* 

$h# theory has been advanced that Norfolk appointed this coa~ 

mittee only as a blind which would enable him to state that 

he had taken all possible steps to prevent fit men from de-

serting, although in reality he plated no obstacles in their 

pith# 

to Matter what M y have been the underlying motive for 

the establishment of Norfolk* s committee, it was, nonetheless, 

the first time a body had been set up to direct the evacua-

tion of the incapacitated*3-3 But, as in previous years, the 

government felt- it had no further concern for the welfare of 

the soldier* 

louring the reign of Elizabeth the unfortunate state of 

the wounded or diseased soldier became quite obvious to the 

©agllsh people, for the troops were actively engaged in war 

on the Continent, and many incapacitated soldiers returned 

pp. 31-32. 
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to England. It was at last realized that the country was un-

der a certain obligation to the men who had suffered injury ' 

in the service of their country* This humane feeling was re-

inforced by practical considerations* Maŝ r of the soldiers 

were found to be unfit for further army service after they 

ML- received treatment, and they were discharged fro® the 

array. Having no money which would enable them t© proceed to 

their homes, they were forced to remain in London? and by the 

1530* s that city had a large number ©f these incapacitated 

men roaming the streets, supporting themselves - as well-as, 

they could| soma reporting to begging or to acts of criae* 

It became clear, if only to prevent a public scandal, that 

something had to be done for this group of m.en*P* 

M ia>&6 the Privy Council told the Lord Mayor of London 

and the Justices of the Peace of Middlesex to have all dis-

abled persons, who were at that time begging in the streets, 

examined • Then they were to ascertain which ones of these 

had received their .injuries is the wars and which ted not* 

The former were to be given enough money to enable the® to 

return to their own homes* To raise the necessary amount 

for this undertaking, the Bishop of London requested all 

clergymen to take up collections on behalf of the ex-sol-

diers. this was only a stop-gap method, however, and in 

1?93 Pfctrliasent passed an act which gave the county officials 

% M d . . p. 36. 
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the power to rait# money for us© In the maintenance of to-

tally disabled soldiers and seamen who had received their 

injuries after March 25, 1588.^ 

Although military medicine of the seventeenth century 

showed little advance over that of the sixteenth centuryi 

several developments are worth noting# The French invented 

the flint ausket in 1635, a*** the bayonet In l6M>, producing 

obvious complications in the treatment of wounded soldiers, 

and the army surgeon acquired a distinctive uniform#.^ ®ae 

uniform indicated a non-combatant status, although as early 

as the reign of Elizabeth an order had been given that 

"surgeons Ernst wear their baldric, whereby they may be known 

In time of slaughter! it is their charter in the field."1? 

During the Civil Wars the medical personnel seems to 

have been treated as non-combatants by both sides# fflaey fr®«* 

quently were allowed to treat the wounded who had been cap-

tured by the opposing forces, and when captured themselves 

they were not usually held as prisoners#1® 

*?David Stewart, "Ihe Incapacitated Soldier In the 
Sixteenth Century,M .foumal .of jgjg, Baral tear Haiical Corns, 
XCIII (October, XWJf'206# .«uhi 

Medicine' pi ̂ r l s o n » M>§%$XX M. ffiAlfJg 

Anay Surgeon in Cromwell's Time," M t i a l SfflSffitilt 
IX1I <September 6, 1902), 3791* 

^"The Sick and Wounded In the Parliamentary Civil War,* 
ifiliia ijmsmh 1 (March 23, 1901), 731# 
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the number of doctors available during this period of 

conflict was Halted* And as fene fortunes of m v changed, 

there were changes sl#o In the type and amount of medical 

service which the opposing forces received. $b© loyalists 

Sad the more competent medical personnel vhen the Mars be-

gaia# Later, when the Parliamentarians secured control ©f 

the government and the treasury, they wert the better mm* 

plied* Throughout this time, however* ouch of the care of 

the wounded fell upon the local practitionersIt was 

also customary to supplement the services of the army doc-

tors, particularly in important cases. When ffidppea was 

wounded at laseby* Parliament employed a special physician 

to treat him; and when Cromwell "beeame ill in Scotland in 

l6flt Parliament sent two leading practitioners, Doctor 

Wright and Doctor Bate, to Edinburgh*^ 

An attempt was made to collect and ressove the wounded 

fma the field of battle, and the proponents of this plan 

Justified it as follows! 

It were convenient to appoint© certalne carriages 
and men* of purpose to give their attendance in every 
skirmishe and lncounter to carry away the hurte mm to 
such place as surgeons may immediately repayre unto 

_ the®, which® shall not only greatly ineourag© the soul* 
dlor, but also cause the skirmish to be the better main-
tained, when the souldiors shal not neede to leave the 

A
 s» y? w ffaysielan in War in Harvey's flue and 

Afte?> JtoSSSi* (October 30, 19*t3)» 529* 

2®*®bte Sick and Wounded in the Parliamentary Civil War," 
££• clt» 
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field# to carry amy their hurt® men. These were called 
among the Romans 'Despotati** And this among other laud-
able Roman orders haw the Spaniards at this day revived 
and put la pr&etice, whereby also they conceals from 
the mml® what losses in any skirmish© they have re-
ceived .21 

But this did not become standard procedure for collect-* 

lag the wounded. Frequently they were left on the field to 

he picked up later by the people of the surrounding country-

side* Officers, however, were shown more consideration, and 

were usually taken to the home of someone eXp*« by, where the 

lady of the house was requested to dress their wounds. At 

such times political considerations were not an issue, and 

Mrs. Bbtchinson, the wife of the Parliamentary governor of 

Nottingham, dressed the wounds of loyalist soldiers as well 

as those of the Parliamentarians .%%• 

Although there was nothing resembling a field hospital, 

and th© care of the wounded naturally devolved upon the peo-

ple in the area of the fighting, Parliament did sake attempts 

to cope with the problem. After the Battle of iaseby the 

wounded were collected, doctors were sent from London to care 

for them, and the claims of the people in whose hoses the 

wounded had been lodged were paid by Parliament, 23 Also, 

after Bristol was captured in l£*t5f the Commissioners took 

one of the larger houses in the city and converted it Into 

^*«2he Amy Surgeon in Cr©swell's Time," clt.T p, 3S0# 

HE* <&£&*> P* 529• 
2$nThe Anay Surgeon in Cromwell's Time," j&g* &lt» 
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a hospital. Bat m»cih m th*ge n*r» only %m* 

por*ryt unS throughout aoai of tetb elvll var .psrloi# the 

Leofoa fiJftgfitalf «•** tfo* ©sly flat#® nfm»i there *a« p«*» 

sMomxt jwiiiots. f » the o m of *i& ar t w m M ge&Ater** 

S» LtmSosk httspitait mm tmr tsm aAeqpfct** hmmmarf nwt 

farXtaaent tremtti two special ttUlttvy hospitals, mm at 

the Smmft ^ttow a t Smii®* Other hospitals mum 

fajbsecpe&t&y esta&llsM la Ireland aid Saat&a&A* 

i t thes# tiMtttaMiw the sntriisig m$ by mmm$ 

and# tfiMMnrar fosslb&ty the nswsts woat "©hoses frost the 

wMrnm at tollies® m far aa f i t ones «ea be found**2* ft# 

StaviliiMfKtftria&s also sale prcnrlf&en for km* support «a$» 

aid* the hospitals for disabled soldiers ®M for to v&Ootm 

aM orphans of soldiers, 9 M > t m the ftmmMl d l f f l* 

f^lt iea of the (pMracvniast ls*e***sad9 1*0* and i « u vat done 

far t h m tajfortuaate peojlt# ta K k t ^ 1660* i t vac wn* 

ported that the r w m e s &tiplg»A to the hMjAMa had not 

been p M for nearly a y@ar« M s mte&lly oa»si itirirtss 

MMMog the i M U S i distress #0 great tot the ftoS&mftng state-

ment « « wadafe 
* * * Sm© have bean starred | others have attempted to 
d«»w®f thsmselves! and wtfl^ ar® daily to pun-
ish through ivqpitsttMBtt htmger# to l l and aaMtaaca* 
AM tfea s i A VBA MKSMA fdMi«vs ww mAt* «wf» ia the 
aaftA hospital <itt also ready to perish tsm m&t$ net 
balag »M# to stSxjttit of their tmA*y and having so p&y 
thesis four w ^ * 2 ? 

^•Bie Siek and WottMe# ia tlx© ParliaMentary Civil Varf* 
J®# aUm V* £5tfU 

Awf Surgeon la Cwwftll1® Itoe," jig# #lt* 
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Restoration ended all of these arrangements. The remain-

ing soldiers In the hospitals were discharged? the widows and 

orphans were cut off from receipt of further pensions? and Par* 

liament revived the Elizabethan statute which placed on the 

authorities of the individual counties the burden of aiding 

the poor»2^ 

fh© beginning of the sixteenth century aarks the real 

beginning of maritime medicine, bringing with it its own 

peculiar problems* Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries the principal disease encountered on board ship 

was scurvy* Scurvy, it must he pointed out) Is one disease 

which is almost purely nautical. Although it did, and does, 

occur on land, the incidence is slight? and during th# six* 

teenth and seventeen,th centuries it was confined, with very 

rare exceptions, to seafarers* 

Very little was done to combat the debilitating effects 

of this disease, although It was early recognized that scurvy 

was associated with the lack of fresh vegetables and fruit in 

the diet.2? In 1593 Sir John Hawkins had successfully used 

lemon Juice as a preventive for the disease, but it was not 

until 1796 that its use received the official approval of 

^"The Sick and Wounded in the Parliamentary Civil War, * 
MM* JSmM* 

* ^x27?1® l a2 k o f refrigeration, of course, played a part 
in the lack of provision of the necessary lemons or fresh 
vegetables for the crews« There was no way to keep fresh 
provisions on a long voyage# 
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the "Royal Bavy#28 But it was not to fresh fruit# and vege-

tables alone that the sailor's diet was deficient. It con-

sisted in large part of bread or biscuit, beer, pork, : oatmeal, 

butter, and cheese, and even these items were seldom of &©*» 

ceptable quality* More often than not* because of graft and 

corruption in the administration, the provisions which ar-

rived on board ship were of such poor quality that they were 

unfit t© eat*2^ It is not surprising that scurvy killed many 

men in the service of the navy. Jhere are no accurate sta~ 

tistics by which to calculate the taage it caused* but some > 

idea of the mortality rate of the disease my be obtained 

from the statement of Sir John Hawkins that, within his know-

ledge, 20,000 men in the British Navy had succumbed to effects 

of scurvy*3° 

Scurvy was not the only evil connected with service in 

the navy# throughout this period impressment was used to 

man the ships# In tints of war the press-gangs had authority 

to seise anyone for service* When this method did not pro-

duce enough sailors$ the local Jails were opened and the 

2%ir Humphrey Rolleston, "History of Medicine in the 
Ci^)QfgLondon)

w A m f e fi£ ^ (January, 

^George Sosen, "Occupational diseases of English Seamen 
l Bt During the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries," Bulletin s£. 

m aktewr s& Medicine. TO (July, 1939)$ 753. 

3°L# H, Hoddis* "A Short History of Nautical Medicine," 
tortU M£ MMml.- fflMtoxx* IIJ (teyt i9ki)p a o v 
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inmates taken to do duty on board ship# ft© crevs were col~ 

leeted and placed on board ship or confined In guardships . . 

where ®tlley were kept tinder graeh circumstances of bad air 

and bodily filth, as tend to generate the most virulent in* 

f e c t l o n s . ^ I Season had their quarters below deck* H®r®t 

crowded together like cattle, and cut off fro® fresh air* 

they spent what time they were not on duty# Disease was in-

evitable in this type of situation, and the seamen not only 

fell prey to all the infectious fevers, but they also eon-

tracted the usual Miladies which result frost exposure and 

fatigue# ®ius they war© *ln general shortlived and lave 

their constitutions worn out ten year# before the rest of 

the laborious part of mankind."32 

She high incidence of illness among the sailor® was a 

matter of great eoneern to the British Savy, for a fleet 

which ¥ss decimated by disease was an impotent Instrument* 

But little m s done throughout this period to provide better 

ear® for those on board ship* Ihis was not merely negligence# 

Very little could b® done so long as the distinctions between 

the various diseases remained obscure, and so long as there 

were only vague ideas concerning the etiology of such mala-

dies as typhus fever, typhoid, yellow fever, and other fe-

brile ailmants* Hot until the various branches of medical 

3%©se% &a» cl.tv p* 752« 

32Roddls, SZ&* £&«» P» 23?» 
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had progressed uracil further than they had la to 

sixteenth and seventeenth ©eatwries m m seamen* the 

•oldiers, and th© civilian population properly protected 

against Infeetious disuses* 



It 

emnffi ?: 

POELIC 

Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries there 

isi much epidemic disease* Bubonic plague, 'the "Sweating 
r 

Sickness," measles, smallpox, tuberculosis, typhus, iii Aj&^ 

entery took a heavy "toll, and syphilis was a deadly ®ffli«* 

In fact there la every reason to believe that wigs 

and court plaster, which were fashionable during this period, 

owed their vogue to epidemics of syphilis that wrought much 

havoc in court circles* Hie baldness restating from this 

disease necessitated the use of wigsf and the facial blem-

ishes, which were also a corollary feature, led to the inven-

tion of court planter, which wms first used at court, as Its 

name implies #2 

fhe epidemics which occurred during these two centuries 

were undoubtedly related to the increasing movement of peo-

ple within the country as well as to immigration front abroad. 

Expanding dome#tie a»S foreign trade, the enclosure noreaent 

and its attendant evictions, overseas contacts, with the 

3-iU S# MacBalty, H$he Renaissance and its Influence on 
*# • Foaglish Medicine, Surgery, and Public Health," British Medical 

Journal. II (December 1, 19W» 75&«. 

îfegpird,, j0te Halt, and the -Blind* p. 19. 
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consequent advent of new diseases which aggravated the $X~ 

ready existing difficulties—all of these weakened the re-

sistance of the people to epidemic dismm* 

during the taiga of Henry Till the government finally 

recognized the Importance of sanitation and its relation to 

disease# In 1532 Parliament enacted legislation which pro-

vided for the institution of the Commission of Sewers in all 

parts of the kingdom^ Though the work of the Commission was 

principally directed toward reclaiming land from the con-

stantly encroaching sea, and toward the prevention of the 

flooding of lowlands by the rivers, the Commissioners also 

aade regulations against the deposit of rubbish in rivers 

and the pollution of wells, streams, and rivers*' Also, the 

larger towns were provided with regular water systems and 

labile standpipes. London had been well supplied with water, 

but under the Tudora more eonduits were set up, and freah w&* 

ter was hawked about the streets in barrels# It is probable 

that these improvements owed such to th® influence of Sir 

Thomas More, who was appointed one of the Commissioners of 

Sewers along Thomas Bank in and who, as Lord Chancel-

lor, probably initiated the Act of Parliament which appointed 

Commissioners of Sewers in all parts of the kingdom,5 

%lr John Simon, &a&S,8ll SW M m . MlltellMai P. 70. 
**MacNalty, eitv p. 756 • 

?A» S, Maelaity, "Sir IPhomas More as a Public Health 
Reformer," Mature. CLVIII (November 23, 1 9 W , 733* 
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Mention m*®t also be »de of the effect of the Blim* 

be than Poor Law of 1601, an important landmark in the histo-

ries of both social welfare and public medicine. %ls law 

laid down the iaportant principle that each pariah ©r totm 

was responsible for the oar® of its mm poor* and that ye** 

lief for these indigent person# was to be provided out of 

tax funds• It 'set tip a plan for three types of institutional 

an infirmary for the ̂ impotent,* including the sio&f a worte* 

house for th© able-bodied poor who wanted to workj and a cor-

rection house for the able-bodied persons who mm warming 

to work. Hie Poor JAW of 1601 was to be the basis for pub*-

lie relief in England and America for the next three centu-

ries. However, while the law proposed the setting up of 

three different types of Institutions, in actual practice 

each town usually had only one institution, the workhouse, 

or almshouse, in which the poor, both sick and well, were 

mixed indiscriminately, Gradually, comaranities adopted the 

system of hiring municipal physicians to take care of the 

sick in their own homes. Public provision for the Insane, 

©a the other hand, was motivated by the desire ©f the com-

sanity to protect itself from potentially dangerous persons 

rather than by any rtfsrd for the need* of the patients# 

fhoso who were thought to be mentally unbalanced were ©on** 

fined is almshouses, in Jails, or in "strong rooms" at hoae, 

and little or no effort was made to provide medical ©are for 
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them*^ Several centuries were to tlsps© before an enlight-

ened attitude toward mental disease motivated public policies 

on the subjects 

Any discussion of the puttie health mmwtm in Tudor 

England must mention Sir John Harrington and his ,3Ehft SsM w 

mogphflgla of A-lax* Harrington, a godson of Queen Elizabeth, 

translated into English certain passages of Arlosto's Qr̂ aniff 

yuyieao and circulated them among the ladies-in-waiting to 

tli© Queen* Tkm ladles immediately professed their shocked 

aodesty, a M Sly ̂ olin m i banished to his host# In Bath* Here 

h© was ordered to stay until he had translated the whole #f 

the "book into acceptable English, While in this involuntary 
' v ' 

welle, he invented and installed a water closet and published 

the account of his invention in a book entitled A flaw Ms-

ssasia m & M i MitesJi* M M Mm M Mm*™ 

a pun on the word "jacks,* which was the slang tern for privy, 

this work'one© again involved the'author in difficulties, not 

this tlm« because of fee subject of the book, but because of 

a suspected innuendo against the second Sari of I»eloester*̂  

%lb#rt Deutsch, "Historical Xntar-Bolatlonshlps Between 
Medicine and Social welfare," Bulletin ,@f the HEjffiMy ofr Mggl-

XX \M&y| l^ml| 

1» Sigerlst, *An Bllsabethan Fo«t*s Contribution to 
labile Healthi Sir John Harrington and the Water Closet," 
"pletin of the History of Medicine* XIII (February, 19^3 )t 



The threat of a Star Chamber prosecution was warded off only 

when the Queen herself intervened on behalf of her godson*® 

2his controversial book 1# a milestone in the progress 

of sanitation* ^fortunately the' idea was premature, for it 

was not until veil into the nineteenth century that towns and 

citie® extended sewer lines to the houses*^ 

Epidemic disease raged throughout England despite cer-

tain early measures taken to safeguard the public health. 

In 1566 it was stated that wthe pore citizens of London were 

this yere plagued with a treble plague » • , pestilence, scar~ 

citie of money ami derth of v i c t u a l s & 1577 the ®pide»«* 

ics continued, and in that year s®»# prisoners who had been 

brought to trial at Qscford infected the judges, with the re-

sult that many of the Jurists died, including Robert Bell., 

the Lord Chief Baron* 2hia trial came to be designated the 

Black Assise, and thereafter the custom arose of placing f»» 

grant flowers in front of the Judge who conducted a criminal 

a®sige*3X 

Hie Sweating Sickness, or th® "Sweate,*1 as it was called* 

reached epidemic proportions each time it struck. It wag on# 

% * G* Adami, "Sir John Harrington," Bulletin jq£ j&g, 
Johns Hopkins Hospital. XU (Octobel, l W J T W T 

^Haggard, ̂ 1# 4&&«# P* 18. 

^Herman Pomerazuu ^Medicine in Shakespearean Plays," 
Medical Life. XLI (October, 193^) > 531. 

^Ibid. 
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of those aysterlous maladies vhieh suddenly MKM Its appear* 

ance, wreaks; havoc and destruction for awhile, and then as 

sutdafttgr disappears* ©its disease occurred only In England, 

where there ware five epidemic outbreaks of it during the 

sixteenth century, Xn August* D*8*?t shortly before fee Bat** 

tle of Bosworth Field, It broke out for the first time among' 

the troops and was given the us®© "Sweating Sickness" from 

its MST important symptom* According to Heeker, 

Jhe people were' seised with consternation wtim they 
saw that scarcely one in a hundred escaped, and their 
first impression vas that a reign commencing with such 
horrors would doubtless prove most inauspicious •A*J 

In 1^02 it occurred in the West Country, and Prince Arthur 

probably succumbed to it at I»udlow. In 1J07 a milder epi» 

deiaic occurred, although it is reported that everywhere in 

LoaSon "there die not a few," And it was terrifying enough 

to cause public prayers to be held in August of 1508^3 The 

year 1517 witnessed a third and much aore severe outbreak, 

half the population of a town perishing in goae instances# 

During this period Wolsey was attacked by the disease, Colet 

succumbed to it, and Aiaaonlo, the latin secretary of the Icing, 

who had Just been congratulating himself on being safe from 

the disease because of his tesperate life* died after aa 

C* HEEKER* M& SL MMA MM* 
pp, 181-182. 

^August Hirsch, I'JaiidbQpl; &£ iftflgilftllaftX, S M telfiSteal 
*• 2*e* ' 
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illness of only twenty hours**1* The fourth epidemic, i n 1528, 

was one of great severity. In London that summer the mortal-

ity was very great. So severe was this epidemic that i t was 

asserted that nthe priests have a better time than the ioc« 

tor% except that the latter do not help to bury,*^ and that, 

although the year vas one of scarcity, "if this tiling goes on, 

corn will soon he cheap Anne Boleyn was attacked by the 

disease during this epidemic, and Henry VIII, who always was 

fearful for his health, hastily le f t her for several weeks,3-7 

She? fifth, and final, epidemic occurred in 1551. Oddly 

enough, it did not cause many fatalities among the poor, but 

chiefly affected the rich. John Caius, in h i s treatise, 4 

late m SmmftfXk tofeat Mm IAsmm & U e & Mm, ftmte» 
that those who had the disease "were either mn of wealth, 

ease or welfare, or of the poorer sort such as idle persons,, 

good ale drinkers, and tavern haunters 

file symptoms of the sweating sickness were such as to 

terrify the people# Du Bellay, the French Ambassador wrotei 

Gob tea a little pain * • • in the head and heart+ 
Suddenly a sweat breaks out, and a physician is useless, 
for whether you wrap yourself up ouch or l i t t l e in four 

^Ibid.. pp. 2h?~2k8» ^XMd.. p, 251* 

l6iM4» 

3-fl# S* MacBalty.
 MSip Thorns More as a Public Health 

Reformer," Mature, CLvIII (November 23, 1^6), 73**-• 

2i „Sginig.m ImUmM Masa&s 
M i Mm, toftla# p. 20. 
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hours, sometimes in j¥0 or three, you are dispatched 

without languishing.-*-9 

Doctor Thomas Forrester described the suddenness of death 

from the disease as follows! "We saw two prestys standing 

togeder and speaking togeder, and we saw "both of them die 

suddenly.*20 John Gains, however, most vividly described 

the speed vith which the disuse was fatal when he stated* 
Bat that iissaed lately killed some In opening their© 

windowes, soma in plaieng vith children in their strete 
dores, some to om how, siany in two it destroyed, & at 
the longest, to them that aerily dined, it gave a sorow* 
ful Supper# As it found© thera so it toke them, some in 
sleape, some in wake, soae in mirth©, some in care, some 
fasting & some tvSLf some busy and some idle, and in on# 
house sometyme three sometime five, sometyme seven some-
tyme eyght, sometyme more sometyme all, « • ,<dA 

The "English Sweat,1* with its five outbreaks within the 

period from lkS5 to 1551» forms a completed episode in the 

history of pestilence* In 1551 it disappeared from the earth 

just as suddenly m it had appeared in iMJjf as a malady quite 

unknown to the physicians or the public • Not until two hun-

dred years later, when miliary fever appeared In Germany and 

France, does one find a disease even similar t© the Sweating 

Sickness 

•^A» Sm MacNalty, "The Henaissance and its Influence on 
English Medicine, Surgery, and labile Health,« MtlftM 1M* 
icil Journal. II (December 1, 1 9 W , 75o* 

William Andrews, M m 22£&2£ M MtteX# M & t m t o * 
£&&•, P« 126« 

21Caius, m* Ml#* P* 9* 

^Htrseh, OR* clt«« p* 86< 
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Numerous attempts have been mad© to explain the etiology 

of this disease. It has been noted that all of the epidemics 

occurred after heavy rains* Xhe disease always appeared la 

the spring ©r sumer, and on no occasion did It remain longer 

than through the suamer months*^ it has also been finaly 

established that, mil ike th© plague* the Sweating Sl<s3m«g§ 

mainly affected the upper classes, which sake® untenable one 

theory connecting the disease with poor sanitation# It has 

been thought, therefore* that it had a foreign origin, and 

suspicion has been thrown on the foreign mercenaries who ac-

companied Binary M o r to England, $hese soldiers case from 

a district in France in which the sweat, in a much modified 

form, made an appearance some two hundred years later.2^ 

But whatever may have been the exciting cams® of the disease, 

it has become extinct. Today the most that can be done la 

to speculate about its cause# 

Hague had remained endemic in England since 13**9, th® 

year of the Black Death, which, it has been estimated, de-

stroyed two million persons* Ik contrast to the Sweating 

Sletaess, the plague was the poor man's disease, and it well 

Illustrated the usual rule of infectious diseases, attacking 

those who were the most ill-housed, ill-fed, and least able 

to escape from the locale of the infection#2? At the start 

2 3HM** p. PP* 268-273# 

g5lhifl«. P* 269» 
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of the sixteenth e en toy there was a general lucres#© In the 

amount of plague In England, and it continued to strife# again 

and again until 166?» 

It tills time the etiology of the disease was not even 

vaguely understood. It was attributed to aiasma, or corrupt 

vapors, which entered the skin through the open pores# For 

this reason bathing was considered dangerous, sinoe it causes 

the pores to'open even wider* Some subscribed to the idea of 

contagion as th© cause, but there was no real under standing 

of th® source of that contagion. The only really effective 

preventive "was administered as three adverbial pills, quick, 

far, and late. That is, go quick, go far, and return late.*2$ 

This advice was followed by all who could afford it, with the 

king and the court setting'the example# 

The physicians, some of them at least, could not protect 

themselves • in this way# They remained in the centers of in-

fection, and often for protection they wore leather suits and 

leather gauntlets, masks with glass openings for the eyes, 

and long snouts filled with fumigants. They carried wands 

to feel the pulse of the victims so that they would not have 

to touch them, and, in order to purify the air, they burned 

aromatic substances and sprinkled perfumed water in the rooms 

and on their clothing. 

2%, w. Haggard, MmU&f teiM Doctors* pp. 210-211. 



Certain public health measures were taken la dealing 

with the disease* Henry VIII appointed Sir Thomas More,. in 

April, 1518, to supervise the health measures to be taken at 

Oxford during an outbreak of the plague* More ordered all 

inhabitants who were infeeted with the disease to keep to 

their houses and to "put oat wisps [of hayQ and bear whit© 

rods.*2? Be forbade the® to keep animals la their houses 

a M ordered officers to keep the streets of the town clean, 

and i to bum refuse. 

Bare one sees notification and segregation uted for the 

prevention ©f epidemic disease* It w s due to Ifere*# excel-

lent sanitary regulations that a more widespread infection 

was prevented# $he first general plague order was issued in 

15*t3f it contained all the principles of subsequent prevent 

tire medicine# More had already been dead for eight years* 

but the order codified his previous regulations and instruc-

tions, and these were later adopted in the Elizabethan regu* 

lations# Instead of wisps of hay, the sign of the cross was 

ordered plaeed for five days on every house which was, or was 

suspected of being, afflicted by the plague. Segregation, 

disinfection—chiefly by burning straw pallets and by scour-

ing—and the baring of white rods by plague contacts were 

enforced »2® More stringent measures than these were employed 

27i. S» MacHalty, "Sir Thomas More as a Public Health 
Reformed," Nature, dflll Clobber 23, 1<M)> 73k* 
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occasionally. For « a a p l e , lliisabeth ordered a gibbet set 

up at Windsor vith which to hang anyone %xho m # a plague 

carrier* or on® who had given shelter to a plague victim, ©r 

one suspected of baring the disease* Charles 1 followed to 

same procedure at M o o d s t o c k , 2 9 

1® year fro® 1511 to 1551 w a s free from an outbreak of 

the plague« The year 1513 apparently that In which th® 

highest mortality occurred, but in 1517 th© disease was suf«* 

fieiently widespread to motivate th® Venetian envoy to beg 

th© authorities at ho®# to send someone to replace him, ait%m 

he wished t© ©soap® fro® th® "sedition, sweat and plague."3® 

Following this period there was a brief respite f only to be 

f o l l o w * by constant outbreaks fro® 1526 to 1532 • It was 

during this period, in 1532§ that "the Council have commanded 

the mayor to certify how many have died of the plague**31 

This is the first known reference to the London Bills of Mor-

tality# After this time, the disease remained fairly dormant 

until 15&3# vhen another outbreak became m severe that cu-

rates were directed to w a r n the inmates of houses where th® 

plague had occurred not to come to church for a certain pe-

riod thereafter.32 epidemic of that siaaser and fall w a s 

2 ^ E » A w Underwood, "MEDICINE and the Crown," British 
i M t o i , Journal. X (May 30, 1953), 1191. 

SV™, 1 ° T ^ I £ 

l a 4* &» aKfc M MS, MMmeAPM St 1 M MMM* 1> 291* 

3*ibid.. p» 29^# ^ 2Ibid», p• 317* 
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one of the most severe in the history of the city. Hague 

also struck with great severity in 15681 1570, and 15A# In 

1581 there was again great mortality from the disease* Elia* 

abeth's government tried vigorously to prevent its spread« 

The various plague orders were scrupulously carried out, but 

the disease continued to increase. She only matter not cov-

ered by the sanitary provisions, and probably the thing which 

materially affected the spread of the infection, was the man-

ner of disposing of the dead* Most of the people were buried 

in just a sheet, not in a coffin, and were placed in very 

shallow graves# 

The epidemics of plague during the sixteenth century 

culminated in the outbreak of 1593» and the severity of this 

outbreak was responsible for an enumeration of the current 

public health practices in regard to the disease* These weret 

First to command that no stinking doonghills be 
suffered neere the Cittie* 

- Every evening and morning in the hot weather to 
cause cold# water to be cast in the streets, especially 
where the infection lst and every day to cause the 
streets to be kept eleane and sweete, and clensed from 
all filthie thinges which lye in the same* 

And whereas the infection is entered, there to 
cause fires, to be made in the streets® every morning 
and evening, and if some frankincense, pitch or some 
other sweet thing be burnt therein it will be the better# 

Suffer not any dogs, eattes, or pigs to run about 
the streets, for they are very dangerous, and apt to 
carry the infection from place to place# 

Command that the excrements and filthy things which 
are voided from the infected places be not east into the 
streets, or rivers which are daily in use to make drink 
or dress meat# 

That no Chirurgions. or barbers, which use to let 
blood, do cast the same Into the streets or rivers# 
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Zbat no vsutes or previes be then emptied, for it. 
is a most dangerous thing, 

that all Xnholders do every day make clean their 
stables | aai cause the iooag ana filth therein to be 
carryed away ©tit of the Cittiej for, by suffering it in 
their houses* as sob© <1© us® to do, a whole week or fort-
night, it doth so putrifie that when it is removed, there 
is such a stinking savour and -unwholesome smell, as is 
able to infect the whole street where it is* 

To command that no heap or flax be kept in water 
neere the Cittie or towne, for that will cause a very 
dangerous and infectious savour# 

To have a specially care that good and wholesome 
. victuals and cow® be sold© in the markets, and so to 
provide that no want thereof be in the Cittie, and for 
such as have not wherewithal! to to necessary food, 
that there to extend their charitable and goodly de~ 
votloni for there is nothing that will more increase 
the plague than want and scarcity of necessary food# 

Xd'eeonajad that all those which do visit and attend 
the sick, a# also all those which have the sickness on 
them, ana do walk abroad $ that they do carry something in 
their hands; thereby to be known froo other people• 

Lastly, if the infection be In but few places there 
to' keep all the people in their houses, all necessaries 
to cam®# all the clothes, bedding, and other such things 
as were used about the sick to be burned, although at 
the charge of the rest of the inhabitants you buy then 
all, new *33 

At a© time in any of these orders was the rat even mentioned I 

Throughout the seventeenth century, the plague continued 

to cause the greatest consternation In England. The epidemics 

which had occurred in the sixteenth century had been severe, 

but the seventeenth century witnessed the most severe out* 

breaks in English history, with the exception of the Black 

Death of 13^9 • A severe epidemic occurred in 1603, Another 

took place In 1625, and 1665 is known as the year of the 

"Great Plague," or the "Poore's Plague," In the intervening 

33ibld»« pp. 355-356. 



years between these epidemics* ttie disease was present and 

severe la one locality or another and often attained sml* 

epidemic proportions, 

S*e reasons for the persistently high mortality from the 

disease were much the same as those mentioned earlier. In 

the first place, it became more and more difficult to main-

tain ©fen ainifeiai standards of cleanliness and sanitation# 

M s was due, probably, to the steady increase of population 

in the cities# In the second place, there w s a greater mi-

gration of people within the country, because of increased 

trade and the enclosure movement, both of which augmented 

vagabondage and reduced the health of the rural classes. In 

the third place, far more contact, both commercial and mili-

tary, existed with countries overseas. In the fourth place# 

as far as the years 1603 and 162J were concerned, the corona-

tion ceremonies, in spite of precautions, my easily hate 

contributed to the intensity of the epidemics #3^ 

the epidemic of 1603, which east a pall over the gaiety 

of the coronation of James I, claimed a large number of lives• 

fhe coronation attracted many visitors to London who wished 

either to see the festivities or to seek favors, and this in-

flux helped to increase the spread of the plague* Steps were, 

of course, taken to prevent the dissemination of the disease# 

4* 1# "P1® *?lague of 1603 in England," Annals 
l U t e t XX Clfey, 1937), 231, 
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*' people believed that trad© with the Low Countries was 

the faetor precipitating the outbreak. Accordingly, the 

Prify Council, in 1602, upon receiving word that the plague 

had broken out in Amsterdam and was driving many of the in* 

habitants of that city to England, ordered the coiaaander of 

the Cinque Ports to prevent the landing of these emigrants 

while the plague persisted. 2he Council further ordered that 

if any persons had come into the towsf' they sruet go into the 

fields of the country "the better to air themselves,« and re* 

main there forty days#35 

farious other orders were issued. In April, 1603, the 

King's, Queen*$, and Prince1g Players were allowed to perform 

only when there were less than thirty deaths a week from the 

plague* The government forbad© gentlemen to attend court, 

and during August and September the Lord Mayor limited the 

mraber of persona who could attend a plague burial to six. 

Court-terms were adjourned, public assemblies were discour-

age, and fairs within fifty miles of London mm prohibited. 

London society was profoundly affected• lot Just ordi-

nary citizens, but even those whose presence was essential, 

left the city. Host of the physicians also left in hastef 

in fact it is stated that they «hid their synodieal heads,"36 

Ministers fled in great numbers, as did the magistrates* 

P* 232, 

^Andrews, QM* f# 132. 
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defection of the latter was serious Meed, for lawless-

'mm mmt unpunished. The people paid scant attention to th* 

deputies and constables who took their places,. 

trade » s greatly hampered by the prevalence of th# dt»» 

oas«» revival of trade which had been anticipated In the 

wake of the coronation did not materialize* Instead th© ©ft* 

cheated the tradesmen of all their anticipated gains* 

trenoh merchants generally agreed not to purchase broadcloth 

fpota England, a policy which brought bitter cries from the 

English. It is not surprising that the French adopted this 

policy, for many English merchants bought goods from infected 

persons. In violation of government proclamations, and mer~ 

chant goods were packed by persons infected with the disease. 

1!h« epidemic greatly distressed smh unfortunates as 

were obliged to remain in the infected places, People who 

were alive one hour were dead the next, fear was raspsat 

among the populace* Some committed suicide, others sought 

relief in taverns or in the churches| but the plague, no 

spector of persons, continued to strike down both the unre-

pentant and the penitent* With the coaing of cold weather, 

the epidemic gradually began to subside, and the court grmd* 

ually began to return to London* Ihere it set a new problem 

which was almost as dangerous as the plague, the lack of 

money. She social upheaval caused by the epidemic brought 

the government fact to face with an empty treasury# faxes, 

customs, and duties had brought In nothing* Janes was forced 
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to ask the City of London for a loan, whieh was refused, the 

City declaring that dm© to the stoppage of trade it was un-

able to comply with James * s request*37 Bat London recovered 

from the epidemic with remarkable speed? and although the 

plague was never entirely absent fro® the city or its en* 

virons,. there wag nothing to strike terror at the hearts of 

the people until 1625# 

Both the start and the end of the reign ©f James I-were 

marked by a severe epidemic of bubonic plague* Just' as it 

broke out in full foree to welcome hi® to the throne in 1603, 

so it again made its fatal appearance in 162$ to mark his 

death# The coronation of Charles I was postponed until Octo-

ber and finally until February, 1626, not only because of 

Henrietta Marie1® religion, but also because of the increas-

ing incidence of the plague# However, the opening of Parlia-

ment kept many citisens in London despite their fear of the 

disease# Charles, in his opening speech to this assemblage, 

urged them to hasten their business because of the danger® 

from the continuing increase of the infection, but Parliament, 

which was far fro® eager to give Charles the money he wanted 

for the war against Spain, allowed financial considerstIons 

to override fear of the disease# It continued to sit froa 

June 18 to July 11, adjourning then to resume its sessions 

at Oxford in August*3® 

37f, P. Wilson, A s M&BM IS sht»iWSBearo'S P» U.V. 

38iua.i PP. 135-136. 



As the Infection spread, the distress of the poor, to-

gether with the usual absence of law-enforcement officers at 

such times, produced a desperate situation, fhe following 

passage represses the state of affairs? 

An enemy swooping down upon the coast in these 
stammer months would have made an easy conquest. The 
mistering of the train-bands in every county had been 
forbidden on A August. By the 31st the plague m s 
aaongst the seafaring aen in the river, the pressing 
of sailors m s discontinued, and the coast and the 
Thames were left tmgt&rddd»39 

London at this time w s describe as wone wide mortu-

ary | a reeking prison house of the living, and dying and the 

d e a d . t o e again various orders were issued. Tim Lords 

of the Council were perturbed because they learned that no 

efforts had been made to prevent the disease "by carrying 

infected persons to the pest-house, or setting watch upon 

than, or burning the stuff ©f the deceased They in-

sisted that these rules be obeyed. The Council also charged 

the Mayor and the Aldersaen not to abandon the government of 

the city, and called a halt to all traffic costing into Lon~ 

don. In spite of these measures, by August the infection 

ted become so widespread that the regaining officials of the 

elty abandoned all pretense of trying to maintain order. The 

deserted homes of the wealthy were ransacked, segregation 

p. 11*5* 

••Ow. 8. Bell, Ihe Sraat Plasms to L ^ p n In !<£•?. revised 
edition, p. 7. 

^Simon, gg, cit.. p. 96. 



became impossible, aad mm lift itself was so uncertain that 

the parting salutation hmm® t m t "Good flight,* bat *G©d *eaft 

ug a joyful Resurreetion. 

After August, as the weather became cooler, the epidemic 

began to subside, but In the year in which Charles I became 

king it is estimated that **1,313 people died of the plague .**3 

®ie country, however, did not recover as rapidly from 

this epidemic as it had done in 1603, The disruption of em» 

meree was much greater than it had been in 1603, for trade 

with foreign countries had practically ceased* A depression 

ensued, particularly in the cloth trade, and it spread rap-

idly to other areas of the national economy. Furthermore, a 

period of famine followed the plague year# These various 

laisfortunes sade the people totally unable to provide the 

forced loan or to furnish the ships which Charles demanded. 

Jhe plague of 1625 made a deep impression on the minds 

of Englishmen, and It was stated! "To this present Plague of 

Pestilence, all former Plagues were but pettie ones • • « 

this, to future Ages and Historiographers must needs be Ial~ 

endred the Great Plague.But unfortunately this estimate 

was false, since the various attempts to stop the disease 

were completely ineffectual. Hie plague reached its height 

in the great epidemic of 1665. 

lf%ilson, olt.-« pm- ll 6̂. ^Beii, gl, cit.. 7* 

^̂ Sfllson, 
5S* f P* 175* 
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2he rise in the death rat© due to the plague usually be-

gan in to spring and continued throughout the period of !m$ 

weather# IWLs m s the pattern in 1665* when the disease m i 

spreading rapidly in London before the middle of the y#sf»* 

% Alignst and September, when the epidemic was at its height, 

there were six or seven thousand deaths a ¥©@lc»lf5 

3!he plague of l665 has bean a favorite thes» of histor-

ical novels. Si© horrors described in them are not exagger-

ated. ®i© citizens of Lorsdon, who matched the weekly Bills 

©f Mortality for may rise in the death rates which sight in-

dicate the reappearance of the plague, became more and more 

alarmedf and the general exodus t© "to country began# % 

July th® city was finally emptying rapidly, ©specially of the 

wealthier persons fleeing for their lives. A devout Paritan 

element found that the greatest mortality seemed to occur 

among the poor and those of "vicious life*" 33iey immediately 

took comfort in this distribution of the disease and, it was 

said, "began to be puffed tip and to boast of the difference 

that God did iaake*"1^ Shey were soon to learn, however, that 

their self-righteousness was poor protection against the 

plmgu## 

As the Bills of Mortality increased, panic spread* At 

the height of the epidemic, not one merchant in a hundred 

could be found in London. It was impossible to collect debts 

^Siaon, QM.0 dt.. p» 100, ^Bell, j£* .dt», p. 91» 
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or sell goods* Little 3ound m s heard «uav© groaning, and 

crying, and dying."1*? Traffic in the narrow streets was al-

most confined to the coffins which were constantly being car-

ried hack and forth m the dead were harried to burial places# 

Many of the poorest people lay suffering in dark, unventi-

lated cellars from which they did not emerge alive* Sh* eon-
4 

stant tolling of hells announcing death after death strained' 

people's mrves to the breaking point* Each fresh event frag-

mented the general dread# No night passed without the sound 

of the dead-cart as it noisily Bade its way otrer the cobble-

stones # and the call of the bearers to "bring out your dead" 

rang In the streets* One early eighteenth century writer 

mm up the feelings of the people as follows* 

the British Nation wept for the Miseries of her 
Metropolis# In seme Houses Carcases lay waiting for 
Burial$ and in others? Persons in their last Agonies; 
in one Hoot might b© heard dying Organs, in another 
the laveings of m Bel'lidm* and not far off Relations 

Samuel Pepys stayed in London throughout the epidemic, 

aaS wrote in his diary the following impressions of the 

plapies 

Aug. 8* Sie streets mighty empty all the way, now 
eren in London, which is a sad sight. And to Westminster 
Hall, where talldng, hearing irery sad to® Mrs. 
Mtusford, among others, «f Mrs* Mitchell*® son's family. 
And poor Will, that used to sell us ale • * • his wife 

?» 231. 

Or. The Doctor Scarlf.lr-fd. p. l8l* 
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tlmm children died, all, 1 think is a day* • • 
Aug# if* It w s dark before X could get home, aii 

so land at Churchyard stairs, iAer«f to ay great fer»~ 
ble, I met a dead corps of the plague # # » I thank God 
I m * not wgli disturbed at lt» w w ^ t I shall "beware 
of being 1st# abroad again* » # #3® 

id* to the exchange * » » Bat Lord I hew sad 
a sight it is to see the streets empty of people, am! 
very few mpon the *change. Jealous of s s w ®»r thst-
one sees shut up*, lest it should be the plaguej and 
about us %m stops la three, if not aofe, generally 
ghat up*- • * *51 

Aug, 30-* 1 went forth and «llc@d towards Moors-
fields to -set (God forbid ay presuaptionl) whether I 
could s«# any dead corps going to the g w @ $ tat as God 
would have it, did not. Bat Lord! how every body's 
looks, and discourse in the streets- is of death, and: 
nothing else, asft few people goisg mp and d#»# that 

town is like a place distressed and for»l®»# . » •-

Ihe only note of levity in this discourse is struck when 

Pepys beeoates perturbed over fee fashions of the tiaesl 

September 3rd* (Lord's day). % $ and pat on nay 
coloured silk suit very fine, and ay new periwigg, 
bought a good while since, but durst not wear, because 
the plague » s in Westminster when I bought it; and it 
is a wonder what will be the fashion after the plague 
is done, as to periwiggs, for nobody will dare to buy 
any haire, for fear of the infection, that it had been 
cut off the heads of people dead of the plague. . * .53 

John Bvelys gives his version of the dismal situations 

Sept* 7f 166?* I vent all along the city and ««&•*-
urbs * « • & dismal passage, and dangerous to see so 
j»ay coffins exposed in the streets, w thin, of people j 
the shops shut up, and all In stotxrnfal silence, not 
towing, whose tram sight be next. * # +9* 

*#*msm& Pesys, g£ aaqmil gttmpu edited by 
H. B. Wheatley, tlf 172. 

5°Ibld-. p# 178 • ^Ibld. p. 191. 

Blbii»y p. 191» 

£*?«3m Evelyn, M i g &M. &SS3BUSSSA0m late lgflsa» 
F. £. j|#f edited by William Bray, p. 276• 
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It has "been estimated that the plague killed 69,000 per-

sons is London alone It is probable that the total was 

even higher, for many deaths probably went unreported* Al-

though deaths were recorded weekly In the Bills of Mortality, 

they were reported not by physicians but by "hags" who, for 

a small fee, entered the houses where deaths had occurred and 

ssade a record of what they saw* Their testimony was unreli-

able, being often influenced by bribes, Pepyg felt that the 

reported mortality was far from accuratet 

I •« * In the City died this week and of th« 
6,102 of the plague* But it is feared that the true 
nusber of the dead this week is near 10,000s partly 
from the poor that cannot be taken notice or, through 
the greatness of the m M h m , and partly froa the Qua-
kers and others that will not have any bell rung for 
theBit?® 

Probably the actual loss of life from the epidemic was 110,000 

of the original population of >f60,000, • or of the 350,000 who 

did not leave London during the period*57 

Si© subsidence of the plague followed in the wake of the 

great fire of 1666* 'fhe fire, which raged for three days "as 

if It had coasalssion to devour everything. that was in its 

w a y , d i d for England what sen had been unable to dot It 

destroyed the rats which carried the infection* The area 

* * G!T£}son> M aiterf. $1IM~ 
loins. third edition, p* 308, 

^Pepys, m $ MM*f P» 192. 

^ G e M m Smith, Mague on tfa. p» 9* 

acffittto* 
•tory His Own Times* by the Reverena Mr, Thomas Staekhouse, 
p* 80# 
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of destruction comprised h$6 acres, mainly in the old saction 

of the city* When London was rebuilt under the supervision 

of Christopher Wren, the narrow, dirty streets and tumble-

down houses, perfect breeding places for the disease, disap~ 

peered. Other factors besides the fire contributed to the 

disappearance of the plague from England at this time* These 

included greater personal cleanliness through the use of cot-

ton instead of wool clothing, improved street paving, decrease 

ing use of straw for floor covering and bedding, ana, finally, 

the Increased us® of brick instead of wood for building mate* 

rial* 35ie victory of the brown rat over the black was also 

significant# The brown rat had been brought to England dur-

ing the latter half of the seventeenth century, and had im« 

mediately pre-empted the black rats' food supply. The black 

rats were driven to the ships, carrying disease and death to 

sailors for aany years to com® » The brown rats did not seek 

close contact with human beings, and proaptly migrated to 

the open countryside, where there was little opportunity for 

transmission of fleas from rat to human, Th® plague did 

not regain a footing on British soil for 2^3 years, when it 

was again introduced and spread widely throughout the land^^O 

F* Mullett, "The Bubonic Plague in England x a Prob-» 

X ? < H i 9 & ) ; " 3 ^ ^ * m a a 4 a m ^ 

^ j o r Greenwood, M M f i f l SSS. M Plaaaaea. p» 291» 



S » consequences of this last great outbreak In 166 5? 

are, in see® respects* as far-reaching as those which foU** 

lowed the Black Death of 13^9- In July? 1665» King Charles 

and M s court left London for Isleworth. Such an act n g 

favored by the populace, as the King^ safety was of the 

highest importance to the country. the Illness OP death 

of Charles would have considerably aggravated the already 

troubled situation, since the heir to the throne, Charles•s 

brother James f was greatly distrusted by the people# Bat 

the fate of the other officials of Charleses government ms 

far from a primary coneem, and no possible excuse can be 

given for the abandonment of London by officials whose first 

obligation was to the welfare of that city# Xetf abandon 

it they did, with a cynical indifference that "must forever 

remain a black stain on Charles1s Government. rt^l George 

Monek, Bake of Albemarle, remained in the eity as the only 

representative of the King. 

& general, the behavior of the clergy was m cowardly 

and irresponsible m that of the government authorities* 

Only a few courageous and self-sacrificing ministers re-

sained in London. At such a time when no individual's life 

was safe for even a day, the people turned eagerly to reli-

gion,, they had "a more than ordinary disposition to profit 

by good sermons,but they were deprived of even this tra-

ditional comfort* 

p, 68 • ®2Bmrnet, -OP* cit.» p* 79* 
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Popular feeling rose at the flight of to government 

and the clergy. Services at St* Paulr s were interrupted by 

as outcry declaring that the calamity which tod befallen them 

had been crnsed by the government in Church and Stat®* Leaf-

lets were distributed which sarcastically d«toiareds "Pulpits 

to letS" As the plague grew in virulence, Nonconforming min-

isters who had been ejected from their pulpits found the eour* 

age to restate their duties# Siese dlvinm entered the vacant 

churches to preach to the throngs, and even dared to visit 

the sick in their homes. 

th® Great Plague had the important sequel upon the fu-

ture coarse of English life and thought of ©stabllshlng Ion* 

conformity in England# Until 1665 the Nonconformist ministers 

tod been forced to work la seclusion among very small groups 

of people. !Ehey were persecuted and prevented from preaching 

openly. But they proved their courage and their devotion to 

the people by risking their lives to comfort the afflicted 

and deserted people of London, fheir actions mad© a deep im-

pression upon the populace} and thereafter, despite guards, 

soldiers, or th® jailing of whole congregations, Nonconform-

ity In England could not be restrained»63 

Siough it is the plague which has occupied the atten-

tions of most historians, other infectious diseases existed 

6imn f 
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In tote* and Stuart tises • Epidemics of .smallpox, !n£lfe* 

« » t dysentery, typhoid, and typhus claimed sany ri&tlms* 

There 4s evidence that saallpox m s present in England 

a* mrly as 151** ami 1518|^" but m a virulent Misty, wife 

a high mortality rate, It was relatively w to the country 

during to Mat part of Elizabeth's reign and the ftr*t years 

of the Stuarts*, tbm first seirsre epidemic occurred in 1628,^ 

assumed more serious proportions during the reign of Charles If 

and grew even worse as the ©entury progressed,^ Many ot*» 

bers of the royal family were attacked by smallpox. At least _, 

two of the children of Queen Aims died of the disease, and 

Anne herself wag badly pockmarked#̂ ? Queen Mary II died of 

smallpox in 169^,^ at a time when there were mm than five 

hundred cases a week In London.^ 2Ms high rate of mortal-

ity in the royal family created considerable excitement and 

concern in medical circles# Disagreements developed as to 

the nature, diagnosis, and treatment of the disease# Erro-

neous treatment was considered to be the cause of the 

^Creighton, cit.« p* 

6?H. ¥. Haggard, gggUa, P«S. H2& tefelt* P* 221» 

P. Stearns, "Beaartos Upon the Introduction of the 
Inoculation for Saalipox In England," MUffffa at the History 

" " IleliM. XXIT (Mareh-isrtl, 1956), W 

p* 106. 
68H< ¥# Baggard, Devils.. Brags and Pagtowr. p* 221. 

69Eveiyn# qp« ci.t..«. p« 505* • 
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increased mortality, and, from the period of the B#storati©», 

on, tli® medical profession in England constantly endeavored 

to enlarge its knowledge a M Improve its methods .in the treat-

ment of the disease. Little progress was »$et however, far 

we find that in 1672 one of the recommended trea taients was 

"the hiring of merges, fat ones for preference, to lie by 

the patients* side and keep them warm."^ 

!fyph«s f « w was another fatal affliction. Since the 

disease was common in the amay, on board ship, and in jails, 

it was variously referred to as camp fever, ship fever, and 

gaol fever# Sporadic outbreaks of the disease occurred dur-

ing the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries* Frequently it 

happened that at the assizes the justices were infected by 

the prisoners who were brought before them. At the "Oxford 

Black Assises" in 1577, about three hundred persons who had 

attended fell 111 and died in, a period of twelve days. ©lere 

was no general recognition that this was an outbreak of ty-

phus. The belief wan that the affliction was <tae to the 

"fetid and pestilent air of thieves brought forth from the 

prisons," or to some "devilishly contrived and obviously pa-

pistical spirits called forth • « • and let loose upon the 

court secretly and most wickedly**?* 

?°Stearas, eit.. p. 1G6. 

^Creighton, m* P-. 577» 



Shd worst epidemics of typhus oQeamd* however, in th© 

eighteenth century, as a result of th© w l M m tax, This tax 

w s first levied In England Is 1696, and# la effect, it was 

a tax cm fresh sir aM sunshine. It was levied for the pur-

pose of overcoming the evils connected: with the practice of 

clipping and defacing the coinage. During the seventeenth 

century all English coins ware made by hand* They were not 

even in thickness or in size, arid their edges were not allied * 

It was easy to clip such coins without danger of detect ion,. 

and the practice of clipping coins <juite naturally bceamr 

widespread, especially in hard times* ft» result of this 

practice «as a great 0hyi«l»§e in the English coinage^ which 

forces th© government to recall all of the old coins and £#•» 

0OB milled coins mad© fey a minting maehine. Bat th© shrisfc* 

age in the amount of metal nade a new tax necessary* tSais 

all inhabitsted houses were assessed two shillings a year, 

and an added tax was levied on windows* As a consequence,.* 

windows were bricked in and skylights were roofed over* fee 

poor were affected most' of all* fixes© who lived in the ten-

ements were crowded together in dark rooms, and in the jails 

the prisoners were herded together in damp, unlighted cells* 

typhus is a disease which breeds in such circumstances; it 

began to spread through the tenements and jails* But it did 

not stop there. Released prisoners who were impressed into 
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the navy carried the disease with them, sat it rapidly spread 

on board the ships.^ 

typhoid fever also claimed sauy victims during these two 

centuries# It m i a disease whi«h was poorly understood$ in 

fact it was undescribed before this tias# Thus whoa Heory, 

Prince of Wales, was afflicted, it waa immediately said that 

he had been poisoned. Boeheater* afterward larl of Somerset* 

was at one© suspected, and there were hints that even James 

had a part in the plot* It was natural that suspicion should 

IU11 on Boehester, for it vag common knowledge that both he 

and Henry were rivals for the attentions of lady Bssm* 

According to the custom of the time, •various remedies 

were sent to the Prince from most of the distinguished people 

of the country* Mrm Sir Walter Raleigh,, who was imprisoned 

in the Tower at this time, sent his famous 1 fever cordial*' 

to the young Prince. Kaleigh said explicitly in his letter 

which accompanied the cordial that it would certainly cur© 

Henry unless he had been poisoned* So great m s the public 

belief in the power of the cordial that, when Henry died, it 

seemed certain that he had been the victim of a murderous 

conspiracy.73 

W. Ifeggard, 2fee Lame. 23-ie Halt* and the Blinds 
PP» l89»192» " • 

!»• HacDosnell, "The Stuart Period From a Medical 
staMpoint^^saaSft Mmml m tetol immU xi <N*r, 
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Syphilis, too, spread insidiously throughout the country* 

It was called by various names, such as the French poae, the 

Spanish pox, the great pox, ana the grandgore, but there ape 

few referenees to it in the writings of the early Mors, 

none of which was written by members of the medical profes-

sion. 2he professional silence was finally broken in 1576 

when William Clowes discussed methods of treating the disease* 

His treatise was exceptional, however $ the .main interest in 

syphilis during this period was political rather than oedi-

aal# It was widely believed and asserted' by enemies of the 

Catholic Church that the priests were guilty of "scandalous 

conduct" and responsible for "its attendant disease.11 She 

term "pocky priesttt became a commonplace#^ Simon Fish, in 

his 4 teiltotte J&£ ifmrit was mm of the many to 

voice this sentiments 
i 

These be they that haue made a hundreth thousand 
ydell heres ya your realne whiche wide haue gotten 
theyr* tyulng honestly, yn the swete of theyre face# 
had not theyre superfluous rychesse illected theyae to 
vnclene lust and ydelnesse. Ihese be they that corrupt 
the hoi# generation of mankind yn your realae, that 
catch© the pgkkes of on© woman, mat bere they® to an 
other. • • •'> 

Shia association of syphilis and Catholicism is evident, too, 

in the attack upon Cardinal Wolsey. 'fhe sixth charge against 

him statesi 

^Creighton, cit«. p« ifl?* 

r,a ^fimon Fish, A Mm. M & m m * edited by 
Edward Arber, p. 7. 
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Kie sane Lord Cardinal!* knowing himself to haw 
the foul audi contagious disease of tlx# great pox, toslsen 
oat upon him in diners places of his body, eats# daily to 
your Qraee * • «, blowing upon your most noble Space with 
his perilous arid infective breath, to the marTellous dan* 
ger of your Highness, if God in M s Infinite goodness 
had not better provided for your Highness. A M when he 
was once healed of them, he made yowr Grace believe that 
his disease was an Isipostume in his head, ard of mm 
other thing*?* 

After the introduction of drugs from the I w World, syph-

ilis became somewhat less serious* This Is not to say that 

It was in any degree prevented? for during the Bestoratlon 

period when there was a general relaxing in the moral fftaa** 

dards which had been enforced by the Puritans, there was a 

high incidence of the disease. Bat it was made less danger-

ous by new methods of treatment* 

'.Throughout this period it was difficult indeed to raise 

the general level of public health. The causes of diseases 

were not understood, and superstitious rather than scientific 

explanations prevailed. Further advances could come only 

with better understanding of the principles of sanitation 

and of the infectious nature of epidemic disease. 

^Crelghton, £&* cit*. p. %22s 
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POPULAR MEDICII® 

Si# treatment of sickness and disease in the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries was, life# the cooking m & preparing 

of food today, considered the proper business of a*Qr person 

interested in it* filer© was no notion among the masses that 

special or fo3?®al training was required • Consequently, 

the remedies or cures prescribed were often harmful, for they 

were products of ignorance, superstition, and belief in magic* 

Doctors were not held in any higher esteem than quacks and 

were rarely called upon, at least by the masses, She popular 

view was that disease ms something present in the body, and 

that it sight be driven out by some remedy .or other* In this 

respect there was faith in medicine, which was in no way equiv« 

alont to faith in physicians. 

Medical education in this period remained, in spite of 

numerous scientific advances, largely a matter of didactic 

lecturing, based 'Upon the authority of the classical tests 

and encumbered with astrological lore. Consequently, old 

folk remedies retained a great hold and quaeks abounded• 

% . H. Shryock. "Public Relations of the Medical Pro-
a a f ^ ® United States* l6OO*>l§f0$

n 

immU M mrni Mxlm* k (1930), 310-311. 
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Kie "belief la the doctrine of signatures or similitudes, the 

feeling that God in providing remedies had, in many instances, 

indicated their virtues, that He had "imprinted upon the 

plants, herbs, and flowers, as it were in hieroglyphics, the 

very signatures of their virtues,continue!, as to the past* 

to influence the selection of remedies employed in the treat-

ment of disease* The usefulness of various substances, there-

fore, was indicated by their shape, color, or form. For ex-

ample, red sandalwood and rose leaves were recommended for 

hematologic disorders, and saffron and rhubarb were prescribed 

for liver diseases. Lungs of foxes were used in treating 
# 

pulmonary complaints, and the liver of wolves was administered 

for jaundice. Walnuts had the perfect signature @f the headf 

therefore, "if the hernell be bruised and moystened with the 

quintessence of win® and laid upon the crown of the head it 

comforts the train and head mightily*1^ Metals were credited 

with great healing powers which always corresponded to the 

deities or planetary bodies with which they were associated* 

gold, which was ruled by the sun, was felt to be a restor-

ative} and iron, associated with the planet Mars, was thought 

to possess the property of increasing physical strength*1*' 

2°* H* M A I L T £SBK STOMAIM X M X M . JS£ JMZMSZ* P* 320. 

? P» 321 # 
k 

J. S, !Ehompson, g»,;teg £D& £ & ££ jfeft iMMMSffllt 
pp. 203-20*u 
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S u p e r s t i t i o n f a s r i f e * Q u e e n Elizabeth wore a b l e s s e d 

r ing around her neck which had the Virtue o f expelling in-

fected a i r , a n d Thomas Linaere, i n 1518, wrote to Guillauoe 

Bude, the leading French humanist, that he was sending hia 

mm« r i n g s c o n s e c r a t e d b y t h e k i n g a g a i n s t s p a s m s . * * The b e -

l i e f i n the " u n i c o r n 1 s horn" a s an antidote f o r p o i s o n w s 

prevalent until the reign of Charles II, when the Royal So-

c i e t y , by r e q u e s t , investigated the p r o p e r t i e s o f this ®*» 

t e r i a l a n d r e p o r t e d i t t o b e u s e l e s s . ? A n o t h e r e o c m o n l y 

a c c e p t e d a n t i d o t e f o r p o i s o n and s n a k e b i t e was t h e b e z o a r 

stone,, a concretion f o r m e d in t h e intest ines of animals, 

u s u a l l y g o a t s * P e r h a p s the rarity of t h e " u n i c o r n * s h o r n " 

a n d the b e & o a r stone w a s t h e e l e m e n t t h a t c a u s e d people t o 

attribute magic p o w e r s to these things* Another i8msis&l sub-

stance t h a t was highly e s t e e m e d was wxmaKay,1* a compotxnd de-

scribed a s f o l l o w s : 

» « * C*d has had the Honour to be worn in the Bosom 
next to the Heart, by the Kings and Princes * * . 
*twas presented with the greatest Assurance, that it 
was able to preserve froa the s o s t deadly Infections, 
and that the Heart was secured by it frets all Kinds of 
M a l i g n i t y ! T h e y e x p e c t e d long Life f r o m t h e decay1® or 
d e a d . S p i c e , a n d Balsams, a n d G u m s , a n d t h e P i e c e o f 
Mi# d e a d B o d y of an E g y p t i a n P r i n c e , or of a Slave pre-
ferred b y h i m s I f t a k e n i n w a r d l y , i t w a s a v o w 1 d t o b e 

v . Haggard, Pg!M,, B a n I M .gftteg* P- 297* 

h i j x m f h o r n d l k e , A Q & M m I & S M E^P.e.?,^en' 
q̂ Aftnea. V, 176. 

VI. H a g g a r d , .the L a m e , t h e Bait* a n d t h e Blind, 
p* 325. 
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able to dissolve the Blood coagulated, to give new Lit® 
and Motion I® all the Spirits.0 

More commonplace substances were alto believed to tew 

medicinal virtue# If they had mana1 or gruesome associa-

tions!. for example, there was issuest a moss scraped fro» 

the skull of a criminal who had been hanged in chains* Its 

counterpart, which was u«ed externally, was a piece of rope 

with which a man had been hanged* This rope was the prop-

erty of the hangsian, who cut it into as many pieces as pos-

sible and then auctioned off the bits to the highest bidders.9 

Astrology^ during the sixteenth century., was M much a 

requisite for the practice of medicine as it had bees 1m the 

Middle Ages, for example) Doctor John Halle, in 1?65V gave 

this advice to the prospective young doctori 

lot only'in chirugery 
Thou oughtest to be experte? 
But also in astronoaiye 
Both prevye and aparte.10 

tEhomas Vlcary also endorsed the importance of astrological 

knowledge, and his theory of the moon's Influence on the 

brain and mind was stated as followsJ 

* « • Also the brayne hath this propertle, that it 
raoveth and followeth the moving of the Moone; for in 
the waxing of the Moone, the Brayne followeth upwardes ? 
and in the mat of the Moone, the Brayne discendeth 

AMA,FTE QSSSLMLAI M$ JTE IISTE: P* US. 

% » W« Haggard, The Laaef the Halt, and the Blind.* 
pp.327-328. 

l^Oarroll Camden, "Elizabethan Astrological Medicine," 
Annals of Medical History. I, (March, 1930), 217* 
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downward sal mttlsheth In mbBt&ww® of vsrtuet for 
then the Brayrse shriB&eth togeather In it s@lfef and is 
not so fully obedient to the spirit of feeling* A M 
this is proved in m@im® that 1to lunatike or aaAA**. aii 
also to sea tot b* . « * most© greeved in the beginning 
of to anrt loss! ana to th© latter quarter of the 

Moon© « * •** 

AcNMKrfttBg to astrological medicine there ftrt two types 

of diseases* sent© and chronic. Aerate diseases, as a rule, 

ended la eight days 5 bat an illness that lasted thirteen days 

was adjudged to be chronic. All acute diseases w ® attrib-

uted to th# influence of the moon, whereas all chronic <tis» 

orders were attributed to the influence of th© sun# ' She 

plague, on the other hand, ma caused by the "conjunction 

of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn in M@<tieo*astro~ 

logical reasoning « y be outlined as follow t a patient is 

ta&en ill **hen th© aoon is in Aries, is decreasing in light 

and in motion, and at the same time is afflicted by a con-

Junction, quartile, or opposition of Saturn? the disease, it 

may be assumed, has originated from a cold cause, for Saturn 

is cold and dry, and the moon is cold and isoistf the illness 

Is accompanied by a heaviness in the head, the humors of 

which have been MdistellatedM into the breast f the eyes will 

be weak and dull, the throat and windpipe will be stopped 

with phlegm, and the pulse ¥ill be "weak and inordinate* f 

the patient will be more affected at night than during th© 

^Xbia.. pp. 218-219. 

**C* A. Mercier, "Astrology in Medicine," lancets II 
(November 29, 1913), 1 $27* 
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day, and the internal organs will be quite hot, whereas the 

skin will ha cold 5 a "loathing la the stonaeh, with drownings, 

and inordinate Sweatings" will he symptoms* ana the physician 

should prescribe medicines which will "heat and loosen" the 

sterna eh? bloodletting will he useless* anff the patient will 

dl® if the moon does not apply to any of the fortunes} hat 

if the moon does apply to the fortunes, either the patient 

will recover, or the disease -will change into another dis~ 

Farther admonitions in the practice of astrological med-

icine consisted of such -warnings mt "Administer no purgation 

when Leo ascends, lest it cause vomit," and "Purge the Lungs, 

when Jupiter is weakj the Gall, when Mars is weak « • • the 

Brain when the Moon is weak*****" 

la addition to the belief in supernatural causes and' 

cures of disease, there was great belief in the curative prop-

erties of plant and animal substances. Ko one could neglect 

the study of botany, and tax© housewife, who included aaieng 

her duties the compounding and prescribing of remedies* pe-

rused her herbal with, great diligence, the herbal, a house-

hold book more necessary than a cookbook, combined account® 

-^Camden* ££« e±t», pp. 221-32?. 

L# Meade-King, "Motes From a Seventeenth-Century 
1 ? % ^ ^ i c i n e , " IsilMafe W W temlf H (August 
25* Z906 i 5 433# 
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of plants with discussions concerning their cultivation and 

use*1? Rhubarb, senna, bitter apple, poppys, henbane, and 

poisonous ymr wore considered useful in treating various af-

flictions • Poetically every herb that m s cultivated or 

grew wild « g used in preparing various compounds, ¥hlch ¥©re, 

sometimes, quite as complicated as the following recipes 

Sals® two drachms of white perles? two little peaces 
or saphyre 5 jaclnthe. corneline, emerauldes, granettes 
of each an ounce; gewel, the sweet root <3o.t»oiike$ - the 
riis® of pomecitron, Piace, basel seed, of each two drachms5 
redie eei-all* amber, shaving of ivory, • , , two dracftias % 
roots- of both white and red cardaaon, of each one drachms 
troches: of cinnamon, galinga, zurubeth, nhfeh is a kind 
of setwel, of each one and one-half drac!ms$ thin, peeves 
of gold and gylver, of each half a scruples musk, half 
a drachm. 

Make your eleeterary with honey eabliel, which is 
the fourth kind of mirobalans, with roses, strained in 
equal parts, as much as vill suffice#2-7 

&is compound was thought to raake one "bold-spirited, 

ŝe- body to sraell well, and -ingendereth to the face a good 

eoloi%"l8 It was also guaranteed to heal "cold diseases of 

ye braise, hart®, stomach,11 and to prevent "tremblynge of the 

hart©, faynting and swooning, the weakness of the stoaacke, 

penslvenegs [and] solltarines."*? 

wight, j s m a - a ^ Salto ia mrn^mn 
s* M M Mk Ktlgabethan p, 16?. 

J^Heraan Pomerana, "Medicine in the Shakespearean Plays 
and bmf» M t e l (October, 193^>, 

Wall, jsiJ,, p. 209# 

^Pomoranz, cit. 

Vs 
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Other remedies b b the gmmit of ma* a Imglmtloa* A 

gargle f o r sore throat m s compounded of barley water, vin-

egar* and syrup o f m i l b e r r i e s , 2 0 and a p l a s t e r f o r sh ing les 

was "made o f red wornes wh ich doe com© out o f the e a r t h *w23-

t h e p r o s c r i p t i o n f o r the drugs used i n t h e t reatment o f S i r 

Baton, Quoen E l i zabe th* s ambassador t o the c o u r t of Btanggr I f , 

cons is ted of "Confeetlo Alearmas compounded of stafe, amber, 

go l d , pmrl» and t a i l co rn ' 3 horn, with a pidgeon app l i ed to 

h i s s i d e . * 2 2 For melancholy, Aadrew Boorde advised ea t i ng 

f a t meats, Mas goose, p i g and to dr ink© good d r i n k e s , , l 2 3 and 

he a l s o suggested t h a t a person who i s " g o g i l l - e i e d , w t h a t i s , 

who s q u i n t s , "beware what i s put i n t o th© eye except i t boo 

co ld unless© i t be© womans m i l k and th© b lood o f a dove»n2i f-

3Sms wot present swsmea of t he plague brought forth nt»» 

merons suggest ions f o r i t s t r ea tmen t . A common p r a c t i c e was 

the application of a fowl, plucked of i t s t a i l f e a t h e r s , t o 

th® carb imcles of plague p a t i e n t s , 2 ? F o r p r o t e c t i o n a g a i n s t 

th® d isease, people were advised to chew " t h e roo te of An-

g e l i c a , Setwel » , • or Slmsosd,11*2^ or to " t ake Gar l iek©, 

2 0 D a v i s , u s , p . 167. 

2%^ G. A , Robertson, " f he B r e v a l r i e o f He l t h by Aadrev 
Boorde,n J & m M Qt I f a j f i a d l l S m , V I (December, 192b) , 

W# Haggard, 2 s i t i S » feiS « & M t M m $ P* 323 
23Hobertaon, p* **73. 2 l t M » } P* 
2 5 b a v i s , us* c i t . T p . 166, 

îiE>&8fi& laal lgg, tolas;! Sa@B$ P» 
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peele i t and mine© I t sna i l , p i t I t Into a w ailke and eat# 

i t fast ing**2^ the public ms also advised that a good fu** 

aigant could be obtained by p i t t i n g a red-hot m w brick in-

to a "Bason of Vinegar,M from which "the fume thereof ascend 

in to your h o u s e s E v e n the onion was u t i l i s e d as a dig»< 

infeetant, evidently because strong odors were usually a$*» 

soeiated with purification# So the following method of 

fumigating was advised* 

&ke large Oynions, peele them, and lay three or 
i 

• .targe vyriions, peexe wmm, aiia ±ny wifwb^ or 
four® of them upon the ground, l e t the® lie ten d&ieg 
& those . . * Oynions wi l l gather a l l the in fec t ion 
into thea tha t i s i n one of those Rooaes* bat burl© 

these Oynions afterward deepe in the ground.29 

• Thomas Basbridge implied that a re turn to re l ig ion was the 

proper treatment? f o r the plague, he said* was due to the 

"daily customer of naming to playes, and ©nterludes, and to 

beare~baitinges, as well uppon the Sabboth day « # * as upon 

other days appointed f o r mm to work**3® 

A suf fe re r from smallpox of ten received d ras t i e treatment! 

he was placed in a seat-pickl ing vat and fumigated with c in-

nabar, then given a severe sweating, and f i n a l l y pat on a low 

diet#33* Thomas Sydenham, however, used another treatment 

whitth on© of h i s pa t ients has described a# follows s 

*7Ibid. 2 % b i d . . p» B3. 

3 % t R. f i e t s , "Boston Medical Library, Report of the 
Librar ian," Mm M M , i m t m l M MjM&fMt CCXLII (September 
18, 1952), ^327 

3^Bavigf cit>y p* i6y» 



& til© Beginning I lost Twenty-two Ounces of Blood. 
He gave mm a Vomit » • . I went abroad, by his Direction, 
till I was blind, and. thou took to ay Bed* I had no 
Fir® allow* s in ay Boom, uy Windows were constantly open, 
ray Bed-Clothes were drd@r#a to be laid a© higher ttmn 
my Waist. _ He made rae take twelve Bottles of Small-B©er, 
acidulated with Spirit of Vitriol, every fi#enty~four 

Although royality lad attending physicians* the sovereign 

a^d his court considered themselves to he as capable of d«* 

vising treatments as the doctors were, Henry VIII, for ex-

ample, tried M s hand at compounding remedies# fix© majority 

of" these were for external application and were probably used 

by the King in his later years when he became very stout and 

suffered from various afflictions of the legs» Swig on© finds 

prescriptions for a "plaiater to resolve tamonres where ther©' 

is a svallynge in the legges," % plaister to resolve payne," 

and another "to ease payne and swellynge about the ancles."33 

Henry devised one remedy called "the King's Majestle's Own 

Plaster,w which was supposed to resolve "htssoitres where there 

is sv/ellynge In the legges-*" 2his compound was fully as ©0®* 

plicated as any devised, as is clear from the reel pet 

T®k@ the rootes of mrshe mallows, rnshe and pike 
them cleanej then slytte theia and take out the inner 
pythe and cast it mmym and take the ©thffl? parte that 
Is fair© and white and eutt them in small peees 

32d» I» Phear, "Thomas Dover, I662~l?k2+ Physician, 
vateering Captain, and Inventor of ©over1 a Powder.*' 

mstorv .of Medicine. IX (April, 192**), l»tf>! 

e«wf.
3n.*ifc.s' monflson' • a s Seate a M fflC Jte iimttfe-
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brnyse the® a lyttle in a mortar and take of thea half 
a p@ms&® and pit them is & n&m erthen panne• Then pat 
thereto of linsede and fertigree of eche two tmcea, a 
little bruysed in a mortar* then take malvesie and white 
win# of echo a pynte and styrre all these together and 
let thea • stand till it m x thick© and lyke a slyme, then 
take it free the fyre and strayne it thstmgh mm can** 
mti fhen you have your amaeellag© pedye to make the 
plaistar %/ith. $hen take of fyne oyle of roses a quarte, 
and WkMhrn it well with rose water and white wyne, then 
take the oyle eleane avaye from the wyne mud the water, 
and sett it over the fyre in a brass© panne, alwayes 
a tarring it, and pit thereto the powder of lytherage of 
gold • • • and of silver, of eche of them vii$ unees, 
ceruse vj tmces, redde corrall, ij "unees, bole armeniac,' 
sanguinis draconis of eche of them i mice, and in any 
•wyse lett them he fynely powdered and eersed • then 
putt thea into the oyle over the fyre, alwayes styrring, 
and lett sot the fyre be to bigge for buroyng of the 
stuff* And whm it begyrmath to vaxe thia&e thea put 
in v3 tmees of the said rattseellage by a lyttle at once, 
or ellse it will boyle over the panne. When it has 
boyled ynoagh. whleh yon, shall pereeave by the hardnese 
or mttaaste thereof when ym droppe a lyttle of it on 
the bottom# of a dyshe or sawcer, or on a colde stonne, 
then take it tmm Hie fyre, and when it is neve eolde 
make it in rolles and vrappe them in parcheiaent • and kepe 
them for your -as© .3** 

Bules were also given for the preservation of health. 

Thomas Blyot, the author of fha Caatel of Heli% stressed the 

importance of breakfast! 

Choler beyng eroent in the stosmke sendeth up fu.̂  
sositie# wxto the brayne and catiseth heel ach, and s©ae-
tyme becommeth adjust TbamQ and ssoulderth in the 
stomake, whereby hapneth perillous sicknes and sosetpst 
sodein d#tto* Imerfor mm and women not aged hsvying 
their stoiaakes dene, let them in Goddes Baste breake 
their faste.35 

Slyot also asserted that the position of the body during 

3̂ Ibid,T pp* 170-171. 

Bfftasag Blyot, .Caatel of Selth. p. 1*1, 
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sleep affected the individual1 s healths 

The! t h a t a r e h o i ® aust slepe f i r s t on t h e r i g h t 
side, b e c a u s e t h e raeate may approach© to the lyver, -

.wh ich i s to the stomalce, as fyre under the potte and 
by hy® is digested. To them which have feeble d i g e s -
tion, ' i t i s goode t o slepe p r o s t r a t e m ttieyre b e a l i t g f , 
or haw their bar® hand on their ttenftke#* Ltrljjg mp** 
right on the hack, is to he utterly abhorred *36 

Cheyne gave this advice to certain classes of peoples 

* • « The Taletudinary, Sedentary, and Stolons, ought 
oarefull to avoid evening Devs* nocturnal Studies, and 
tmseasoa&ble Watching* go to Bed by eight, nine, or tea, 
and r i s e proportionally by f«? t jfftre* or s i x f unless 
actually u n d e r a F i t o f S l c & n e s 9 « 3 r 

Furthermore, he had this to say about the relation of cloth-

ing to health* 

• » • Siose **h© are sober, or who vould render the&selves 
hardy, ought. to accustom themselves to as fm cloaths, 
both i n 8hsnmer and WSntwtp a s is p o s s i b l e . * • « t d h and 
h e a v y eloaths, attract and draw too mmh ? © r # p i » t f g n 
and debilitate the Habit, and weaken the Strength.3° 

Among the remedies p r e s c r i b e d b y physicians for v a r i o u s 

* ailments were the t e e t h , claws, hoofs, a n d bones o f many an i * * 

mals, snake-skins, scorpions, vood-lice, and bones of executed 

criminals.39 Although many treatments of dubious value w e r e 

expurgated f r o s t h e pharmacopoeia b y Boberi Boyle, iimuraerable 

loathsome remedies continued to be accepted*. Boyle himself 

. 3^£bia.T 

3?George Cheyne, Mmmf o f gattlEh. and Long M f e * sixth 
edition, p p * 8 7 - 8 0 • 

38Ibid., pm 195. 

3 % # Meek, "Medicine in llhak»«»«y.«JBrai Reacts 
la, Biology Medicine. X (Sunaaer, 1952), 
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regained highly th© therapeutic value of "the sole of an old 

shoe mm. by some man who had walked ameli*tt This leather was 

ground up and taken internally for dysentery.**® Squally 

amazing remedies obtained the sanction, of the medical fae<* 

ulty and were incorporated in the pharmacopoeias* A tinc-

ture of red coral was recommended as a "Killer of Warms" |^1 

powdered crab eyes, dissolved in wine vinegar, was prescribed 

for "curing of old ulcers and fistula* sBj**2 a combination of 

"rainwater eight times distill1#,n "spirit of honey,M and 

leadaalt was prescribed as a specific against "madness, BWL* 

aneoholy, quartans, consumpstions, and • • • obstructions of 

the Spleen"|^3 distilled viper* s flesh, although admittedly 

"so fetid and stinking, that it is not to be ua*d either out-

wardly or inwardly, escept only in the Cage of Systeriek Fits," 

was, vhen distilled with "Spirit of litre,!t felt to be Ma 

moste excellent Medicine,n good for th# plague, malignant 

fevers, poison, epilepsy, apoplexy, palsy, and asthttaJ*2* 

One remedy for weak eyes was remarkable, to say the 

least* The patient cut off his hair and then gathered a quan* 

tity of voodlieef he took- seven of these lice, washed them in 

¥* Haggard, Ehe Lame, the .Halt, and the Blind» 
P. 327• 

* % , Salmon, JMtftlf j A t MMAMfr 
.n.ensatory« translated from the last edition o f W l i E n 
copy, p* lwi ' 

V2ikU... P. 2<*. p. 209. ^ J U I M PP. 78-79. 
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m t ® % and then pounded and strained them into a small draft 

of beer| he Ihm dropped sora© of this into M s eym and drattk 

the rest before breakfast A ? George Bartisehe, however, pro* 

posed another treatment* Believing that immorality m s the 

main cause of all eye troubles, he warned his patients again®"! 

eyeglasses ana recommended amulets and prayer# instead.5*̂  

Painful ears, on the other hand* were treated with drops com-

posed of "Oils of Scorpions • • » and Almonds,***7 

Robert Hook© believed that the blood of a black ©at 

would ©nre chilblains, and that an ounce of castlle soap 

boiled in a pint of ale "till the ale was half consumed and 

drank warm was a stir© medicine for the yellow Jatmdlce."1^ 

Sue eating of the roasted liver of a sad dog was recommended 

as a cur® for hydrophobia ̂  A cure for palsy was smelling 

"at handerehlefs which have lain for some days in the egg© 

of a horse-aunt*s nest."?0 It is certainly not surprising 

that the taking of medicine was unpopular. 

R» Clemens, "Bfotes on English Medicine (Henry VIII «•» 
George !?),« l a m M Sit If flteli ̂ 3bCE» m <M*7* 1931)* 310. 

^Poaerana, g£. elt«. p# **83 • 

^ o h n Badcliff e, 527. 

WH* W# Robinson. "Robert Hooke, M. B n F. B« S., With 
Special Reference to his Work in Medicine and Biology,* 
^ g | s a # w sS Jto* tend. j& iiftialati- xnroi (July, 
19*̂ ? /1 

^Meade-King, cit» 

5° John To 
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Nevertheless, everyone "believed that Ills favorite remedy 

would effect miraculous cures, and thus the treatment of dis-

ease sometimes became a complicated problem* An example of 

this is the confusion that developed during the final illness 

of James I* James died at the age of fifty-nine, from a form 

of Bright*s disease, after a life that has been termed "one 

long disease.During his last illness there was much in-

terference with the physicians because everyone had an infal-

lible remedy to offer James* The Duke of Buckingham and his 

mother brought suspicion upon themselves by secretly applying 

a plaster to the King*s wrists, She plaster vas applied Just 

as James started to have a convulsion, and when it vas finally 

removed, the fit began to subside# laterally the doctors 

were quick to claim that James1 s improvement w s due to the 

removal of the plaster, and they refused to continue treating 

the King utoless Buckingham promised to keep away from him* 

Shis promise wss obtainedj but after James's seventh convul-

sion, the Duke again became dissatisfied with the conduct of 

the case and secretly administered a julep to the King# Af-

ter that, apparently, James became much weaker# 

Buckingham1s well-meant but injudicious actions affected 

his own fortune instead of the King1* oondition* Dr» George 

Egllsham, one of James's Scottish physicians, publicly charged 

the Duke with having poisoned James? and later, during the 

51h. V, Haggard, fifflttfe PXWZ U A Doctorst p» 335# 
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impeachment proceedings against Buckingham, the affair was 

not forgotten. The thirteenth accusation against him was 

*his transcendent presumption in giving physic to the king."?2 

Si© treatment of Charles II during his last illness was 

complicated by the administration of medicines instead of in-

terference with the physicians# • On February 2, 1685, Chsrle# 

was being shaved when he suddenly emitted a cry, fell tack** 

ward, and had a convulsion. Bishop Burnet states that %is 

stoma eh was gone, his speech and memory fulled him»"53 Al~ 

though he rallied once or twice after losing consciousness, he 

died within a few days. It is presumed now that Charles suf-

fered from chronic nephritis and finally died of uremia*5k 

The attending physicians tried everything* First, the 

King was bledi a pint of blood was taken from a vein in his 

right arm, and his shoulder was cut into and the incised area 

"cupped" to draw out more blood# Then an onslaught of drug-

ging began* Emetics and purgatives were administered, Enemas 

consisting of antimony, sacre-bitters, rock-salt, violets, 

mallw-leaves, beet root, camomile flowers, fennel seed, aloes, 

L* MacDonnell. "The Stuart Period From a Medical 
M k a l m Immiki XI {May, 

m 4. 53aiibl?t t, 4teia«Mial JjiltoB, ,&amila 
M & | i SSm&t by the Reverend Sr. Thomas 

Stackhcmse, p. 3 * . 

'burton Chance, ^Charles Scarborough, An English 
Educator and ftysician U Thre® fings," n£ JsM 
S S t e K IslMlBf XII (July, 19^2), 2 W . 
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linseed, cinnamon, cardamon seed, saphron, and cochineal f«n 

given# His head was shaded and a Mister raised cm M s sealpj 

hellebore root powder was given to make Mia sneeze, and cow-

slip powders were administered to strengthen his brain. In-

terspersed with the cathartics -was a drink composed of "barley 

water, licorice, and sweet almond. White wine, absinthe, and 

anise, as well as extracts of thistle leaves, mint, rice, and 

angelica were also administered. Bat the King's condition 

became no better, and so more ingredients were added to the 

various remedial measures# Melon seeds, m m m f slippery elm, 

black cherry water, extract of flowers of lime, lHy-of-the-

valley, peony, lavender, dissolved pearls, gentian root, nut-

meg, quinine, ana cloves found their place in the therapeutic 

armamentarium. As a final heroic measure, the King was given 

forty drops of extract of human skull, whieh was supposed to 

aHay convulsions, a dose of Baleigli*# antidote, bezoar stone, 

pearl julep, and ammonia. 55 

a® populace had great faith in the efficacy or the 

loyal Touch m a cur# for the "King's disease a w 

identified as tuberculosis* fhls scrofula, which attacked 

the cervical glands, was treated by medical mm with lotions, 

liniments, and ointments, by dietetic measures, and by change 

of air and surroundings. Popular opinion, however, favored 

W. Haggard, JtaEU* te& PP* 33*4-335. 
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a mre by the Royal Touch, and thousands of people, seeking 

this remedy, travelled from remote parts of England to Lon-

don* 

The Royal Touch, for the "ling1® Evil" was associated 

with the doctrine of the divine right of kings*. In ancient 

times the personal power of healing was always an attribute 

of the gods* By a logical development, therefore, the heal-

ing power m-s extended to the representative of the gods, 

first to the holy man and later to the king. Just why both 

the English and French kings chose scrofula as the - disease 

to be cured by the exercise of divine power is not known. 

It has been suggested that in Its extreme form it bore a re-

semblance to leprosy, and leprosy had always been a disease 

set apart from all others as curable only by divine p o w e r 

She piece of gold which was given to the people who re-

ceived the Royal Touch added greatly to the popularity of 

this form of treatment. It was generally believed that if 

this "touehpieee,n ms it was called, were lost, the disease 

would recur ,57 Originally a penny m # given to each sup-

plicant j later a gold coin called an "Angel8 -was given. The 

expense involved was, of course, very great, for in 1660 no 

less than 600J> persons were touched# Most people believed 

>H. ¥. Haggard, The the Bait, and the Blind« 
p# 251* ' 

^Sir D'Arey Power, "Touehpieees and the Cure of the 
IJng»s Bvilt« M ffSatOTt H I »roh f 1931), 
130# 
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the cure to be miraculous, but the fact that each applicant 

fill11 treatment was required to take an oath that he had not 

previously been touched suggests that monetary eonsid©ra-

tions also entered Into the popularity of the rite.5S 

Charles II was the busiest of all the royal touchers, 

but it is noteworthy that more people are said to have died 

of tuberculosis during M s reign than £n any other period 

of English history,5t 

3he Jacobites maintained that the power did not descend 

to William and Mary or to Queen Anne, although the ceremony 

was performed repeatedly by these rulers. William did not 

believe in the practice, however, and was Imown to say at 

the time of the ceremony, "God give you better health and 

more s e n s e . A x m e y who was superstitious, practiced the 

Royal Touch, and Samuel Johnson was a recipient of the favor 

at her hands when he was a child .6* The Hanoverian kings, 

however, never engaged in the practice, and during the reign 

of George I a special form of prayer designed for the occa-

sion was removed from the Prayer Book^2 Superstitions, 

5%illiam Andrews, M & PmMt M MsMiXf t 
M M S t o f ££&** P. 15# 

jf9H, W. Haggard, Ĵ g, Lame, the Halt, and the Blind. 

P* 2!>1* 

^°Power, jyg* clt#. p. 129# 

spite of receiving the Royal Touch Doctor Johnson 
suffered from scrofula throughout his life* 

62Power, clt-« 
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however, die hard, and within the last seventy years a pil-

grimage ¥ii made from a distant part of England to Ashbum-

M s in hope of a cure by touching a sheet in which the "body 

of Charles I was wrapped after his execution.*̂  

It is also interesting to not® that Palestine Gyeatraces, 

an Irishman 'who served with Croswell, became, after a period 

of mild mental derangements, obsessed with the idea that'God 

had given him the power of curing the "King's Svil*M Sine® 

there was no king at that time to perform the function. Great-

rakes undertook to do it himself. Many men, even Bobert 

Boyle, Joined in praise of his work* 'Bat the cures proved 

only temporary, and Greatrakes lost confidence in himself 

and gave up his vork*^ 

Other superstitions also prevailed. One of the raost im-

portant was the belief in the Sympathetic'Powder of Sir Kenelm 

Digby. During the Middle Ages a belief in weapon ointment 

flourished# She ointment was applied to the weapon which had 

caused the wound, whereas the inquiry was merely washed and 

bandaged# Digby1 s Sympathetic Powder was an outgrowth of 

this weapon ointment. It had an advantage over the ointment 

In that it was not applied to the weapon inflicting the wound, 

m object often difficult to obtain, but, instead, to the 

clothes which had been soiled with blood from the wound* The 

63iM4. 
4k 

, H. W# Haggard, Devils. Prugs and Doctors* p. 295* 
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\*ows& Itself received no treatment except washing with water 

ana "bandaging with clean cloth. The powder was supposed to 

work in this mannert 

fhe sturgeon procureth a garter or bandage « # • 
wherewith tte® tort was first bound up, ana aprinklefch 
with the powder the blood upon the garter or bandage--* 
and the patient thereupon feeleth an intolerable shoot-
ing and penetrative torment| bat thi# soeaa vanigheth, 
thenceforward all former evil symptoms depart.5? 

Digby's explanation of his Sympathetic Powder, which was com-

posed of green vitriol, was this* 

« 0 Ihe rays of the son extracted from the blood and the vitriol associated with it, the spirit of each in 
minute atoms# These combined, and the air charged with 
the atoms of blood and vitriol were attracted to the 
wound and effected the cure,^° 

Ihere was a widespread belief in this powder, which was in-

vestigated by James 1, Prince Charles, and Buckingham? and 

Digby beeame famous In England. Gossip flourished about the 

man, however, for at different periods in his life he had been 

an admiralj a theologian, a critic, a metaphysician, a disci-

ple of alchemy, and ®m interested in quasi-medieal fad#* 

John Evelyn, not laincing words, called his "an arrant moun-

tebank."^? It was said by many that he killed his wife by 

1* Biddell, "A Seventeenth 'dentary Surgeon and fflLs 
Fee," lew fork Medial Journal, X0f (March 2, 1912)# **31. 

% a Wall, $££., P* 32'% 

6^ohn Evelyn, M m s M Jte&EBf 
£. 1# £», edited by WilllamBray, p. 



feeding her too «ch riper* n flesh In an effort to improve 

her complexion#^ 

. During this period Sngland was overrun by quack practi-

tioners. 2his development is not surprising* Th® regular 

medical practitioners were following, like wlll-of-the-wisps, 

one medical system after another rather than applying any of 

the principles of pathology that vera than known. And, as 

has always been trail of irregular medical practitioners, they 

had many influential clients# Consequently, there were many 

protests when the College of Physicians tried to end the prac-

tice of these quacks, the College was threatened by Robert 

Walsinghaza when it attempted to restrict the activities of 

Margaret Kenwix, * herbalist who was patronized by Queen 

Elizabeth, arid of lot and Buck, two charlatans who were held 

in high esteem by Walsingham himself#^ -Jhe quacks included 

astrologers, fortunetellers, beauty specialists, and the ven-

dors of patent medicines# So greatly did the number of these 

people increase during the reign of Janes I that as order was 

Issued to all magistrates in the city "to take up all reputed 

eapiricks and Quacks with other offenders of this nature, and 

bring then before the Censors of the College of Physicians* 

68a* w* Haggard, MzU&f tlSfg §M I P * 330. 

Sm MacKalty, "Medicine in the Time of Queen llisa*-
beth the First," jMMfil* Mitel immlt 1 (May 30, 1953)$ 
XXPf « 

^2horapson, Quacks .of Old LoMon. p» 37. 



The College was given tine power to punish these people* but 

few seem to have been prosecuted. 

& 1627 John Lambe was brooght "before the Censors a M 

cossaitted to prison* Following M s release, he resumed M s 

practice of forttanetelling* He frequently constilted, 

and employed as a tool, by George Villiers, Dt&e of Bucking** 

bam* Be supplied the Mice with love philters and other nos-

trums and somehow obtained such influence over him. When 

Buckingham fell from favor and as his unpopularity Increased, 

Lambe shared in his disgrace and was commonly known as "the 

lake's Devil." One night, after attending a play# Lambe was 

set upon by a mob, and was so badly beaten that he died from 

the effects* 

Another f w m s quack was John Case, who had the follow-

ing lines inscribed over his door* 

Within this place 
Lives Sector Case*™ 

Addison declared in the Tatler that "Case made more money by 

this couplet than Dryden made by all his poetical works put 

together."72 As wms true of so many quacks, Case offered M s 

advice for nothing but received payment for the medicines he 

prescribed. 

Bradmck, "The Elizabethan Dramatists and Later 
Poets on the Principles and Practice of Physic," Medical 

1> XXI? (August 18, 1883), 191. 

^Jhompson, clt». p» 1*9« 
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fno oculists rank high In the annals of quackery* Both 

became oculists to Qu«en Anne, always a credulous person, 

who trusted them to treat her weak eyes# One, a Roger Grant, 

had been both a tinker a M an Anabaptist preacher. He at-* 

tained uaxeh success because of the magnificent testimonials 

which he was able to produce. These he obtained by the lib-

oral use of money* Usually he found sews person, preferably 

a half-wit vlth. poor vision, whom he treated with both M s 

medicines and money. After a period of time he would pay 

the person a luisp s m of money in return for testimony that 

the patient had been bom completely blind and that Grant, 

with his wonderful medicines, had cured Mm*?3 

William Read, the other oculist, could neither read nor 

write* Finding that his original profession, tailoring, did 

not pay, he set himself up in London as an oculist* By a se-

ries of advertisements he became quite well known, and Anne 

even appointed him oculist to the arsy and navy. For his 

services to these groups he was knighted in 1705.71* 

Astrology, which was an important phase of medicine i«r» 

ing the Middle Ages and formed a part of the regular training 

of physicians until the close of the sixteenth century, grad-

ually fell into the hands of the quacks* John Partridge was 

one of the most famous prognosticators• He went to Holland 

^Barvay tarts®, a « SiSEZ at 8org«w. p. 221. 

Bankoff, Storv s£ Smgew. p. 
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during reign of James II and Is said to have Qualified as 

a Mmimf of auil^lne at Layden in 1689# On M i return t# X»on~ 

to he continued the publication of his "Almameks," which h# 

had published before M s sojourn on the Continent ana from 

which he derived a substantial income# Jonathan Swift, how-

ever, almost ruined Partridge. Annoyed by the ambiguity of 

Partridge's predictions, Swift wrote and issued, under the 

name of Isaac Bickerstaff, "Predictions of the Year 1708," 

in which he forecast the death of Partridge on March 29* On 

March 30, Swift was ready with an "ELegy on the Death of Mr* 

Partridge*" In April, Partridge loudly protested that he was 

very «neh alive, feat the public refused to brieve him* Con-

sequently, Partridge was forced to suspend publication of his 

«A3j«me« for several years, and his real obituary seven years 

later was as anticlimax 

the quacks had pills for every kind of disease* Shey 

had "miraculous Blixirs," reputedly drawn from the "hearts 

of Mandrakes, Pheonix Livers, Tongues of Mermaids and dis-

tilled by contracted Sunbeams," which would cure all dis-

tempers of the mind and body. Siey also told "Golden Vati-

can Pills" which could cur® everything from scurfy to ague, 

and they advertised a powder which had "made Venus a goddess 

and kept her perpetually young.*?6 fhe aosit ingenious of 

^"Topics of the Times," lew York Timen. January 11, 1953, 
p. 81* 

^Thompson, on. clt.. pp. 7̂ -117-
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these quacks was Doctor Sifts* la order to outdo his rivals 

in. quackery, he invented new diseases which he alone could 

cure* He announced that he had only recently returned from 

his travels and that he had discovered several strange dls~ 

eases for which, though they were not yet known to the world, 

he had infallible cures * The names of these new maladies 

were tt2he Strong Fives,* ,?Sie Moon Rail,® w3fhe HarthambleSf* 

and "Sie Hockogrocle.11. According to Tufts t 

Although the toes, Matures, Symptoms and several 
cures of these New Diseases are altogether Unknown to 
our greatest Physltians, and the particular knowledge 
of the®, would (if aa&mlt&) b# & rmt advantage to the 
aforesiad psrse&f yet ye, well knowing {feat his country' s 

Sod is to be prefer'd to his private Interest, doth 
relay promise all sorts of People* a faithful cur# of 

all the Diseases aforesaid, at as Reasonable Bates as 
our modem Doctors have for that of any eonmon Dis-
temper.// 

M m Ghesel advertised his "Syrup or golden, water,.* which God 

had communicated to him, describing its power as follow 

• * • Cltl drawes unto it, as Loadstone doth the iron, 
all hwrtfull and vicious feasor#, from all parts ©f the 
hody . . * so that both young infants and men of riper 
age at the very point of death h§ue been© marulleously 
relieued and comforted thereby.?® 

Snuff, like tobacco, was originally recommended by the 

quacks as a medicinal agent. It was used m a remedy for 

toothache and as an "infallible surer of Coughs or f'tsicks, 

and a preventer of those distempers*1*^ 

^Ibld.T p. 110. 

^John Ohesel, Hule of Health, p. 19. 

^Siompson, cit... p. 260* 
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Both tea and coffee, when introduced into England, were 

recommended for their remedial qualities. At London^ firs* 

coffee house, opened by Basqua Pose© in 16!?2, this advertise-

ment of the "Virtue of the Coffee DrinfcH appearedi 

It is a very good help to digestion, quickens the 
ffplrits and Is good against sore eyes. It is good 
against headache, helpeth consumptions and eouglrof 'the 
lungs. It is also excellent to prevent dropsy, goat and 
scurvy, and will prevent drowsiness a M make on© fit for 

business.^ 

It was at Garramy1 s Coffee-House that tea was first sold as 

"a cure for all disorders." It was recommended as "the aost 

absolute ear© for conatmption, and all other decays of Nature 

whatsoever incident to mankind,fJ and a« % very rich cordial 

for clearing the heart when oppress1 d with melancholy ana ?a-

pours*" In addition, it wag said to he "a special Antidote 

against any Infection of the Air and if fifteen drops he taken 

going to bed in a glass of spring water, it never faileth to 

procure a sound sleep."^-

Si© widespread acceptance of the -various medicinal prep-

arations and medical treatments may he attributed chiefly to 

these factorsi the prevalence of superstition and the lack of 

scientific knowledge. Hot all of the recommended treatments, 

however, were worthless. Medical science today recognizes 

the therapeutic value of some folk remedies used during the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, foday we are amused by 

the credulity with which people accepted the nostrums, pills, 

8oIbid.« p. 271» 8 l M * » PP. 271-272. 
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and elixirs that were compounded and sold try charlatans#, 

nevertheless, people are almost as credulous today despite 

the Increase in medical knowledge* a ® truth is that mm 

&lmjs seek panaceas and accept improbable remedies in the 

hope ©f ol)taiairjg quick an3 easy cures for their aUtwuts*, 
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Few sixteenth century physicians other than Thorns 

Linacr© and John Cains may be accorded a permanent place in 

the annals of medieal history* Linaore and Cains, however, 

did Mich to improve English medical education, nhieh m # mark-

edly inferior to that available m the- Continent* 

She naae of Timothy Bright deserves to be Included in 

any list of outstaying physicians of the sixteenth century. 

His medical works haw been completely forgotten, an has his 

J2C Melancholy, vhieh « s quickly eclipsed in pop-

ularity by Robert Burton1 s work# But his name lives in an-

other connection. As early as 1586, Bright ted devised a 

scheme of writing with syrabols~~an early foro of present day 

shorthand• In 1588 Queen Elizabeth granted to Bright full 

privileges and rights to his invention In a royal patant** 

According to Bright's biographer, W* Carlton* 

It has been truly said that this book occupies a 
unique position in the history of shorthand, from which -
it will probably never be dislodged* It embodies the 
first published attempt of writing briefer than the 

Carlton> Mgtot &fita JC ffefi»ft 
PP* 71-»/2# 
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common longhand, and as sueh will m& to© looked upon 
as an wm&t coureur*^ 

Another name which is still remembered today is that of 

Sir 'Shorn® Elyot* Blyoi Is thought to have taken a baccalau-

reate in medicine at Oxford; later he became the English am-

bassador to the court of Emperor Charles f# His writings 

include a Latin-English dictionary; lHae Boke Itaei. the gover-

nor* a rule-book for the education of statesmen? and M e Cas-

te! of Selth* in •which Blyot described various disorders t 

emphasizing especially those from which the author himself 

suffered3 

doctor Andrew Boorde (or Borde) was another Tudor phy-

sician of some significance* As was customary during this 

time, his interests were not restricted to the practice of 

medicine. His writings Include SZSt Bgfe 

of Knowledge* a Handbook n£ Europe, a worfe entitled Dvetayr*. 

the temfelf, Ml ittUfe *n« a treatise entitled jg»t s£ tagftSfr 

'which soundly berates the wearing of beards*11*' 

Another prominent physician of the tine was Doctor Walter 

Bally Cor Bayley) # one of the Queen
1*# physicians. It was he 

who was approached by Anthony Forster, henckaan to Lord Bobert 

U# P» 78* 

% # MacKalty, M3?he Renaissance' and Its Influence on 
English Medicine. Surgery, and Public Health,« .jfeltlfti M®$r 
1ml iaumlt I CBeceraber 1, 19W* 757. 
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BaftUar, to supply a potion for Dudley's wife, -toy Bobsart. 

Bally refused this request, Iwsfer, fearing that if "they 

had poysoned her msler the name of his potion, he might * • • 

have been hanged for th© «6lour of their sin,"^ Baily is 

also remembered for his work entitled 4 .Br®lfa freatiae Can-

msMm- £M .ftMjfmttflB- M. Mm. irolAlf ^hieh went through 
seven editions*& 

t%t another royal physician was Roderigo Lopez, whose 

dabbling in polities "brought about his downfall. After Essex 

had accused him of accepting a bribe fro® Philip II to mix 

poison with Elisabeth1 a medicine, .Lopes n»s hanged is 159^.7 

Another of the Queen's physicians, Willis® Gilbert* oc-

cupies an honored place in the history of science* Although 

a physician, Gilbert Is known to historians of physics for 

his work on magnetism anel electrieityi his great work was JSg, 

Magnate (1600).^ 

Thotms Vieary, founder of the Barber~Surgeons' Company, 

is an example erf an outstanding surgeon of this era, ?1 mryfn 

prominence followed a fortunate circumstance. He had been 

^Anthony Wood* & M Anthony Mood ; 
lllgB* Oolife 

©titer' nes a 

batft the First," S O S M M i s a l iaMSl, * <"*>7 30, 1953), 

Andrew Clark, I, 261* 

ff. S» MacKalty, "Medicine in the fime of Queen Eliza 

1I#3 

7lbid.. p. 1181. 

, * A S P P 2 At 
in tfoa Mfeh and 17th Canitayiaa. m w ©a* p* 293* 
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an obscure practitioner la Maidstone who, when called upon 

to treat tear fill for hi# "sore legge," had fortunately 

cured the royal ailment. This happy outcome enabled Vicary 

to rise In the world of medic in©; ultimately, he became S«y 

leant of the King's Surgeons sal Chief Surgeon to the King.9 

fhe efforts of Thomas Gale helped t© raise the standards 

of surgical practice., anfl to iaprove the education of the ap-

prentices of the Barber-Surgeons1 Company* Gale vigorously 

attacked quacks and pseudo-surgeons» His Cartatoe Works of 

Chirurgerie pointed out the errors of the prevalent theories 

of Jerome, John of Vigo* and Ferrius concerning the sequela© 

of gunshot wounds § like William Clows, Gale strongly influ-

enced hi® English colleagues by writing in the vernacular*^ 

William Cloves is considered by many authorities to have 

been the greatest of all Elizabethan surgeons# Leake has 

stated that this reputation stems from Clowes'* lusty style 

of writing rather than from any special distinction of his 

surgical technique.H His writings show much ecsaraon sense, 

however, since 'he wrote from actual experience. He, too, 

attacked the quack# of the timet 

» • * Some of them be Painters, some Glaziers, some Tai-
lors, son© Weavers, some Joiners, some Cutlers, so®© 

%£r Hugh Lett, ttAna tossy at the Barber Surgeons* S&llf * 
tbStt&lX at x m (October, 19**3>» 101* 

10Harvey Graham, g.tomr of Surgery* pp. 1MM57* 

ao»es, Profitable ajfl 
£QSb P« Xii» 
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Cooks, scan© Bakers and sorae Chandlers# Tea now-a-days 
It Is apparent to see how Tinkers. Ped-
lars, Ostlars, Carters, Porters, Horse-gelders a M 
Horse-leeches, Idiots, Apple-squires, Broora-ssen, Bawds, 
Witches, Conjurors, Soothsayers, and Sow-gelders, Segues, 
Bat-eatehers, Bunagates and doctors of Spittle houses 
wife such other like rotten and stinking weeds which do 
in Town sal country, without order, honesty or skill, . 
dally abuse both physic and surgery, hairing no more per-
severance, reason or knowledge in this art than hath a 
goose, and most commonly useth one remedy for all dis-
eases and one my of curing to all persons both old and 
young, sen, women and children which is m possible to 
be performed or to be true as for a shoe-maker with one 
last to make a shoe to fit for every laan's foot and this 
Is one principal cause that so many perish,2.2 

These, then, are the names of soae of the outstanding 

medical practitioners of the sixteenth century* Their aoall 

noaber and their admittedly modest achievements Is in star-

tling- contrast with the large number of distinguished physi-

cians and the many medical advances which followed In the 

seventeenth century. 

The major scientific medical contribution of the seven-

teenth century wis by all oids Willias Harvey1 s discovery of 

the circulation of the blood, the epochal character of which 

can best be appreciated by contrasting it with the conceptions 

it displaced* Galen taught that the blood originates in the 

liver, where it is produced by the action of this organ on 

the food absorbed into the vena porta from the alimentary ca-

nal# Eiis is crude blood, endowed only with natural spirit** 

and It Is carried through the vena cava to the right side of 

the heart* Si# blood then ebbs and flows between the heart 

^OTaham, £g* cit..» pp, 150-151, 
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and the great veins, supplying the tissues with the lower 

requirements of mtrition. Hot all of the tni« blood be-

haves in this manner, however* Some of it passes into the 

left ventriele through invisible pores is the septum* Under 

the influence of the innate heat of the heart it becomes wi-

dowed with, vital spirits and then flows through the arteries 

as "vitalised" blood, supplying the tissues with the higher, 

or vital, requirements of nutrition* At the same time, the 

ventricles of the brain are supplied with blood, in order 

that, with the addition of air, the animal spirits, highest 

of all, my be produced; these are then diffused throughout 

the body by way of the nerves.3-3 

This conception prevailed until 1628 when Harvey pub-

lished his Sa Martu Cordis. Be brought about a revolution 

in physiology with the following wordst 

All things, both argument and ocular demonstration, 
thus confirm tot the blood passes through lungs and 
heart by the force of the ventricles, and is driven 
thence and sent fort to all parts of the body, fhere 
it makes its way into the veins and pores of the flesh* 
It flows by the veins everywhere from the circumference 
to the centre, from the lesser to the greater veins, 
and by them is discharged into the right auricle of the 
heart# [Th® blood Is sent] in such ouantity, in one 
direction, by the arteries, in the other direction by 
the veins, as cannot possibly be supplied by the in-
gested food. It is therefore necessary to conclude that 
the blood in the animals Is impelled in a eirele, and 
Is in a state of ceaseless movementj that &ls Is the 

J. R. Ifecleod, "Harvey*s Experiments on Circulation," 
Annals of Medical History. 1 (December, 1928), 337-339» 
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act or function of the htart, which It performs by 
means of its pulsef and that this is the sol© ana 
only &s& of movement and pulse of the heart# l1* 

A nwab®3? ©f intellectual obstacles had to he overcome • ' 

before this theory of the circulation of the blood received 

general credence. First and foremost w i the Galenic doe» 

trine that there are three different fluids in the body, two 

•of which are different kinds of blood. Acceptance of Harvey1# 

theory presupposed acceptance of the idea that two distinct 

and separate fluids were capable of mixing with each other# 

A further objection was the Aristotelain conception that only 

*tial matter can move naturally with a circular motion| 

all natural tfr^stff^ motions must possess a beginning and 

as end»l? For these reasons, Harvey's discovery did not go 

unchallenged. In fact, Barvey* s opponents dubbed hist a quack, 

referring to him as "the Circulator* Ca sort of charlatan) 

John Aubrey* who <$alls his the * Inventor of the Circulation 

of the Blond,® states! 

• « » After his Book® of the Circulation #f the Blood 
came^out, he fell mightily in Practize, and * « * 'twas 
beleeved by the vulgar that he « s crack-brainedf and 

*l||, 

Charles Singer, J£& ggtelite M Anatomy. p. 183. 

15s. F„ Mason, H y & flttmfa 2l MsrnMf 
pm 

Sir Humphrey Holies ton, "Harvey* s Predecessors and 
Cogtaaporartea.' Annals of Medical fflstoir. X (Winter, 1928), 
JSJi* 

p 128?JOhn A u h r m L t e a> hy Oliver Lawson Dick, 
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all the Hsysitl&ns were against M s Opinion, and envyed 

him | Mkxqr te against him *18 

Bat the theory of the circulation of the blood was accepted 

fairly rapidly, possibly he cause of the lntell«ctaal revolt** 

tion which occurred during the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies# According to Mason the newer view m i that "both the 

microcosm and the macrocosm were governed by an Absolute Ruler 

with all other entities in both the great and little worlds 

enjoying parity of status under the Supreme power*"*9 the 

theory of the circulation of the blood and the doctrine of 

the supremacy of the heart became particular applications of 

this conception, and through acceptance of this theory th# 

biological sciences were freed to a great extant from "the 

obscurantism which haunted them so long as <tuasl~splritttal 

categories instead of physical and clinical categories, were 

used in the explanation of the phenomena of life.*2® 

Harvey himself wag a selfless scientist* so immersed in 

his researches that even Aubrey, the most enterprising eaves-

dropper of the seventeenth century, is unable to give us many 

interesting sidelights on his life# His lack of interest in 

contemporary affairs is well illustrated by his action at the 

Battle of Edgehill# As court physician he aeeorapanied Charles 

and was given the task of earing for the two young princes at 

J>* 131» ^Mason, £&•» ?• W*< 

2^Wolf, jm* .el..t.«. p* 
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th© fringe of tlm battlefield. During the battle* and <3#* 

spite the fact that the King's fortunes were at stake, Survey 

withdrew to the protection of a hedge and read a book*21 

the nam© of Iiirvey dominates this period In the medical 

history of England* There were, however, other mm in medi-

©ine who, although their reputations b m been difflasd by the 

inevitable comparison vith Harvey, are recognised for their 

contributions to medical science* 

One of these m m was fhoaas Sydenham, best known for his 

work in internal medicine* In l#f2 he entered Magdalen Hall, 

Oxford, but his studies were interrupted by the Civil Wars, 

in which he served with distinction as a Puritan captain of 

ham*22 At the close of the conflict he returned to Oxford 

to study medicine, and after only six months work he was made 

a Bachelor of Medicine on order of the Sari of Pembroke, Chan-

cellor of the University* This was an irregular procedure, 

particularly in view of the fact that he had not received a 

degree in the arts#23 He then went to Montpellier to continue 

his studies and upon returning to England received the degree 

of Doctor of Medicine from Cambridge In 1667 

^Victor Hobinson, tjto S$egy of Medicine, p* 28V* 

^ibia.. p. 315. 

2Sil H. Major, Classic Paaerlptlons of Plaeaas. p. 1^3. 
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Sydenham was unaware of the anatomical and physiological 

progress that his contemporaries were asking, and he stood 

apart f*ora the w i n currents of his age, Wxmpt for Hippoc-

rates, whoa he revered, he avoided renting any medical books• 

la fact, so strong' mm his feelings on this subject that 

when Sir Richard Blackaore, a physician and poet, asked his 

what books he should read! to qualify his for practice, Syden-

ham answered* M . . . read Don Quixote, It is a wry good 

book, I read it stillSasruel Johnson later suggested 

that Blaekmore was misled by the advice and tlmt Sydenham 

probably meant that Blaekmore would nmer become a good doc-

tor $. no matter what he read*26 Evidently Blaekmore was not 

offended by this remark# for he was exceedingly proud of hit 

personal acquaintance with Sydenham and was his devoted fol» 

lower*27 

Sydenham*# theory of medicine was very simple! the huuan 

mind was Halted and fallible and could not comprehend basic 

causes5 scientific theories, consequently, were of little 

value to the practitioner, who, at the bedside of the patlentf 

must rely upon his powers of observation and his fund of 

^Ibld. 

^Albert Rosenberg, glfiftSM Blackaore. p, Ikf* 
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experience Sydenham suggested that disease was a develop-

aental process with a natural history of Its own* and he rec-

ommended that the phys ieian'ela ssify disease® as a botanist 

classifies plants#2^ &e "English Hippocrates,» as Sydenham 

eventssally became known, m i the standard bearer of progress 

in practical medieine* His remarkable treatise, 

flg regarded as one of the main foun-

dations of modern elinical medicine«3® She saterial for this 

work was obtained after years of close study of the various 

fevers in London* He also gave the first satisfactory descrip-

tion of acute rheusatlssa* which he distinguished from gout# 

Sydenham himself suffered from gout and stated in his treatise 

upon the subject that he had known "severe torment, the in-

ability to move, and other bodily evils.,f31 Perhaps his per-

sonal experience with the disorder ssade hi® description one 

which "remains u n s u r p a s s e d # " 3 2 gy$&rimm also distinguished 

scarlet fever from measles, and his clinical picture of hys-

teria and chorea are classic#33 In therapeutics he « s the 

H» Garrison, ig MfeMplfeB £ft Mm. Illlig Qt 1M~ 
!, third edition, pp. 269*270* 

2%aJor, clt«. p# iMf* 

3^Cax Neuberger, "Some Eelations Between British and 
German Medicine in the Seventeenth Century.M Bulletin of the 
SUtaa s£ Mletne, 3aj>pi«Mnt in, (I'M), 3S* 

31 Biotas Srtenham, J^gKftfc& S| ItWnM MmlWIiJ-£;i 
translated from the Latin edition of Dr, Greenhill, II, 162« 

~^Major, jcl&. MM,** P« lMf* 33Robinaon> p» 317* 
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first t© popularly© the us© of quinine, a drag which was 

strongly resisted by the majority of physician© at that time, 

and he was the innovator of fresh sir for sick rooms and 

horseback riding for consumptires • 3^ 

Sydenham's theories and M s work affected medical educa-

tion and medical practice for sore than two honored years# 

In Austria, the Vienna Medical School and the go-called School 

of Natural History were outstanding manifestations of his 

i n f l u e n c e d ? Indeed, during and shortly after his lifetime 

he was more renowned on the Continent than at hone, and the 

famous Hermann Boerhaave of Leyden "was wont to take his hat 

off* whenever he mentioned Sydenham's name»3^ This great 

clinician, the man who was "the greatest representative of 

practical medicine of practical England,*37 vas not, however, 

a member of. the Boyal Society or the Royal College of Physi-

clans~~"a little oversight which the College has never ceased 

to regret# **3̂  

Medical science was also advanced by the work of Sir John 

Floyer, M® of the original thinkers of the seventeenth cen-

ter* In ̂ e ..Pfeslgteali MM lilafe recorded the first 

attempt since Galileo and Sanetorius to make observations on 

3^<Jarrison, j®. clt.T p.* 271 • 

3%EUBERGERF eit»« p. 23*H 

^Stewart, £ft# clt.. p# **66 # 

3?Major, clt.* pp. I*f3-l¥f* 

3®B0Mns©n» ^ cit»> p, 317* 
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th© pulse rate. His experiments led hi® to nm a watch con-

structed to rm for exactly one minute, enabling M a to count 

the number of pulse beats and to not® the _ condition of the 

puis® la various disorders*39 Fioyer is alto knmm for his 

work on asthma, geriatrics, and hydrotherapy. He particularly 

recommended cold baths as a -for® of treatment, and his Inquiry 

•fo&o JStMt Sight Stt St M & Jft&f and fumoemfee Baths of 

JftMtiJififl, through seven editions between 1697 and 1722.^ 

Walter Cfaarleten was another well-known physician of the 

seventeenth century. S© wote the first English text on phys-

iology* which was entitled fitfaatf, M i t e At Kutrltlon. M H 

ABA M f f i f a MlSffi* A constant Royalist, Charleton was 

appointed Physician in Ordinary to Charles II at the time of 

the Bestoration, and possibly in gratitude for this appoint-* 

m m t he published his very naive work, 4 Character $£ Hi» 

Hftl& Iftgffl Mfctoftte SftPBXta II? Which in most laudatory terms 

described Charles as one to whom no interest was so dear a« 

religion.*** 

Sir Shostas Browne, another distinguished physician, ig 

remembered today for his contributions to literature rather 

« « « J a cf b ^gnbloom, «fh© History of Pulse firaing With 
Seat® Rjwrtw On Sir John Fioyer and His Physician* s Pulae 
Watch> irola Ml tMlal SXatauxi ** (March, 1922), 96. 

*%rtur© Caatiglioni, A History Meilcinef p. 6W5. 

© Q hlBll Holi««toa, "Walter Charleton, 0., H., 
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than to medicine. U s Heliglo jflftlsftt vhioh sets forth a 

plea for the right of the individual to follow his own con-

science in the matter of religion and attempts to reconcile 

the scientific spirit with faith in the tenets of religion, 

is still widely read* Three fears after the date of its pub-

lication, however, it was placed on the list of hooks pro-

scribed by the Catholic Church, This action by the Church 

was taken when interest in the work had reached a high point. 

Some people accused Browne of being a papist; others accused 

him of a theism | and a Quaker even invited hla to become a 

member of the Society of Friends# As Pinch points out, a 

book capable of producing s© many interpretations was mstm* 

rally deemed dangerous, and it speedily found its way to the 

Browne* g ability as a physician was apparently about av-

erage ; h# was acquaintedv however, with the majority of the 

famous physicians of the time, and in 166k he was elected a 

Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians# Osier does not 

think that he takes rank with many of his contemporaries and 

says that one misses the nclearf dry light of science" in 

him#^3 Hej like many others, never succeeded in escaping 

from the superstitions of the time, and it was stated that 

s, pinch, jig Jtaas i m m & i 4 Bafttaasla M M M£ 
Balance and Faith, p. 5* 

^%ir William Osier, An Alabama student and Other Bla* 
" " mmMf P* 275. 
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the testimony he gave during a witchcraft trial at Bury St* 

Sdaunds helped convict the victims.**1*' 

John Badcliff© was one of the most able physicians of 

the latter half of the seventeenth century# He often said 

that when he top®, medical practice he had twenty remedies 

for every disease but that toward the end of his career he 

knew of twenty diseases for which he had not a single remedy* 

H© was an individualist with a shrewd sense of horaor and a 

sharp, Insolent tongue. One# he was called upon to treat the 

wife of Lord Chief Justice Holt, a nan he thoroughly detested. 

Badcllffe paid more attention to the woman than was his usual 

custom, and when asked why, he replied, "Why, I know that 

Bolt wishes the woman dead, so I am determined to keep her 

alive to plague hira.®̂ ? 

More than other physicians of the time, he became em-

broiled in political difficulties# Be was a violent Tory, 

and ©lis political stand say explain his rejection in later 

years of an appointment as court physician to King William III, 

although the King offered a salary of two hundred pounds a 

year. Badcllffe did not even try to obtain the good opinion 

of the monarch* S® expressed himself bluntly and carelessly. 

l*lfFinch, j&g. clt,. p* 21?. 

Portraits and Profiles* John Had cliff e,M Merck 
mmw,h W I I (October, 19B)» 19. . 
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William, who was constantly ill,1^ and whose intemperance 

further aggravated his already existing afflictions, one# 

consulted Badcliffe about M s gouty tendencies. When the 

Kin® asfewl Hadcliffe what he thought of M s subHan legs, 

RadeXiffe repliedf "Why truly, I would not hare your Majesty*a 

two legs for your three Idngdoms."*1'? Badcliffe was not con-

sulted again by William* 

la Decembers 169**, he wag summoned to attend Queen Mary# 

It seems fairly well established that Badcliffe, who was con-

sidered to b® the outstanding authority in England on small-

pox and gout, was called in too late to do any good in the 

treatment of the Queen, whose case of smallpox had at first 

been diagnosed as measles. He immediately accused the court 

physicians of wrong treatment, and this accusation precipi-

tated trouble* Bishop Burnet, whose political opinions prej-

udiced him against anyone who did not share them, made the 

gravest charges against Badcliffe* 

I "will not enter into another's province, nor speak 
of Batters m much out of the way of my own profession! 
but the physicians1 part ms universally condemned, and 

^Burton Chance states I "William was an asthmatic and a 
difficult patient to manage because he would not heed any ad-
vice, He probably had tuberculosis which affected the bone# 
of his right arts, and without doubt he was afflicted by chronic 
pulmonary disease. It is well linown that although a good 
horseman he died from the effects of injuries when thrown by 
a stumbling horse." (fiftUfttta SSL JM S t e M Ifftft&fl&Mh ™ 
(July, 19**2), 302)# 

Lavers-Saith, "Memoirs of Celebrated Physicians Who 
Flourished in the Reign of Queen Anne," flag*! j « M M - t 
XV (iDecember 21, 1901), 
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her death was ispxited to the negligence or nnskilfal--
ness of Dp, Radoiiffe. He was called for, and It ap-
peared tot too evidently that Ms opinion was chiefly 
considered, and was most depended on* Other physicians 
was afterwards called, bat not till it was too late.1*® 

It is interesting to speculate that if Blaelcraore, or some 

other staunch Whig, had acted as the principal medical ad-

visor, Bishop Burnet would have dwelt less upon the negligence 

and incapability of the doctor and more npon the hopelessness 

of the ease* Radellffe, however, was always suspected of be-

tag a Hasan Catholic, or at least of sympathizing with the 

tenets of that religion* Shis was probably in© to the favors 

shown him by James II, and, after the abdication of that mon-

arch, he was looked upon as a Jacobite or partisan of James #^9 

It is little wonder that Bishop Burnet found Radellffe repre-

hensible* 

Indulgence in wine was Had cliff e* s besetting weakness, 

and because of it he forfeited the favor of Queen Anne. A 

few months after he had been appointed her physician he was 

sent for by Anne, just as he was sitting down to enjoy a few 

drinks with friends# He ignored the first summons, and 

when finally induced to leave he was heard to complain of the 

hardships of being called away to attend a woman who was only 

^Gilbert Bnrnet, A& Abridgment of Bishop Burnet's His-
of Mff Own fines» by the Reverend Mr* Jhoraas Stackhoiise, 

P* 3$9* 

B. Hiss, to. John Baflslimti 4 3fr e^ sZ Ms M£& 
MM m i n l M 1 M §M ImmMmm* p» 21: 
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suffering from the "vapours" and who "was in as good a state 

of health m any woman breathing, could she hut give into the 

belief of it."5® Siis story was, of course, immediately re-

peated to kmmf who, la high displeasure, had his name struck 

from the roll of eourt physi elans. 

But Radcliffe had yet another skirmish with the govern-

ment • In 1711 Earley, the Lord Treasurer, was stabbed by 

Count Quiscard, and Radcliffe was called In to attend him. 

Here again the doctor's private animosities were in evidence* 

Be refused to meet Mr# Bussiere, who first dressed the wound, 

and substituted Ms own surgeon in M s place, thereby, se-

conding to Swift, retarding the patient's recovery.^ 

On down to the very end Baddiffe had trouble. In 171& 

Anne died, atill unreconciled to Radcliffe, who incurred a 

great deal of odium from the report that he had refused to 

attend her deathbed when sussaoned by a messenger of the coun-

cil. Sis accusers have, however, overlooked the fact that he 

was then confined to his country home with a severe attack of 

the gout and also that the message was sent without the know-

ledge of the Queen or the Council. Radeliffe contended: "As 

ill as I was, I would have went to the Queen in a horse-litter* 

had either Her* Majesty or those in commission next to her 

^William MeMlcheal, .33m Gold Headed Cane, p. 151. 

, „ ,, *?ljo^than Swift, femil M M M M t edited by Harold 
Williams, It 225. 
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commanded m® to do s o ."52 nonetheless, popular feeling ran 

quite high, and it is said that Radeliffe1s life was threat-

ened* In Hovesiber, 171hf Kadcliffe died, and it is said that 

M s dread of the people and the want of company in the eoimtry 

village where he had retired, and which he did not dare to 

leave, shortened M s life.53 According to his first biogra-

pher, Badcliffe "fell a victim to the ingratitude of a thank-

less world, and the fury of the gout."5^ 

One of the most famous names of the seventeenth century 

is that of John Locke* M a y it is his work, & W Z 

Human Praterstanding* that assures his fame. Few remember that 

he was a physician with more • than a superficial knowledge of 

the profession# Locke's interest in experimental research 

drew him into medical work, and when he was thirty~eight, and 

after he had spent much time in independent work, he applied 

for the degree of Doctor of Medicine under the dispensation 

plan* His petition failed, however, not Means© of his lack 

of medical knowledge, hut because of his liberal religious 

views# It was not until four years later, after much prac-

tice with a friend, a Doctor Thomas, that he obtained the de-

gree of Bachelor of Medicine#Shortly thereafter Lord 

?%aver#«fc!th, cit«. p* 5^9 • 

^McMicheal, cit«* p# 30* ^̂ Xbid».« p* 15$» 

A. Norton, "Doctors Afieldt John Locke," Hew M j n l 
M Medicine. CCXLIX, (September 5, 1953), 
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Ashley became his patient# The physician-patient relation-

ship soon rtpmmI into an intimate ftiesdshlp, and Locke was 

made physician to the Ashley family and advisor on private 

affairs* When Lord Ashley, who became the Earl of Shaftes-

bury, fell from political power* Locke went to France in 

search of health, for he suffered from chronic consumption 

and frequent attacks of asthsisu When he returned to Bngland 

after the Revolution of 1688, h® was consulted by another 

famous asthmatic, William III* Locke told hist that only 

strict abstinence would afford him any relief, but William, 

who apparently considered the cure worse than the disease, 

refuged to follow the advice*5$ 

Locke1 s most famous medical work was Bg Arte Mediesu in 

which he tried to formulate the guiding principles of medicine. 

Her® he asserted that the art of medicine would become sore 

proficient only by a closer union of principles with clinical 

procedure* In this respect he stated that the study of sci-

ence, chemistry being an example, does not lead to the cure 

of disease, but that the doctor learns his art by treating 

sick people rather than from speculative theorems Locke 

expressed his idea as follows? 

fees© speculative theorems do® as little advantage 
the physlek as good of men# - & he that thinks he caa® 

^Ibld«. p. Vl3* 

?7a.« ?• Gibson, .Aft ig.MMasi js& teiai 
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to be skild ill diseases % steadying the doctrine of the 
that the notions of obstructions & putrefaction 

assists him ifi the cur® of feavers, or that he by the 
acquaintance h© has with sulphur &. mercury h© was lead 
into this uaefull discovery, that what medeclnes & reg-
imen «ro certaine to kill the lattor end of some feawrs 
as they •maw In others, m y as rationaly believe that 
his Cooke mm his skill In posting & boyling to hi® 
study of the elements that M s speculations about fire 

^have teught him that the same seething liquor# 
that bolies the egg hard makes the hen tender, the be-
giaiag & Smpmwm* of usefull arts, & the assistances 
of tesssn life, have all sprang from industry & obser-
vatlon • » * true knowledge grew first in the world by 
experience & rational operations 4 had this method been® 

& a 1 1 thoughts been© imploid to add# 
their own# tryalls to the observation of others no® 
question physiok as veil as si&ny other arts, had been® 
Hi a far better condition than mm it isJ» 

These outstanding practitioners were supplemented by an* 

other group of men, some of whom were physicians, who banded 

together to form the Royal Society. This Society was the cut-

con® of informal meetings of more or less learned men who were 

deeply Interested in experimental knowledge.59 As early as 

5 this group met weekly at a kind of luncheon club to dis~ 

mss scientific news* It was referred to as "the invisible 

college"-—a meeting place for serious study without buildings 

or professors#^0 Bven during the Civil Wars some sort of 

continuity was maintained, and in l660f Meetings were resumed 

in London,** Charles II took a considerable, if shallow, 

PP. 18*19* 

6°Dol-othy Stlmson, S M tottSffia. P- 37. 

6lH. D, Anthony, SgUma. SM. Aia Baehrroarat, p. 160, 



interest In the organisation* and in 1663 he granted a charter 

to group, thereafter it was tows as the Royal Society 

For the Improvement of Natural Knowledge % I&periiaentj^ and 

Charles II « s declared the f&aMmr and pat*on.*>3 

Bogotigr Stisson tes suggested that Puritanism was an im-

portant factor in promoting the type of thinking that helped 

arouse the interest in science. She points out that the Pu-

ritan emphasis upon a high standard of moral living kept so-

ber men away from the Restoration theater, that these men 

turned to the new seiene© for- their recreation, and that "the 

study of God*s will as revealed in His works in the natural 

world * * • harmonised with the most rigid Puritan thinking#* 

Other-writers believe that tee influence whieh led to the 

formation of the Royal Society can he traced hack through 

the preceding century, a period when the new or experimental 

philosophy spread rapidly among those who studied natural 

science. During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries a 

change in intellectual temper had taken place on the Ckmti~ 

nent, and this change inevitably influenced English thinking 

in the seventeenth century 

3̂stijaa©n, MB* ?it«T p» 9*, 

^Dorothy Stimson, "Puritanism and the lew Philosophy,w 

Bulletin nt ..ta History of Medicine. Ill (May, 1935) * 326. 

Sir Henry Lyons* nTkm loyal Society of London," 
Endeavour. II (January, 19^3 )> 1%* 
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Both Pari tans and loyalists collaborated In organizing 

the Royal Society, a M its establishment Is a landmark in 

the history of science. At the outset, however, the Society 

encountered a good deal of opposition, mainly in the form ©f 

ridicule aM satire* Samuel Butler, who vigorously satirized 

Puritanism, also poked fan at the scientists. In M$he He* 

phant in. th© Moon," he ridiculed then fort 

Eheir learned speculations 
And all their constant occupations? 
To measure and to weigh the air* 

A M turn a circle t® a square#00 

2hl« opposition soon disappeared, a M the prestige of the 

Boyal Society was firmly established during the latter half, 

of the seventeenth century# The contributions which the So-

ciety^ members made to scientific knowledge were legion, 

Robert Boyle, whom Bishop Burnet characterized as Ma 

very devout Christian, humble and modest almost to a fault,"67 

attacked many physical ana chemical problems» He invented a 

pneumatic engine, which he used to produce a partial vacuum, 

fhis enabled hi® to study the effect of the lowered pressure 

on shrivelled apples, balloons, and human limbs. Also, with 

this machine he established the truth of M s law that fee 

fijg: 
v *, ^ Samuel Butler, PssStol ItAl &£ § « § ! 2bSLS£> edited 
by Robert Bell, III, 52, 

^Burnet, .git** p* l*7« 
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volume of a gas was Inversely proportional to the pressure 

to which It was subjected#^ 

Bsbert Hooke was probably the most interesting member 

of the Society. A tireless experimenter, he claimed mm 

one hundred inventions* Among these were the anchor-escape-

ment, which brought about a revolution in clock-making, aisS 

his balance-spring, which raade the chronometer possible* 

His law of the spring forms the basis for the theory of elas-

ticity as employed by engineers, and his universal joint is 

an essential feature in transmission gear* He was the first 

to use zero to indicate the freezing point on the thermometer, 

and he made Improvements to the microscope, telescope, and 

the air-pump. He achieved less in biology and medicine than 

in other branches of science! his work on the micros cope, 

however, led to important discoveries in these fields#^ 

Christopher Wren, another member of the Society, was 

Interested in anatomy and physiology a® well as architecture 

and astronomy. Assisted by Boyle and Doctor Robert Wilking, 

one of the founders of the Society, he was the first to at-

tempt the administration of drugs by the intravenous method•T0 

68 
2U B* Southwood, Robert Boyle and His Influence on 

Scientific Medicine » Js&EHai ** 
(December 5* 1936), 782. 

W» Robinson, "Robert Hooke. M, D«, P» R. S», With 
Social Reference to His Work in Medicine," M 
•fin. i m l .deleter of Medicine, XOTXII (July, 1 W > , 

7%* G» Hleholls, "Natural fhilosophy During the Heign of 
paries the Second." j&Bftftto jftwUsfl 

XLXv (January, 19*fl), 68+ 
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Sioraas Willis, another colleague, was the first to note the 

sweetish taste of diabetic urine and differentiated between 

diabetes mellitus and diabetes insipidus# In tils association 

of emaciation with, sugar-containing urine and his view that 
•ft 

it vas an affection of the blood rather than of the kidneys, 

he was such in advance of M s time.7* He also described, isy-

asthenia gravis and wrote early accounts of epidemics of ty-

phoid and typhus fever. In his Anatomy of the Brain* he 

described with accuracy the anatomy of the nervous system 

and the arterial circle at the base of the brain which bears 

his rase--the Circle of Willis #72 

Richard Lover, a physician and member of the Society, 

was particularly interested in the blood, which he differen-

tiated by color as arterial and venous* In February, 1665, 

he made the first direct transfusion of blood from one aniaal 

to another*73 Pepys vas particularly intrigued by these ex-

periments and wondered what change might take place In an 

English archbishop if blood from a -Quaker were transfused in-

to the cleric*s veins.'71*' Nothing is known of Iiower* s reac-

tions to the speculations of Pepys, but in 1667, he, with 

„.T-r .^Sir Hjsapfcrey Holies ton, "Thorns Willis," jjMSfllr, MSMs 
XLI (April, 193%) # 185• 

^Major, on. clt.. p. 191» 

^ N . S. R. Maluf, "'History of Blood Transfusion," Journal 
St m mt'QTI &L mh%m* « (January, 19Jfc>t 62. " 

^Samuel Pepys, Jhg Mary of Saiauel Brora. edited by 
H» B. Wheatley, *i, 320. 
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HsraS King, undertook to change a man' s personality fey a 

blood transfusion. The patient, a Cambridge theologian, was 

described as having a brain that vas *& little tew vara," 

He was given the blood of a sheep, sine© it was a docile an-

imal, and surprisingly enough, it was not fatal.75 Lowers 

political affiliation affected M s career# 4 stout Protes-

tant, he joined the Whig party In 1678# Being an honest, 

sincere man, he did not conceal from the Xing his politics 

and his opposition to the succession of James XI* Conse-

quently, when the Whigs, lost control he lost not only the 

patronage of the King but also much of his practice. 

Sh®»@ men, along vith John Mayow, who cam© close. to the 

discovery of oxygen when he published his tracts on respira-

tion,^ John Aubrey, John Evelyn, Francis Gllsson, Walter 

feedham, and John Locke, formed the core of the Boyal Soci-

ety • Both amateurs and true researchers, they did such to 

spread the ideas of experimental science. Biey devised lab* 

oratory facilities, made and Improved instruments, experi-

mented along the most varied lines of research, constantly 

cosa&unlcated with foreign workers, and established the first 

organ of international scientific oofflsaunicatlon through the 

Witof, OP. cit«. p. 6̂ « 

Gm S o f t and P* M* Hoff, "Life and Times of Richard 
. „ • * •or** -J-Jr- rT> -j- v 

mm 
Nichols, op. elt.. p. 68, 

lower," B H U s m a£ £ * JJiaifficZ at Medicine- XT (Jtily, 1936), 
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Society's "Philosophical transactions." 25i® Society mis© 

p*«©t@d scientific research by encouraging workers and by 

publishing their findings 5 in abort, it supplied the essen-

tial aid without which the progress of science would have 

been delayed for decades. What is more important, however, 

is that through its existence and voris It proved that a nev •. 

order of things had arisen, that new facts, new methods of 

work, new interests* were to be recognized in place of the 

blind acceptance of the authority of the ancients, on the 

one M M , and crude empiricism or superstition, on the other# 

The Royal Society, mst, therefore, be reckoned as the 

dominant organisation among the pioneer reforming bodies 

of the century# 
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mwimim 

Prior to the sixteenth century very little progress had 

been made in the science of medicine sine© the Galenic age 

in Oreeee# Fcr aore than a thousand years, therefore, Europe 

had been content with a medical system established in ancient 

times. All branches of learning, however, were stagnant dur-

ing these centuries# In the Middle Ages there m s 

for authority—authority of the Church in religion, of the 

aristocracy in politics, of Aristotle, Galen, Pliny, and Py-

thagoras in science* The learned might explain, but they 

might not criticize) for whatever had received the sanction 

of authority became a fixed belief* 

Th® advent of th© Renaissance with its revival of learn-

ing, the invention of the printing press, the discovery of 

the lew World, and the resultant extension of travel and com-

merce, the Reformation, the growth of vernacular literature, 

and the development of the Copernlcan system which attacked 

one of the basic dogmas of medieval scholasticism, produced 

far-reaching changes in all branches of knowledge* In medi-

cine and science the impact of the new forces was particularly 

significant. lager scholars read Galen, Hippocrates, and 

others in the original version instead of the successive 

158 
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translations which contained many errors• Furthermore, a 

spirit of critical Inquiry developed, and artists Ilk* 

Leonardo da Vinci, physicians like fesalius ana Paracelsus, 

attacked the doctrines of Galen and the ancients# fegaltus 

produced a great treatise on anatomy, and Paracelsus taught 

physicians to substitute chemical therapeutics for alchemy, 

and he inveighed vigorously against witchcraft, quack sur-

geons, uroaancy, and star craft—all a part of the old prac-

tice of medicine. 

It must not be assumed, however, that a revolution In 

medicine and science m s accomplished within a short tine# 

The Galenie system and the authority of the ancients con-

tinued to exist during the sixteenth century along with the 

growing strength of scientific inquiry, although the latter 

gradually undermined the old order in Europe and England* 

0se prestige of the Italian universities drew scholars from 

all the European countries and England, and these men re-

turned with new Ideas* Linacre, Calus, and Harvey received 

their medical education in Italy, and their influence on the 

development of medicine in England has s&ie their names fa«* 

fflous in the annals of English medical history• 

Slowly the influence and work of these physicians and of 

others less well known, who also had studied medicine on the 

Continent, became evident in England* During the sixteenth 

century some advance was made in surgery, particularly by 

surgeons who accompanied the amies# Definite progress was 
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shown in preventive plague medicine, and the quality of med-

leal education was Improved* Advancements in English medi-

cine, however, did not parallel the progress sad© on the 

Continent during this period, and not until the seventeenth 

century did England participate fully in the medical pettfels* 

sanee of Europe, Her ability to do s© then depended, In 

large measure, m the work that had bees done during the six-

teenth century# 

From the standpoint of cultural mhlmmmt the seven-

teenth century ranks as one of the greatest periods in the 

history of western civilization, for it vas the age in which 

the basic concepts of modern science were formulated* T«t* 

as in the sixteenth century, the old ideas continued to exert 

tremendous influence despite scientific progress* The emi-

nent physicians, William Harvey and Sir lEhomas Browne believed 

in witches and thought that the death sentence should he give® 

these evil creatures# Yet these sen battled vigorously the 

people who opposed experimental research. 

Although England -ms troubled by religious intolerance, 

civil wars, and persecution, it m s , nevertheless, & fertile 

ground for the advancement of science during this century. 

!&© Italian states were engaged in civil strife and their 

maritime importance was diminished# In Germany, the 3Mrty 

lears1 War destroyed the most flourishing cities, inter-

rupted commerce, and ruined industries* In France, the wars 
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of the Frond® riveted tine "bonds of monarchy a M #ceX#slas* 

ticism upon the country* England and Hblland, on the other 

hand, enjoyed relative peace and prosperity, and It is la 

these two countries that science found a congenial atmosphere 

and medicine had its most flourishing development* Both of 

these countries had fought their battles with the Catholle 

Church,̂  and their governments were consequently inclined to 

fee tolerant and to give considerable freedom to those who 

pursued the study of science*1 

a © progress of science in this period in lagland was 

only one aspect of a general transformation of English life 

and thought, She seventeenth century in England was an era ' ' 

of change and progress, of innovations, of new ideas and «** 

parlances* It was ©specially an era of new ideas in politics, 

geography, physics, economies., and so on. It was also an 

era of mm experience* Seamen and traders returned from far 

voyages, bringing with them strange and marvellous objects# 

Men sampled the tobacco that Sir Walter Baleigh brought back 

from to Sew World, and they drank hot chocolate, wondering 

if it would really sake them passionate, $b# Impact of these 

new experiences produced a wider mental outlook, a spirit of 

scientific inquiry# Men examined the traditional manners and 

institutions, and criticised thera either as having no rational 

&ISH& 



basts or as teeing out~of~st@p -with nm developments# Perhaps 

the chief factor in this revolution of soeial thought was 

the great'growth of commercial activity. Ste© trading compa-

nies which had been favored by Elizabeth grew and pros* 

pered, bringing wealth into England and with this wealth a©re 

leisure time to consider mm ideas# M©r# people read books, 

and more books were available in English, 

These changes in English life and thought mm resisted 

by the forces of authority AND conservatism anA were SMSM®~ 

p&nied, naturally, by dislocations and conflicts*, traditional 

authority was challenged in every phase of life# Birllaneat 

struggled against th© authoritative prerogatives of the throne# 

Milton fought for the freedom of the press, and others fought 

against authority of religion and for religious tolerance• 

Writers struggled against governmental censorship and against 

the very real possibility that they and their printers might 

be thrown into the Tower of London or deprived of their ears 

for producing unpopular pamphlets# 

In science the struggle against authoritative tradition 

was carried on in the Universities* Scholars began to sug-

gest Ideas which were not to be found in classical writings 

on scientific subjects, Ideas opposed to those handed down, 

by Galen and Aristotle* Francis Bacon, in accordance with 

the new tendencies, anticipated and contributed to a revolu-

tion in scientific methodology by condemning scholasticism 
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aaft its "letters os opium m tablets of lead,"^ and advocating 

an empirical approach to scientific problems. Hie first yo&r 

of the century witnessed the publication of Hn 1-fa.giMtq. by 

William Gilbert, an epoch-making work in physics, although 

quite untraditional and anti-Aristotelian* 53ms the seven-

teenth century in England beeame an age of new scientific 

ideas, of experiment and invention, of great scientists and 

great dlscov«ri«a, and of a growing realisation of the im-

portance of cooperation in scientific endeavor* 

Medical science shared in these achievements, but, tin-

fortunately, medical practise did not keep pmm with advances 

in theory# Sie great discoveries in anatomy, physiology, and 

chemistry were only slowly and gradually utilised in medical 

practice* fhe forces of popular ignorance and superstition 

prevented both the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries from 

realising, except in small degree, the practical benefits of 

scientific medical loiovledge* 

2Goldwin Smith, 1 Halag StisMs P» 373* 
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